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Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our
famous EVO diffs and 5 speed
gearboxes. Only RHP and top
quality bearings stocked.
The best crosspin diff
available! Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £167.47
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48 . . . . . .£706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741 . . . .£23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring 22G2033EVO . . .£13.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54. . £27.00

Geometry Kits
CCompllette kkiitt wiitthh addjjusttabblle tie
bars and adjustable lower arrms.
With correct performance buushes.
Order as MSSK3008 £85.800 full kit

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone
springs on the market
made from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Wheel Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . .£31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 .£30.60
Correct fittttting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00
QL5000 coupling kit pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£59.40
Rubber coupling GCD101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .each £26.10

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.50
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minisppares 1275 copppper head ggasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

£40.69

All Mini Spares chroome and
brightwork items aree top
quality and made to fit correctly.

Owners and stockists oof RC40 systems.
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versionns have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle boxx pipes. Most
competitors don’t even have these stainless
internals in their ‘stainless stteel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat bback . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/esstate . . . . . . . . . £76.32
Twin box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumpper
- fits BETTTTTER than Rover originall!! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £114.94
Inner/outer door moulding car seet Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steeel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-bbrass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHFF100010SS . . . . . . . £11.81
FFlluutteedd ddeelluuxxee cchhrroommee wwhheeeell aarrcch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

Cranborne Industrial Estate,
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury.
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T . . . . . . . .£16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on
filter (not MPI) SO4 . .£17.78
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier)

MSF166 . . . . . . . . . .£2.23 Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80Steering racks - L/H or R/H FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack L/H or R/H C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine Unipart GSJ166. . . . . £15.36
Mini Spares swivel pin kit GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18

Timken front genuine GHK1140 . . . . . . . . .£49.14
Minispares version front . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£13.80
TTiimkken rear GGHHKK11880055 llatte moddiiffiiedd . . . . . .££3399.4422
Minispares rear GHK1548MS . . . . . . . . . .£14.39

NEW! 5 port alloy heads . . . . . . . . .from £1251.50
with 35.7x29.5 race quality valves C-AHT347 . . .£1251.50
with 37x31mm offset spaced vaalves C-AHT347RACE £1559.59
8 port head kits . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .from £2021.14
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . .£1149.72
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . .£194.40
Camshaft Evolution001 .new blanks,outright £89.10
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive OOil Pump . . .from £112.50
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AAHT436 . . . . . . . . .£133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rockeer set C-AHT446A £223.09
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ33323 . . . . . . . . . . . .£27.20
Duplex kit steel lightened CC-AJJ3325 . . . . . .£60.04
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuinee mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mouunting . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump . . . .£18.90
Minimum stretch single roww chain 3H2127EVO .£19.44
Minimum stretch double roww chain 2H4905EVO .£24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves.

Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (((no points))) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 higher spec. electric types to
match your camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.20
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £21.78
Master cylinder GMC1008 . .£45.50
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . £26.10
OOrraannggee ddiiaapphhrraaggmm CC-AAEEGG4881 .££3355.100
Grey Comp diaphragm C-AEG482. . . . . . . . . £37.75
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS . . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £24.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
‘AP’ Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune GCP204 £33.12
‘AP’ road/rally Plate C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . . £65.26
‘AP Racing’ road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm . . . . . £91.44
Ultralight flywheel - standard EN8 . . . . . . . .£135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24 . . . . . . . . . .£209.08
3 piece ‘AP’ clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . £60.30
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
3 piece turbo kit GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40

New Gears

29 tooth A plus primary gears for 998 or
1275,, with floatingg bush for longgevityy,, state cc £153.60
2nd gear for 4 synchro pre A plus £76.80

Engines:
Visit our website for the full
ENGINE PARTS LISTINGS
www.minispares.com/engines

Brakes:
For BRAKES go to:
www.minispares.com/brakes

Gaskets:
For GASKETS go to:
www.minispares.com/gaskets

For ELECTRICS go to:
www.minispares.com/electrics

Gearboxes & Diffs
For GEARBOXES go to:
www.minispares.com/gearboxes

Clutches:
For CLUTCHES go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

Suspension:
For SUSPENSION go to:
www.minispares.com/suspension

Exhausts:
For EXHAUSTS go to:
www.minispares.com/exhausts

Brightwork:
For BRIGHTWORK go to:
www.minispares.com/brightwork

Steering:
For STEERING go to:
www.minispares.com/steering

Electrics:

Cooper S 7.5”disc and EBCC pads MS35 . . . . Pr £53.95
8.4” disc and Mintex pads MMSSK014 . . . . . . Pr £29.32
8.4”vented disc and pads MMS39 . . . . . . . . . . Pr £50.06
S caliper Mini Spares R/H 227H4656MS . . . . . . £72.00
S caliper Mini Spares L/H 227H4657MS . . . . . . £72.00
8.4” type Mini Spares calipeer R/H 37H8128 . . . . £65.17
8.4” type Mini Spares calipeer L/H 37H8129 . . . . £65.17
S Disc conv. + Mini Spares ccaliper C-AJJ4028MS £481.56
S Disc conv + AP caliper & TTimken bearings . . . £602.04
S brake disc shield set MSSSK1400 R/H . . . . . . . £24.86
S brake disc shield set MSSSK1401 L/H . . . . . . . £24.94
MK1/2 brake servo cast bbody 21A1293 . . . £216.00
Mk3 servo and non gen fittttttting kit SEN43 . . £144.00
Servo 1988 on GSM119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £126.00
Single line plastic canisterr GMC171 . . . . . . . £44.40
Single line metal canister GMC171ORIGINAL . . . £66.96

The Choice is Yours!
Mini Spares offers you the choice of
genuine BL/Rover parts or of more

affordable or better value alternatives
of the best quality available.

Drivetrain:
For DRIVETRAIN go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

www.minispares.com
All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either
Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E. Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are
printing - check website for up-to-date prices.

£85.80

Package
Price

www.minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures,
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals

Mail Order - 01707 607700
Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North

Call 01423 881800 to order

Quite simply the Largest Stocks of Mini Spares in the World!

Mobile & tablet friendly

The Largest Stocks of
Mini Parts
in the World
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mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Shop on-line at www.minispares.com - or visit our 3 great stores

The World Famous Mini Spares Centre Ltd......is the foremost authority and the largeststockist of classic Mini parts in the world!• Annual turnover in excess of £15 million• Our huge buying power = the mostcompetitive prices on the best quality parts!• We offer our own unique range ofexclusively designed or tooled up items.• Knowledgeable technical assistance staff

Free
Catalogue!

New!



Mini Spares started in Southgate London
N11 in 1975 and since then has
developed into a world leading company
with an annual turnover in excess of £15
million and over 50 staff with the best
eexxppeerrttiisse and knowledge of their
product.. Despite its size today, as ever,
tthhee ccoommpany’s emphasis is still on
quality, prices and customer satisfaction.
A most varied set of skills, but the
common denominator is that they are all
passionate about MInis, wether it be
racing, driving, rebuilding or just owning
them. We all love them, which is why
you’ll find the heart in the middle of our
logo.

Unmatched buyinng power
Mini Spares’ buying ppower allows them
to pass on huge savinngs to customers,
which in turn also alloows them to buy
the huge quantities of stock required by
original suppliers to mmake the production
runs viable. This has helped to once
again produce produccts such as AP
brake and clutch partts from the original
tooling that was used for cars on the
production line, althouugh some
technical changes maay have been
dictated by modern EEEC legislation.

Quality is King!
As the world’s foremoost
source of classic Mini parts,
Mini Spares are usuallly
offered parts by everyy
conceivable supplier bbut not
all make the grade in terms off
fitment and quality. Soo to
protect their customerrs from
problems Mini Sparess only
stock the very best, pproven
items, such as CV joints fromm
original manufacturerss, while
refusing to sell those from
rogue Chinese manufaacturers
that are known to fail..

Mini Spares also keepps an eye firmly
fixed on their own reggular suppliers as
there was a problem ssome years ago
with heater valves andd then wiper blades
from previously good suppliers. Those
problems were firmly and permanently
fixed by Mini Spares ttooling up to
produce their own qualityy pproducts.
Today Mini Spares confidently sells
hheeaatteerr vvalves that work properly without
leakingg aand wiper blades that effectively
clean the screen, even at motorway
speeds.

OOtthheerr ppaarts that Mini Spares proudly
sseellllllss aarree UUKK-mmaaddee lliigghhttwweeiigghhtt wwaatteerr
pumps that out perform others, high
quality standard and sports ignition
coils, distributor parts and seat
belts for later cars.

Made by Mini Spares
Mini Spares also produces its own bright
work parts such as all grilles, grille
surrounds, stainless and chrome
headlamp rims, vertical and horizontal
seam mouldings, overiders, bumpers,
plastic door mirrors from 1980 on,
interior mirrors, wiper jets and 5.5 gallon
and left and right hand petrol
tanks.

Mini Spares’ inventory of exclusive parts
extends to main engine parts and
internals such as alloy 5 and 8 port
cylinder heads, Group A and
performance copper head gaskets alonng
with many other important high quality
gaskets and seals, crankshafts, con
rods, flywheels, pressure plates and Evo
camshafts.

Mini Spares also produce all the A plus
andd some vital pre-A plus gears,
synnchro hubs, baulk rings, specialist
perffoorrmmaannccee ggeeaarrss aanndd ffiivvee ssppeeeedd
ggearboxes. Mini Sppares are known

woorldwide for their
original x pin diff and
plaate type LSD,
buut probably the best
knnown of all
sppecialist Mini parts
is tthhe famous,
original and
hommologated HiLo
susppension system.
Alonng with the
original and upgraded
Mini cone springs,
these parts are still

aavvaaiillaabbllee eexxcclluussiivveellyy ffrroom Mini Spares.
Mini Spares also offers a complete range
of steering racks and geometry items
such as lower arms, along with
driveshaft components like couplings,
Hardy Spicer units and differential side
covers.

Most of the orignal Mini exhausts
probably rusted away years ago - ass
have a lot of the steel exhausts that were

sold to replace them! In order to
ccoommbbiine a lastingg pproduct with qquuaalliittyy
design Mini Spares’ came up with their
own design of standard and
performance exhausts - the RC40 and
RRC50 ranges, which continue to lead the
fieeld in Mini aftermarket exhausts.

Auuthentic Reproduction or
Immproved Design
Maany parts are produced exactly to Mini
facctory specifications, for example the
enggine mountings which are produced to
origginal drawings, but some parts have
beeen redesigned for better fitment or
unddergone other upgrades. Radiator
hosses are now available with genuine
Kevlar strands for longevity - and are
oofftteenn iimmiittaatteedd bbyy lleesssseerr bbrraannddss!!

Silicon hoses are also available as a
modern alternative to the traditional
rubber hoses. The modern silicone
hoses are unaffected by oil mist and
other contaminates that caused rubber
hoses to fatigue and ultimately fail.
Mini Spares have access to many
companies with original tooling, as well
aass tthheeiirr oowwnn, tthhaatt mmaaddee ppaarrttss ffoorr RRoovveerr.
All of their Mk1/2/3/4 rear lamps are
from original UK tooling unlike most on
the market.

IIff iitt llookks ttooo good to be true,
it probably iis!
Most of Mini Sppares’ competitors are
now having commmonly used products
manufactured ccheaply overseas in
pursuit of easy money, but without
without the techhnical or quality
knowledge requuired. These parts cannot
match those froom Mini Spares in quality,
correct fit or longevity, which is a shame
because it wouuld be more beneficial if
others could mmake different parts and
iinnvveesstt tthheeiirr mmooney in the many parts no

longer available to Mini
owners.
When comparing prices
note that many
competitors use ‘genuine’
part numbers for spurious
parts. Mini Spares do not.

All their part numbers are unique and the
inttellectual propperty of either Mini Spares
Ltdd or Rover/XX/X parts licensees.
Miinispares onlyy use Original Genuine
paart numbers ffor parts that originate
froom the originaal supplier to Rover
uunnless the mannufacturer is obsolete .
As the world’s leading supplier they try
to remanufactuure parts to original
specifications oor better from drawings
and use the original part number.
Otherwise, all ppart numbers use a ‘MS’
suffix or prefix to indicate a cheaper
alternative or non genuine part. Pattern
parts are often supplied by their
competitors under the original genuine
part number.

On like for like part comparisons it is
rare to find any advertiser selling
comparative parts cheaper unless totally
inferior in quality.

You have the peace of mind when you
buy from Mini Spares that you are
getting the correct quality part - either a
Genuine part or a properly identified,
quality reproduction part - and the prices
are most competitive too!

ARA359 and 21A2183 Fuel Tanks

www.minispares.com

C-AJJ3385
Cross-Pin Diff

GWP134EVO
Lightweight Water Pump

Mini Spares
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Jeff Ruggles
Editor, Mini Magazine

Glancing at this month’s feature 
Minis would have you think 
we’ve gone a bit motorsport 

crazy, but while all the Minis included 
certainly have a competition flavour 
about them, there’s still plenty of variety 
for everyone to enjoy. We’ve got a bike-
powered Mini, an amazing rally car 
tribute, a spaceframe monster in the 
making, a budget Cooper SPi built to 
compete in Germany and a great 
example of the original hot Mini itself - a 
1960s Mini Cooper S. 

Not a bad line-up, and that’s without 
our stunning Broadspeed GT cover 
duo. Of course, they have strong 
motorsport credentials too, but that’s 
only a mere part of it. What we have 
here is a pair of Minis that have to be 
among the most desirable anywhere in 
the world. We’re delighted and 
privileged to be able to feature them, 
and we’ve worked hard to ensure their 
story is told with fascinating accuracy.  

Elsewhere, Graham Reid tells the tale 
of his recent Mini trip to Mexico, and 
you’ll find reports from all the latest 

events, including a brilliant British Mini 
Club show at Stanford Hall, the Oulton 
Park Gold Cup and many more besides. 
There’s plenty of great tech content too, 
with a step-by-step guide to replacing 
your Mini’s final drive and Keith Calver’s 
advice on fuel pumps. 

As for me, I’m hoping my numbers 
come up so I can be in with a shout of 
buying those Broadspeeds...
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www.facebook.com/ 

minimagazine

WEBSITE 
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minimag.ed@kelsey.co.uk

Mini royalty - the amazing 
Broadspeed GT/GTS pairing.
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Cylinder Heads

Mini X-Flow 7 Port Head

Mini Road (Stage 2) Improved gas flow, increasing
power and economy. Perfect for town, traffic & open roads.

Road Sport (Stage 3) Improved gas flow, larger
valves, designed for maximum Power, Torque & Economy.

850cc, 998cc, 1098cc - (29mm/25mm) £759
1275cc incl injection - (35mm/29mm) £747

(all prices are exchange, we need your old cylinder head)

1275cc A+, A series carburettor models only £900

850cc, 998cc, 1098cc - (32mm/28mm) £1076
1275cc incl injection - (35mm/30mm) £1024

Casting with valve seats & guides From £1705

Stage 1 Tuning Kits

Mini Injection Tuning Kits

Carburettor type - Full kit From £210
Carburettor type - Half kit no exhaust From £139
Injection type - Pipercross filter £307
Injection type - K&N filter From £344

Increased power, top speed & acceleration,
wwwiiittthhh bbbeeetttttteeerrr fffuuueeelll cccooonnnsssuuummmppptttiiiooonnn &&&mmmaaaiiinnntttaaaiiinnniiinnnggg eeennngine reliability.

Nearly 50 years in development, with British craftsmanship,
Mini Sport Modified Cylinder Heads areWorld Class!
minisport.com for full range or call our experts today...

‘Gain over 20BHP on standard engines’
Manufactured to your exact specification. Maximum
performance, torque & reliability! 1275cc engines only.

Grand Tourer (Stage 4) Greater gas flow &
competition valves, engineered for mid range Power & Torque
for better economy. Perfect for overtaking & long journeys.

85bhp SPi Mini tuning kit, exchange £1268
90bhp MPi Mini tuning kit, exchange £1410

20%
over

Power
Increase

1.3 Ratio - standard £182
1.5 Ratio - uprated fast road £182
1.7 Ratio - competition £182

Dynamic 1293cc (from 90 bhp) & 1380cc (from 104 bhp) engines,
originally developed in our competition Mini’s way back in the
1960’s. Continually developed & perfected over the last 50 years,
these engines are a must have for today's exciting breed of Minis.

Performance Engines

1293cc or 1380cc, Choose yours!

Engine Kits Stage 2 Stage 3
1293cc Half Engine Kit £936 £1068
1380cc Half Engine Kit £1073 £1213
1293cc Short Engine Kit £1233 £1365
1380cc Short Engine Kit £1370 £1510
1293cc Full Kit (carburettor model) £1950 £2221
1380cc Road Kit (carburettor model) £2088 £2299
Built Engine Stage 2 Stage 3
1293cc Carburettor engine, ready to fit £2426 £2705
1380cc Carburettor engine, ready to fit £2563 £2783
1293cc Injection engine, ready to fit From £2485 -
1380cc Injection engine, ready to fit From £2622 -

minisport.com for full range or call our experts today...

Full engine & gearbox units also available

Alloy Roller Rockers
Gives valves higher lift
without changing
the camshaft, also
increases efficiency
and reduces wear.

Camshafts & Kits

Engine Timing

Kent Cams Camshaft only From £202
Kent Cams Camshaft Kits From £262

Simplex set £26
Duplex set £33
Lightened Duplex set £56
Light Vernier Duplex set £114
Kent Vernier Timing Std £168
Kent Timing disc £12

Slot drive 998cc or 1275cc £16
Peg Drive 998cc £17
Slot drive Turbo £39
Spider drive 1275 £17

Oil Pumps

Pistons

Crankshafts

Reground, exchange From £238
Wedged, Reground 998cc or 1275cc exchange £368

998cc Dished - circlip fit From £245
1380cc Powermax 73.5mm Set £331
1275cc Slipper High comp From £240

Precision reground by the
experts at Mini Sport.

All sizes available. Prices sets of 4.

Straight Cut Gearbox

Rod Change Gearbox (exchange) £1406
Remote Change Gearbox (exchange) £1403
Straight Cut Gear Kit (Close ratio 4 synchro) From £484
Straight Cut Drop Gear Kit £233

Straight cut close ratio 4 synchro
gearbox & differential. Expertly
reconditioned in our workshops,
then fully rebuilt with new
bearings, shafts and baulk rings.

minisport.com
for our full range...

Recon' Cylinder Heads

850cc, 998cc, 1098cc £304
1275cc A+, A series £296
(all prices are exchange, we need your old cylinder head)

Finished to the highest
standards to original
specifications, a simple
replacement for the
original cylinder heads.

Reconditioned Engines

Reconditioned Gearbox
Completely reconditioned in
our own workshops. The
casing is chemically cleaned
and then fully rebuilt with
new bearings, shafts and
baulk rings, ready to fit

Bearing Kits Full set of Top Quality gearbox bearings
manufactured for Mini Sport, perfect for reconditioning.
A series rod & remote type gear change £96
A+ rod type gear change £98

Reconditioning Kits Completely matched set of Mini
Sport top qulity products for reconditioning Mini Gearboxes.
A series rod and remote £237
A+ rod change £233

(all prices are exchange, we need your old units)

(all prices are exchange, we need your old gearboxes)

Gearbox Repair Kits

Rod type gear change - 850cc to 1275cc A series £709
Rod type gear change - 998cc to 1275cc A+ £716
Remote type gear change - 850cc to 1275cc £709

For over 49 years Mini Sport
have been producing a
range of remanufactured
engines built on a long
established commitment
to engineering excellence
and customer satisfaction.

Engines Engine E&G/box
850cc - 1275cc From £1971 From £3100
*E&G - Engine and Gearbox

Engine Full Set From £11
Gearbox set - all Minis £10
Head Full Set From £11
Copper head gaskets From £11
Manifold gaskets From £1

Gaskets, Sets & Seals

Oils & Filters
Classic Oils
CCastroll XXLL2200w5500 (( 44.55LLtr)) ££3311
Castrol XL20w50 ( 1 Ltr) £7
Millers Classic Mini 20/50 (5Litres) £30
Millers Sport CTV 20w-50 (5litres) £49

Oil Filter Head - Spin On - A series £17
Oil Filter - Spin On type £4
Oil Filter - Spin On - 1996 on (PH4952) £5
Oil Filter Element - Early pre Spin On £6

Pot Joint type £257
Rubber Coupling type £257

Removes any metal particles from the oil.

Equal Length Driveshaft Kit (Hardy Spicer) £575

4 Pinion Diff

Designed, developed and CNC
manufactured byMini Sport in the
U.K. The strongest power delivery
to the road without using an L.S.D.

Magnetic Oil Trap

Essential for all fast road
& competition Minis

Centre Oil Pick-up

£182
Only

£202
From Only

£139
From Only

Essential Gearbox Parts

Centre Oil Pick-up pipe £29

Magnetic Oil Trap Kit £24

35%
from

Power
Increase



Steering

Sports Ride - Bilstein B4 Shockers Kit £257
Sports Ride - Gmax Shockers Kit £279
Sports Ride - GAZ Shockers Kit £366
Sports Ride - KYB Gas Shockers Kit £287

Front set £43
Rear set £60
Full Mini Kit £94

Adjusta Rides, sports shockers, negative camber bottom
arms & rear brackets, adjustable tie rods & poly bushes.

Suspension

Air Filters

Premium Suspension tuning
Bring your Mini alive!

1 1/4''HS2 - £36 £103
1 1/2''HS4 cone £35 £36 £83
HIF 44 cone £37 £36 £94
SPi Induction kit - £77 £103
MPi Induction Kit £77 £124

Airfilter Mini Sport PiperX K&N

Wemanufacture the full range of Mini
bushes, standard to full competition.

Rear Bracket Kit £54

Negative camber kit From £124

Bottom Arms

Tie Rods

Negative Camber & Tracking Kit

Polyurethane Bushes

Negative Camber Rear Brackets

Bottom Arm - LH or RH Each £38
Bottom Arm SHAFT Each £15
1.5˚negative arms Pair £43
2.0˚negative arms Pair £59
Adjustable, heavy duty Pair £64
Adjustable rose jointed Pair £81
Adj. heavy duty rose jointed Pair £123
Uprated bush set, nylon £15

Standard Tie Rod Each £14
Adjustable heavy duty Pair £33
Group 'A' adjustable Pair £58
Group 'A' rose jointed Pair £144
Tie rod bush set, uprated £4

Perfectly tune the rear wheel
alignment, for perfect handling
& to suit your driving style!

1.5˚negative camber bottom arms, Group
A adjustable tie rods & rear brackets

SHOWROOM OPENING TIMES:
Mon-Fri 8:30am - 5:30pm
Saturday 8:30am - 1:00pm

Come & visit our 20,000 sq.ft. complex

Front, drum type £12
Front, taper roller disc type £13
Rear, taper roller type £14
TIMKEN bearings From £32

The ONLY genuine
rubber cone -
Dr Alex Moulton by

Suspension Arms & Parts
Rubber cone, genuine £39
Top Arm - LH or RH £53
Top Arm REPAIR KIT £14
Top Arm SHAFT £8
Bottom Arm BUSH, Each £1.52
Tie rod with bushes Each £14
Tie rod bush, standard 65p
Radius Arm, exchange Each £127
Radius Arm REPAIR KIT £10
Top shocker mount RH or LH £14
Ball joint kit (1 side) £9
Knuckle joint £5
Bump stops From £4
Rebound buffer, front £3

Cooling

Shock Absorbers

Fast Road Solid State Pump Kit £49
Comp. Solid State Pump Kit £51
Silver top Comp. Interrupter Kit £91
Red top Comp. Interrupter Kit £97
Fuel Filter King From £53
Petrol King Pressure regulator £52

Single SU Carbs
HS2, HS4, HIF44 From £248
Twin SU Carbs Kits
Carbs, inlet, linkages, filters
1 1/4" HS2 £772
1 1/2" HS4 £772
Inlet Manifolds
Alloy water heated £44
Weber 40/45 DCOE Fr. £128
Twin HS2 or HS4 Fr. £106

Carburettors

Throtle Body

Mpi 52mm £184

40-45 DCOE Carburettor £422
40-45 DCOE Kit £670
7 Port Linkage £114

All jets &
service kits
available!

MPi Mini,
quick &
low cost
upgrade

FACET Electric Fuel Pumps

Swivel Hubs

CV Joints & Drive Shaft

Ultimate lightweight Alloy Swivel
Hubs only fromMini Sport.

Wheel Bearings

Mini Sport disclaims any liability for errors and also reserves the right to modify all or any part of the product descriptions and prices.

Spax RED Front/Rear std or lowered Each £79
Spax Yellow Front/Rear std or lowered Each £74
Paddy Hopkirk Edition Spax Set 4 £277
Spax Full Coilover KIT. standard or lowered Kit £639
GAZ Front/Rear standard or lowered Each £46
KONI Front/Rear standard or lowered From £68
Bilstein B6 Sport Gas - Front/Rear Each £71
Bilstein B4 Gas - Front/Rear Each £22
KYB Front/Rear Oil Each £16
KYB Front/Rear Super Gas, From £35
KYB Front/Rear Gas-a-Just From £38
GMAX Front/Rear Each £27
Boge Front/Rear Each £14

Ignition System

Alternators & Starters

Wiring Looms

Coils
Lucas Sport coil £18
Standard Ballast Coil £62
MPi Coil Pack £56

Plug Lead set From £11
NGK Spark Plugs From £3

Distributors
23D4 Cooper S, 1275GT From £49
25D4 - all Minis to ‘74 From £45
45D4 - all Mini ‘74-’80 From £39
59D4 - all Mini ‘80on From £39
65DM4 Electronic type ‘84on £99

Ignition Switch Mk4 on with 2 keys £49
Ignition Switch MPi with 2 keys £70

Mk1/2 Mini, Cooper & ‘S’ From £172
Van/Traveller/Pick-up From £209
Mk3 Mini, Cooper & ‘S’ From £209
Mk4 2 or 3 clock From £271

Lightweight Alternator £222
Hi Torque Starter 1Kw From £151
Slimline Inertia Starter 1.6Kw £222

Powerlite Electrical

Wemanufacture the only top quality
Drive Flanges availableWorldwide.

Drive Flanges

Steel Flywheels

850/998/1098/1275cc & Injection From £29

Engine Stabilisers

Standard Pre Verto £39
Standard Verto (1982-90) £48
Competition type £95
Sintered Metallic Full Race £211

Heavy Duty Pre Verto £48
Heavy Duty Verto £36

Clutch Plates

Heavy Duty Clutch Arms

1 piece billet flywheels in
4.154Kgs, 4.432Kgs or 4.028Kgs.

Pre-engaged type £140
Inertia type £133
Lightened Steel Pressure Plate £85

Quickshift Gearlever

Rod or Remote Gear Change type Quickshift From £34

Improved feel & slicker gear changes.

Prevents excessive engine movement, perfect
for competition or fast road use.

Gearbox Steady

Gearbox steady kits RH or LH Side Each £20

Standard Exhaust
Catalytic Converter £71
Catalyst Removal Link Pipe From £29
Cooper Carb Downpipe £55
Injection Downpipe £53
998/1098/1275 Twin silencer system £59
Estate/Van/Pick-up Twin silencer system £74

Pro-Flow LCB £69
Maniflow Superior LCB £80
Maniflow large bore LCB £210
Maniflow stage 2 LCB £109
Maniflow large bore 3into1 £269

LCB Manifolds
Choose the
right exhaust
to release
power, call
our experts
today and
find yours!

Side Exit, LCB £77
Centre Exit, LCB £77
Side Exit, Van, Estate £85
Side Exit, catalytic £85
Centre Exit, catalytic £85

Superflow Exhausts

Twin round CAT system £221
Twin round LCB system £245
Twin DTM CAT system £217
Twin DTM LCB system £242
3" Side CAT system £179
3" Side LCB system £204

Twin DTM

3" Side Exit

Superior mirror polished stainless
exhausts with lifetime warranty.

Twin Round

Great
performance

& value!

Outer CV Joint - Drum £38
Outer CV Joint - Disc £41
Inner pot joint £41
Competition Drive Shafts
Steel pot joint type Pair £174
Hardy Spicer type Pair £195

£20
Only

£34
From Only

£38
From Only

£37
From Only

£39
From Only

Quick & easy suspension height
adjustment. Direct replacement
of original trumpet & knuckle
joint, without modification.

£36
From Only

LCB Single Box System Side exit From £94
LCB Twin Box System Centre Exit From £103
CAT Twin Box System Side Exit £138
CAT Twin Box System Center Exit £139
CAT Twin Box Twin DTM System Centre Exit £190

The World’s greatesttt
exhausts for your Mini.

16/17ACR pre ‘80 NEW £56
45 Amp ‘80-’85 exchange £76
55 Amp ‘85-’96 exchange £58
70 Amp ‘85-’96 inc SPi NEW £69
MPi ‘97-’01 exchange £107
Dynamo - NEW £73
Starter Motors
Pre Engaged Type - NEW £83
Inertia Type - NEW £59

Standard Hub Only (L/H or R/H) £54
Front Alloy Hub Kit c/w hubs, steering
arms, ball joints & fittings. £551
Alloy Rear Hub (‘84 on) Pair £168
Fully Built standard hubs c/w hubs,
ball joints & bearings Each £108

Steering rack, RHD/LHD £67
Quickrack, 2.2 turns, RH/LH £119
Cooper S steering arm (Each) £19
Track Rod End - Standard £9
Track Rod End - Longer (for Neg Camber arms) £16

7.5" ‘S’/GT type - EN8 Standard Each £17
7.5" ‘S’/GT type - EN24 Hardened Each £27
7.5" ‘S’/GT type - Alloy Lightweight Each £83
8.4" Disc type - EN8 Standard Each £28
8.4" Disc type - EN24 Hardened Each £38
8.4" Disc type - Alloy Lightweight Each £83

Alloy 2 core radiator From £115
2 core super cool radiator From £123
4 core radiator £149
Cooper ‘S’/GT radiator £71
Mini SPi radiator £130
Mini MPi radiator £94
Expansion Tank & Cap - MPi £79
Thermostats From £3
Radiator Caps (7-15lbs) From £4
Rubber Hoses full range From £3
Fans/Belts
11 Blade plastic fan £16
6 Blade steel fan, yellow £42
Fan belts From £3
Water Pumps
High Capacity £16
MPi water pump £17
Heater Valves
Cylinder Head Mounted Valve £17
Inline Valve (1990-96) £30
Inline Valve MPi (1997on) £30
Heater Matrix
Mk 1 & 2 1959-1969 £85
Mk 3 1970-1984 £59
Mk 4 1984-1990 £52
Mk 5 1991-2001 £65

minisport.com for full range



Steel Body Panels

Replacement Panels Non Gen Genuine
A panel Mk3 - RH/LH £14 £22
A post hinge panel - RH/LH £10 £27
Bonnet Mk2 on £126 £178
Boot Floor & Battery Box na £234
Boot floor rear repair £22 na
Battery Box £22 £56
Door Skin Mk3 on - RH/LH £34 £87
Door Step, shaped - RH/LH £12 £85
Floor Panel front to rear inc Sill RH/LH £74 £107
Front floor well - RH/LH £24 na
Front panel '76 on £63 £189
Front panel to '76 £67 £189
Clubman front panel na £235

Replacement Panels Non Gen Genuine
Front wing - early £48 £102
Front wing - late £48 £102
Clubman FrontWing na £115
Pocket Closing Plate na £15
Pocket Filler £7 £14
Rear floor well - RH/LH £30 na
Rear valance all models £15 £56
Rear valance closing assembly £25 £39
RearWheel Arch £47 £92
Screen corner repair £11 na
Scuttle screen lower complete £49 £135
Seam cover front £9 £17
Seam cover rear £10 £19
Sill Inner repair - RH/LH £12 na
Sill Outer 4.5'' Mk3 on - RH/LH £17 £41
Sill Outer 9'' Mk3 on - RH/LH £21 na

Front - dry suspension type £459
Front fully built with brakes & suspension to ’97 £1814
Front subframe mountings From £4
Rear dry suspension type From £228
Rear dry suspension type - POWDER COATED From £255
Rear Mini Sportspack ‘97on £431
Rear fully built with brakes & suspension to ’97 £1773
Rear Subframe fitting Kit - less trunnions From £35
Rear subframe Trunion, Rectangular or Stepped type £25

Front Screens
Clear £46
Clear Heated £254
Tinted £53
Tinted Heated £245
Top Tinted £54
Top Tinted Heated £267
Rubber Seal front From £9
Locking Strip chrome £7

Rear Screens
Clear £121
Mk1 Clear £155
Clear Heated £209
Mk1 Clear Heated £248
Rubber Seal rear £10
Locking Strip TOOL £10

Subframes

Windscreens

Door Hinge Set - External £125
Door Hinge Set - Internal £75
Door Check Strap From £14
Door Check Arm Assembly £8
Bonnet Hinges Pair £36
Boot Hinges Pair £17

Hinges & Fittings

Roll Cages

Wheel Arches

Mud Flaps

Lighting Systems

Rear 1/4 Glass Seal - Open type £8
Rear 1/4 Glass Seal - Fixed type £11
MK3 Door seal £16
Mk3 door inner chrome strip £14
Door outer chrome strip £17
Mk4 boot lid seal £10
Mk4 Bonnet Drip Rail £7
Sill trim late - black £10
Sill trim chrome deluxe From £12
Roof gutter trim black £11

Body Seals & Finisher Strips

Top quality steel body panels fromBritish Motor Heritage
&MagnumClassic Mini panels, at the best prices!

7.5" Alloy Calipers, Brakes & Kits
7.5" 4 Pot Alloy Calipers £277
7.5" Brake Discs - cross drilled Pair £74
7.5" 4 Pot Alloy Caliper Brake Kits £352
7.5" Paddy Hopkirk Performance Brake System £512
7.5" Brake Disc Assembly - drilled discs £883
7.5" Paddy Hopkirk Brake Disc Assembly - grooved £917

7.9" Vented Alloy Calipers, Brakes & Kits
7.9" 4 Pot Alloy Calipers £277
7.9" Brake Discs - grooved Pair £79
7.9" 4 Pot Alloy Caliper Brake Kit £362
7.9" Vented Cooper Performance Brake Kit £560
7.9" Brake Disc Assembly - grooved discs £912

8.4" Alloy Calipers, Brakes & Kits
8.4" 4 Pot Alloy Calipers £307
8.4" Paddy Hopkirk Alloy Caliper £385
8.4" Brake discs (Mini ‘84 on) Pair £45
8.4" 4 Pot Alloy Caliper Brake Kit £347
8.4" Cooper Performance Brake Kit £480
8.4" Brake Disc Assembly £897
8.4" Paddy Hopkirk Brake Disc Assembly £921

8.4" Vented Alloy Calipers, Brakes & Kits
8.4" 4 Pot Alloy Calipers £306
8.4" Brake discs - grooved Pair £79
8.4" 4 Pot Alloy Caliper Brake Kit £390
8.4" Vented Paddy Hopkirk Performance Brake Kit £537
8.4" Brake Disc Assembly - grooved disc £945
8.4" Paddy Hopkirk Brake Disc Assembly £961

Mini Sport 4 Pot Alloy
Calipers, the best brakes
for your Mini. Ultimate
stopping power everytimeee.

37
®®

Sold as pairs, assembled & ready to fit.
Standard Assembly Front £109
Standard Assembly Rear £117
Mintex Assembly Rear £125

Pads & Shoes

Std. Disc Brake Assemblies

Drum Brake Assemblies

Body Shells

Heritage Mini Bodyshells From £7661

Largest stocks of Heritage Mini bodyshells in the world.
MK1, Mk4, SPi, MPi Sportspack & Clubman available.

Brake Parts

Master Cylinders
Cooper ‘S’/GT - Plastic reservoir £47
Cooper ‘S’/GT - Tin reservoir £83
Yellow Tag Mini ‘85on £78
Green Tag Mini ‘89on servo £110
Wheel Cylinder Front or Rear From £9
Brake Hoses, Front or Rear From £5
Handbrake cable, Front or Rear, From £5
Handbrake Quadrant Each £18

Calipers - each (RH/LH)
Caliper Cooper ‘S’ - 7.5” £93
Caliper Mini ‘84on - 8.4” £90
Caliper piston - Cooper ‘S’ £8
Caliper piston - Mini ‘84 on £11
Caliper Seal Kit - Cooper ‘S’ £5
Caliper Seal Kit - Mini ‘84 on £5

Brake Disc & Drum
Disc Cooper S - 7.5" Each £29
Disc Mini ‘84 on - 8.4" Each £14
Disc 8.4" vented Each £17
Disc Cooper 997/998 - 7" Each £54
Drum Standard, Front or Rear Each £13
Drum Spacer type Each £15

Developed with performance in
mind, these brake upgrade kits
with EBC Green Stuff brake pads,
great value performance.

Alloy Superfins
25% extra fins for better cooling! British
made lightweight Alloy brake drum
with 1" built in spacer, born from our
strong competition pedigree.

Sure Stop Kits

Cooper ‘S’ (10" wheels, X/drilled discs) £106
Mini ‘84 on (12" wheels, X/drilled & grooved discs) £72

Alloy Superfins Pair £112

NEW
Mk1
£9950

* Red or Black availableRHD & LHD available

Front £185
Rear rally £197
Rear race inc. Diagonal £255
Rear detachable diagonal £325
Multi point weld in cage £667
Multi point bolt in cage £906
Door bars - Pair £109
Roll cage padding, 80cm £11

Special Arches, Black £20
Chrome Covers inc Side strips £89
Monte Carlo style £61
Sports Pack - Genuine inc all fittings £410
Sports Pack - Non Genuine inc all fittings £48
Group 2 Glassfibre arches £61
Group 2 Race Glassfibre arches £63
Group 5 Race £71

ChromeSpecial Group 2 2 RaceSports Pk

Clear Type £2.98
Amber Type £2.33

H4 Headlamp Assemblies, includes
headlamp bowl plus inner bezel,

suit LHD or RHD
Pre ‘97 Mini From £45
MPi Headlamp Mini - with motor £61
Headlamp Leveling Motor - ‘97 on £47
Valeo/Cibie Halogen unit Each £58
Halogen Crystal Headlamp - Standard £36
Halogen Crystal Headlamp - Angel Eye £45

Kit includes
4 lamps,
4 brackets

Rover Cooper
Lamp Kit

Works Lamp Bar Kit

Side Repeaters

Quadoptic
Headlamps

Headlamps

Full Kit: 2 Drive Lamps & 2 Fog Lamps £332
Full Kit: 4 Drive Lamps £334
Genuine Lamps, Fog or Drive Each From £54

Mk1 Rear Lamp RH or LH Each £39
Mk2/3 Rear Lamp RH or LH Each £51
Mk4 Rear Lamp RH or LH Each £44
Rear Lenses available for Mk1/2/3/4 From £7

Rear Lights & Lenses

Indicators

Quadoptic H4
Halogen Conversion
From £39

Genuine Rear - Pair
Mini Logo £34 Cooper Logo £35

Works Lamp Bar Kit £166
Works Lamp Bar £61
Rally Giant Spot Lamp Kit £44
Road Runner H3 Spot Lamp Kit £23

Stainless Lamp Bar,
wiring loom, 2
Drive and 2 Fog
lamps

Early - push fit amber plastic lamp unit £7
Early - push fit clear plastic lamp unit £7
Mk3/4 - amber lamp unit (screw type) £5
Mk3/4 - clear lamp unit (screw type) £7
Mk5 - clear lamp ‘97-’01 £11

Steering Wheels

Moto-Lita Boss Kits to suit Mk1, to ‘76 or ‘76 on
Black with cap or horn control £60
Polished with cap or horn control £91
Moto-Lita SteeringWheels - Flat or dished spokes
13"Woodrim - Polished Spoke From £152
12" Leather - Polished or Black Spoke £160
13" Leather - Polished or Black Spoke £156

Other SteeringWheels -
12",13" Black Vinyl 3 spoke From £41
12", 13" Black Leather 3 spoke From £61
13.5"Woodrim 3 spoke From £75
13" Black Vinyl, Red stitching From £38
Boss Fitting Kit £18

Mini Sport Ultimate Brakes

£109
From Only

£112
Only

£35
Only

£34
Only

£185
From Only

£332
Full Kit From

Mintex Road 7.5" Cooper S £19
EBC Green Stuff Pads 7.5" Cooper S £38
Mintex M1144 Pads 7.5" Cooper S £47
Mintex Road 8.4" Discs £11
EBC Green Stuff 8.4" Discs £32
Mintex M1144 8.4" Discs £34
Mintex Road 4 Pot Calipers £13
EBC Green Pads 4 Pot Calipers £46
Mintex M1144 4 Pot Calipers £54
Mintex Rear Shoes £14
Mintex Front Shoes £15

7.5" Cooper S Disc
Brake Assembly £664
8.4" 1984on Disc
Brake Assembly £659
12" to 10" Disc Brake
Conversion Kit £268 £659

From Only
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Cooper 8 Blade type £48
Cooper with Lamp Holes £104
Mk 5 wavy classic type £85
11 blade chrome type £71
Grille side surrounds Each £10
Grille Top surround £17

Mk1 Austin wavy £93
Mk1 Austin Cooper £85
Mk1 Morris Cooper £77
Mustache grille surround £92
Mustache ends Each £11
Clips Mustache ends Each £1

Stainless, door Each £32
Black, door Each £21
Chrome Bullet Each £15
Downton style Each £22
CooperWhite Pair £46
Cooper Chrome Each £32
Clip on classic Each £31

Internal
Bonnet
Release

Mirrors

Bumpers

Complete kit £36
Chrome or Black set £9

External Body Brightwork

Brightwork

Dashboards

Custom Consoles

Gauges

Wheels & Tyres

Convert your Mini or service the original

Grille Buttons

Mk1 kit £141
Mk1 kit & bumpers £230
Mk2 overider kit From £58

Overider & Corner Bars

The Paddy Hopkiikirkkrk
Collection

GENUINE COOPER
CLASSIC MINI PARTS

All prices shown include VAT @ 20%
This promotional advert shows a small selection of products

& services available, please visit our website

www.minisport.com
for the full range or call our experts today...

Looper Moto-Lita SteeringWheels From £450
Cooper Luxury Carpet Mat Sets From £42
Cooper SWorks Alloy Dashboard £550
Cooper 52mmVoltmeter £85
Cooper 52mmWater Temp £90
Cooper 52mm Oil Temp £90
Cooper 52mm 12 Hour Clock £125
Cooper Alloy Gear Knob £39
Cooper Alloy Billet Door Kit From £284
Cooper Alloy Brake Kits From £480
Cooper S Rear quarter decals Pair £20
Cooper Leather Fob Keyring (2 sizes) £12
Cooper 'Smoky' Rhodes China Mug £14
John Cooper Signature Keyring £15
Cooper AlloyWater Bottle £15
Cooper Lapel Pin Badge £5
Cooper McQueen T-Shirt £18
Cooper Chrome Fuel Cap £39
Cooper iPad Case £30
Cooper Rocker Cover From £45
Cooper Indoor Mini Cover £250
Cooper Vented Umbrella £36
Cooper Car Polish Set £56

Cooper SWorks Airbox Extension Kit £170
1275 Twin Carb 80 bhp S Plus Pack 90 - 92 £2,677
1275 Injection 82 bhp S Kit 92 - 97 £1,759
1275 Injection 90 bhp SWorks Conversion 97 on £1,980
998 Twin Carb 64 bhp Conversion £2,578

Paddy Hopkirk 4 Pot Calipers From £385
Paddy Hopkirk Brake Assemblies From £917
Paddy Hopkirk Alloy Gear Knob £28
Paddy Hopkirk Quickshift Gear Lever £58
Paddy Hopkirk Leather Gear Gator £18
Paddy Hopkirk Rocker Cover From £31
Paddy Hopkirk Rocker T-Bar Set £26
Paddy Hopkirk Dipstick (Black or Red) £34
Paddy Hopkirk 8 Peice Door Handle Set £205
Paddy Hopkirk Leather SteeringWheel From £375
Paddy Hopkirk Umbrella £24
Paddy Hopkirk Steel Jerry Can (Red or Silver) £26
Paddy Hopkirk T-Shirt (Various Colours) Kids £12 Adult £17
Paddy Hopkirk Mug (Various Designs) From £9
Paddy Hopkirk Signed Print From £116
Paddy Hopkirk Limited Edition Toolbox From £495
Paddy Hopkirk Mini Floor Mat Set £24
Paddy Hopkirk Keyring From £3
Paddy Hopkirk Celebration Pen £2

Call the experts today to discuss your requirements!

Available only in BurrWalnut or Charcoal finish £146

Ultralite Wheel only Package (set4)
6x10 Silver, Anthracite or Gold £58 Falken £360
5x12 Silver, Polished Rim £59 Falken £397
5x12 Black, Red stripe £59 Falken £397
5.5x12 Silver £62 Falken £416
5.5x12 Black £62 Falken £416
6x13 Silver £71 Yokohama £504
7x13 Silver £75 Yokohama £510
7x13 Black, Red stripe £75 Yokohama £510
7x13 ENKI wheel Silver/Anthracite/Gold £62 Yokohama £465
Revolution
6x10 Black 4 Spoke £61 Falken £423
6x12 Black 4 Spoke £70 Falken £455
7x13 Deep Dish with rivets £129 Yokohama £679
GB alloys
6x10 Silver £69 Falken £404
5x12 Silver £74 Falken £438
Mamba
5x10 Black Hi-Lite £54 Falken £365
7x13 Black Hi-Lite £82 Yokohama £521

Classic style only £146

Tyres
145/10 - Falken SN807 £41
165/70/10 - Falken FK07E £49
165/60/12 - Falken ZE914 £51
145/70/12 - Falken SN828 £38
165/70/10 - Yoko A032 £59
165/70/10 - Yoko A008 £55
165/60/12 - Yoko A539 £64
165/55/12 - Yoko A048 £88
175/50/13 - Yoko A539 £75
175/50/13 - Yoko A048 £107

Burr or Charcoal Interior Accessories
Door Pulls Pair From £52
WindowWinders Pair £54
Door Openers Pair From £56
Door Cappings Set of 4 £130
Handbrake Handle £22
Gearknob £22

Consoles From £68
Armrest From £68
Boot liner Set £79

Coloured Vinyl, BurrWalnut, Carbon Fibre look or
Alloy. Radio slot Optional. Available in all colours.

S/S Headlamp peaks £10
S/S Headlamp stoneguards £11
Mk3 chrome no. plate lamp £21
S/S seammouldings Pair £24
Boot Hinges - Chrome £10
Plain Door Handle Scoops £7
Alloy Dip stick: Blue,red,silver £9
Aston style fuel cap £18
Union Jack Badge £5
Cooper Boot Badge ‘96 on £13
GB Boot Badge £5
Cooper S Mk3 Bonnet Badge £20
Mk3 Boot Handle £24

All Season Mini Sport Tailored Mat Set £24

LHD or RHD

Door Handles

Seatbelts

Seats

Interior Handle Sets
10pce Alloy Handle Set £34

Exterior Handle Sets
Mk1 set £113
Mk2 set £149
Mk3 set, early £105
Mk3 set, late £57

Classic Vinyl From £195
Classic RS From £266
Classic GT From £266
Classic RSR From £324
Classic RS 40 From £343
Le Mans From £489
Stuttgart From £451
Suzuka Pro From £617
Sebring Pro From £771

Inertia Reel type
Front - Black £32
Front - Coloured From £49
Rear - Black £33
Rear - Coloured From £45

Automatic Belts in
Black, Red, Blue,

Beige or Grey

Full range of Harnesses available.

Full range of classic interiors &
trims available for all models.

Carpet Sets

Carpet Mat Sets

Deluxe Black, Red or Brown £43
Newton Commercial From £196
Standard Black, Red or Grey £28
Sound insulation kit £43

Choose your Mini Cooper conversion Kit only
or get it expertly fitted at Mini Sport.

Toolbox
Limited Edition design

Tool options available, please call.

From Only

£495.00

Smiths 52mm Oil Pressure From £48
Smiths 52mmWater Temp From £50
Smiths 52mmVoltmeter Electric From £50
Smiths 52mm 12hr Clock Electric From £58
Smiths 80mm Rev counter From £164
Smiths Mini Electronic Centre Speedo £341
Smiths 52mm Oil/Water Dual Gauge From £141
Smiths Centre Speedo's From £261

Internal or External
Bonnet Release type

Grilles

O.E. spec Stainless £64
Chrome £42
Chrome Budget £34
Stainless £43
Black £43

£195
From Only

Classic Ranges available in Houndstooth,
Basketweave and Vinyl finishes.

EEExtensive range of Gauges by Smiths
aaand Cooper Car Company. Available
wwwith Magnolia or Black faces, and
CCChrome or Black surrounds

minisport.com for full range or call our experts today...

• SPECIALIST MINI PARTS • T-SHIRTS
• CUSTOM PARTS • MERCHANDISE

COOPER CAR COMPANY in association with Mini Sport Ltd.

The Paddy Hopkirk Collection in association with Mini Sport Ltd.

• SPECIALIST MINI PARTS
• STYLING • COOPER TUNING
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COOPER RACER

GOOD CHARLOTTE
With a standard of finish better than most show 
cars, Frank Hebel and Bene Kopietz’s cool 
Cooper SPi racer proves that it’s good to share.
Words Jeff Ruggles Photography Matt Woods
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COOPER RACER

GOOD CHARLOTTE
T

here’s an adage in motorsport circles, 
which suggests that in order to make a 
small fortune, you need to start out with a 
much bigger one. Fortunately, when it 
comes to competing in a Mini we’re 

blessed with a number of different options to suit a 
wide range of budgets, but even so, the cost of a full 
season’s racing is still a stretch for many budding 
racers. Game over? Not for German enthusiasts Frank 
Hebel and Benedikt ‘Bene’ Kopietz. By joining forces 
to enter their Rover Cooper in the thrilling British 
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epic European race circuits too, including 
Hockenheim and Nürburgring in 
Germany and Zandvoort in Holland 
amongst others. 

Frank may well be familiar to longer-
term readers. His superb Mercedes 
Cuprite Brown 1991 Rover Cooper, 
known as Kate, was featured in our 
March 2013 issue. And Kate, fittingly for 
a British car, is joined by William – an 
Almond Green MPi Cooper that Frank 
has owned from new and often drives to 
the UK for Mini events along with Faxe 
and their pal Holger ‘Bobo’ Boborowski. 
He’s also been good mates with Bene for 
the best part of a decade. “Frank went to 
school with my older brother, so I’ve 
known him for many years,” says Bene. 
“We met up again in 2008, and noticed 
we had the same interests in cars. He 
asked me if I wanted to drive William, the 

Car Trophy series, they’ve halved the cost 
burden without capping the excitement. 
What’s more, they’ve put together a 
beautifully-prepared car – one that would 
put many show and shine cars to shame.

OLD PALS ACT
The BCT tag-line is ‘Best Fun Racing’ and 
it certainly applies here. Figure-headed by 
German Mini tuning legend and all-
round nice guy Detlev ‘Faxe’ Wassong of 
Faxe Racing, the series is both friendly 
and easy to get involved with. There are 
two main classes; Group 1, which caters 
only for single-point injection Minis built 
between 1991-96, and Group 2, which is 
less restricted and includes a fair few 
Miglia-esque creations. Frank and Bene 
compete in Group 1, which is very similar 
to Mighty Minis in terms of car 
specifications. They get to race at some 

The engine has to remain largely standard, but has 
been treated to a rebore and some mild tweaks.

Neat bodywork treatment for the oil cooler.

Frank and Bene are racing in BCT Group 1.

Beginning with a solid Cooper that had stood 
for eight years, Frank and Bene stripped the 
car and repaired the bodyshell before 
preparing it for a new life on track, complete 
with a retro makeover. The results are brilliant!

THE BUILD

“They get to race at some epic 
European race circuits...”
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green MPi, and after that it was 
impossible to live without a Mini!”

Bene later purchased a British Racing 
Green Sportpack MPi and used it for a 
couple of trackdays, but it was after a visit 
to Spa that the pair decided to up the 
ante. “On the way back we talked about 
how it would be nice to build a race car,” 
says Bene. “But really, the planning 
started in the autumn of 2014, when we 
started looking for a car and thinking 
about how to build it. At that time I was 
building a house, but Frank said we 

should go for it anyway, so we started the 
project in February 2015.”

The intentions were clear right from 
the start. “To build a car for trackdays 
and have it road legal was nonsense, as 
we’d spend just as much money and not 
be able to do anything with the car,” says 
Frank. “So that’s when we decided to 
build a car to the regulations for the 
British Car Trophy Group 1. We found a 
suitable car via mobile.de, a classified 
website. It was a 1993 Cooper SPi in black 
that had been stood in dry storage for 

eight years, so it was in quite good 
condition without much rust. Only small 
repairs had to be made – no complete 
panels, new sills or anything like that.”

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
What followed was a year of work in 
order to get the Mini on track for the 2016 
season. Many onlookers have said the 
finished car is too good to race, and it’s 
not hard to see why. The regulations 
restrict mechanical mods and means the 
car must run on Rover Cooper Minilite-
style wheels, but Frank and Bene have 
still created an eye-catching racer with a 
great standard of finish and some neat 
modifications. We particularly like the 
way the front panel has been modified to 
house the Mocal 10-row oil cooler, and 
the way the colour-coded AeroCatch 
bonnet fasteners have been seamlessly 
incorporated into the bonnet without any 
of the fixings on show. 

Sharing the driving, and the all the fame!Regulation Rover Cooper rims with Yokos.

Faired-in AeroCatches are a cool touch.

Surf Blue was a bold choice but 
it works really well. MkII/III rear 
light units add to the retro look.
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as well competition and the changes don’t 
provide any performance advantage, they 
are allowed by the organisers. “I know the 
details don’t match to each other, but I 
like them,” says Frank. “We wanted the 
windows like that because it looks more 
like a race car. As it was our first season, 
we said to ourselves: ‘OK, we are not fast, 
so we have to be beautiful’.” 

Inside, the high standards continue. It’s 
still very clearly a race car – loads of 
sound deadening and thick carpets do 

Really helping the car to stand out from 
the crowd is a high-quality inside-and-
out repaint in Surf Blue complete with 
colour-coded arches and rollcage, plus an 
Old English White roof, mirrors and 
wheels. Bobo then skilfully applied 
replica Cooper Car Co decals sourced 
from Sticky Fingers, which gives the car a 
cool period ’60s racer look. “Bene wasn’t 
sure about the colour, but I said ‘let’s do 
it’, and I think it really works,” says 
Frank. “The idea was to create a bit of a 
pre-’66 historic racer lookalike.”

Other retro touches include a MkI 
Morris Cooper-style grille, Monza fuel 
filler cap, MkII Cooper S bonnet badge 
and MkII/III rear lights, plus a pair of 
fixed rear qaurterlight windows. Strictly, 
none of these things are permitted by the 
regulations, but as the racing is about fun 

Sparco Sprint bucket seat and harness.

Deep-dish OMP Corsica wheel looks superb.

The gear lever extension was custom-made.

Neat starter button and kill switch combo.

The interior may be stripped out, 
but its immaculately presented 
and full of neat bespoke touches.
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not a competitive car make – but it’s still a 
nice place to be. The driver sits in a 
Sparco Sprint side-mount bucket seat, 
complete with six-point Sparco harness, 
while the gear knob is a Sparco item too, 
mounted on a neat custom-made gear 
lever extension. Steering is via a deep-
dish OMP Corsica wheel mounted with a 
Faxe Racing column drop bracket, and 
there are the expected safety provisions 
including an OMP fire extinguisher. The 
standard walnut dash did not clear the 
Safety Devices six-point rollcage, so a new 
one was made. “We modified the 
instrument binnacle to make it lighter 
and made the rest from 5mm-thick 
wood,” says Frank. “The wring loom is 
also custom, with an additional blade-
type fusebox mounted on the dash.”

The engine bay is also beautifully 
presented, but race regulations mean the 

motor itself is still largely the stock SPi 
Cooper unit. Faxe rebuilt it with plus-
0.020-inch Nural pistons, but aside from 
the oil cooler, K&N air filter element, 
Maniflow LCB and RC40 cat-back 
system, it’s unchanged. The gearbox is 
mostly unmodified too, though it has 
been fully rebuilt by Bene and fitted with 
a 3.9:1 final drive ratio to boost the 
acceleration. The package is good for an 
estimated 69bhp, but power figures are 
not really the point. With such tight 
mechanical regulations, the racing is 
close and competitive. 

SMALL MARGINS
The regulations mean the car retains its 
standard 8.4-inch disc brakes set-up save 
for new lines and braided hoses, but some 
changes are permitted to the suspension. 
To this end, Frank and Bene’s car now 
boasts Adjusta Rides, Spax gas dampers 
and Polyflex bushes all round, adjustable 
lower arms and tie-rods on the front and 
adjustable camber brackets at the rear. 
This all ensures the mandatory 
Yokohama A539 tyres are kept in 
optimum contact with the track. The 
Yokos again help to maintain a level 
playing field, and avoids the situation 
where some annoying soul spends the 
equivalent of your whole yearly racing 
budget solely on tyres.

TECH SPEC
BODY 1993 Rover Mini Cooper, front panel 
modified to incorporate 10-row oil cooler, 
genuine MkI Morris Cooper grille and 
surround, MkII Morris Cooper S grille badge, 
Monza-style fuel filler cap, central foglight, 
MkII rear lights, moulded-in AeroCatches for 
bonnet, spring hooks for bootlid and bonnet, 
front and rear towing straps, Sticky Fingers 
Cooper Car Co decals Paint: Surf Blue with 
colour-coded arches, Old English White roof, 
wheels and mirrors.

ENGINE SPi Cooper engine, rebored plus-
0.020-inch, Nural pistons, 10-row Mocal oil 
cooler, K&N air filter element, Maniflow LCB/
cat link pipe, catalytic converter, RC40 cat-
back exhaust system. All other components 
standard as required by regulations. Estimated 
power: 69bhp.

TRANSMISSION Standard four-speed 
gearbox, differential and clutch, 3.9:1 final 
drive ratio.

SUSPENSION Dry set-up with Adjusta Rides all 
round, Spax adjustable gas dampers, adjustable 
lower arms and tie-rods (front), Polyflex 
bushes, adjustable rear camber brackets.

BRAKES Standard 8.4-inch disc assemblies 
(front), standard spacer drums (rear).

WHEELS AND TYRES 4.5x12-inch Rover 
Cooper Minilite-style wheels in Old English 
White, 165/60x12 Yokohama A539 tyres.

INTERIOR Stripped out interior with Safety 
Devices Rollcage, OMP Black Collection fire 
extinguisher, Sparco Sprint side-mount bucket 
seat, six-point 4509B Sparco harness, OMP 
Corsica 350 steering wheel, floor mounted 
starter switch, custom-made gear lever 
extension, Sparco gear knob, leather gear 
gaiter, custom-made dashboard with 
integrated blade fuse box, wide-angle convex 
rear view mirror.

MkI grille and MkII Cooper S badge don’t strictly match, but they certainly look good.

Quick-release pins for easy bootlid removal.

The car was completed in April 2016, 
and with very little to spare. “We finished 
it Wednesday evening and set off for our 
first race at Hockenheim on Thursday 
morning at 9am,” says Frank. “On the 
way we had to make a small stop so we 
could pick up Bene’s racing licence!” 

Clearly this novice element didn’t 
hamper him too much though, as he 
finished third in class, while Frank 

On track with period rival machinery.

“With such tight regulations, the 
racing is close and competitive...”
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car has also proved a popular static 
attraction at events like the IMM and 
Techno Classica – testament to its great 
styling cues and high standard of finish. 
And like Frank’s other Minis, it’s been 
given a Royal name too. “It’s called 
Charlotte,” says Frank. “We have William 
and Kate, so this one is Charlotte and the 
next one will be called George...”

So, another top-notch Mini is on the 
horizon to complete the set – or so we all 
thought. With news of a third Royal baby 
on the way, Frank and co’s family of 
brilliant Minis will need to grow even 
bigger still if they want to keep up! 

took a second place. At the Nürburgring 
Histroic Trophy Bene managed to win his 
class, a feat that Frank matched later in 
the season. Overall, Bene finished third 
in class for 2016 and Frank second. In 
first place? A certain Mr Wassong...

So far this season they’ve taken two 
first place class finishes at Hockenheim 
in April and have also recorded a couple 
of second place finishes at Zandvoort. 
Most meetings are double headers, so 
Bene and Frank decide on the day who 
gets to drive the car first – something 
which no doubt adds the extra pressure of 
keeping it in one piece ready for the other 
team member to have a go afterwards! 
With the races shared, Bene and Frank 
can’t collect enough points to win the 
championship outright. Instead, the aim 
is simply to continue increase their pace 
and have fun, and that’s exactly what 
they’ve been doing. 

As well as catching the eye on track, the 

THANKS TO:
Frank and Bene would like to thank: 
“Holger ‘Bobo’ Boborowski for the 
paintwork and decals, Faxe Racing for 
delivering the engine and most of the 
parts, Sebastian Wallner for introducing 
us to the British Car Trophy and a 
helping a lot, Thomas Gaspers for 
adjusting the suspension, and of course, 
to our lovely girls Therese and Anne for 
their understanding while we were 
working on the car!”

Spring hooks for the bonnet and bootlid.

Neat Cooper Car Co decals add a 
cool 1960s touch to this 1993 car.

Frank and Bene’s racing partnership 
has proved to be very fruitful so far.
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Mini scene

Enn

Mini Gatto is just one of Jeroen’s finds.

Discussion amongst classic car circles 
has been in overdrive following the 
announcement that, from May 20 

2018, all 40-year-old classics will be 
exempt from roadworthiness testing in line 
with rolling historic vehicle tax. Once your 
“vehicle of historic interest” (VHI) turns 40, 
it no longer needs an MoT test. 

The Government has taken the decision 
following a consultation that took place 
from September to November last year. It 
argues that cars aged 40 or older are often 
kept in good condition by their  owners, 
and not used regularly enough to warrant 
an MoT test. Furthermore, it concluded 
that the modern test is not relevant 
enough to cars 40 years old and that some 
garages will struggle to fully validate them. 

In 2012, vehicles built or first registered 
before 1960 were made exempt from MoT 
testing, with fears of this causing accidents 
so far proving unfounded. However, the 
Government predicts the changes will 
mean an additional 293,000 vehicles will 
no now longer require an MoT test, and 
there will be no limit to the mileage that 
can be covered. 

Response to the news on the Mini 
Magazine Facebook page has been largely 
negative, with many deeming the decision 
madness due to fears that unsafe cars 
could be taking to the roads, and that more 
folk will buy eligible classics to avoid the 
MoT test. There are also fears that cars 
could be fraudulently given older identities 
to avoid an annual inspection. 

Restrictions of a kind are coming in, 
however. Any classic that has been 
“substantially altered” in the eyes of the 
authorities will still need to be tested 
yearly. Draft guidance states that any 
classic with a 15 per cent power-to-weight 
increase will need an MoT test, but any VHI 
modified in this manner more than 30 
years ago stays MoT test exempt. 
Furthermore, any Q-plated vehicle, 
component kit car or so-called 
substantially altered classic will not qualify 
and will need to be inspected. The exact 
terms and conditions are due to be 
clarified this November, but there is 
already concern among owners as to the 
method by which any modifications made 
to their cars will be assessed.

MOT TEST EXEMPTIONS
Cars over 40 years old to be MoT test exempt from next year.

■ Maximum Mini author and Mini 
Magazine contributor, Jeroen Booij, has 
launched a new service called Maximum 
Mini Heritage. The idea is that Jeroen will 
be able to share any background 
information and relevant documents on 
specific Mini-based cars. 

The Maximum Mini files include original 
build specifications, sales literature and 
historical correspondence, plus a 
photographic archive with more than 
31,000 pictures. Prices start at £5 for a 
copy of each digital image, while a file on 
the make and model of any Mini-based 

car, including words and a selection of 
digital photographs, will cost £35. A full file 
with all the information available will be 
£175, and comes complete with a 
Maximum Mini Heritage presentation 
folder and updates for up to 12 months 
after the point of order.

Jeroen is also offering an elaborate 
Heritage search service to find elusive 
cars. In the past these finds have included 
the Le Mans Mini Marcos, Gordon Murray’s 
personal Mini-based car and the sole 
Zagato Mini Gatto. Contact Jeroen via 
jeroen@jeroenbooij.com 

New service offered for rare Mini-based cars.

Under the new rules, cars over 40 years old 
will be MoT test exempt from next May.

Modified classics may still need to be tested.

New service offered for rare Mini-based cars.
MAXIMUM MINI HERITAGE
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News

NEWS
SHORTS
MINI BARN BASH
Ipswich and 
Suffolk Mini 
Owners Club is 
planning a 
weekend of 
camping and Mini 
fun on June 2-3 
2018, and has 
teamed up with a 
local retail and 
leisure complex, 
Stonham Barns in 
Suffolk, to bring a 
new weekend 
event to the 
calendar called 
the Mini Barn 
Bash. The 
weekend will 
involve a treasure-
hunt style run to 
Ipswich Waterfront 
and plenty of 
entertainment in 
the evening. It’s 
open to Minis and 
MINIs, apart from 
the run, which is 
for classics only 
due to space on 
the Waterfront. 
See ismoc.co.uk

NEC CLASSIC 
MOTOR SHOW
The NEC Lancaster 
Insurance Classic 
Motor Show takes 
place from 
November 10-12,  
and looks set to 
host plenty of 
excellent Minis. 

The Mini Cooper 
Register will once 
again have a club 
stand, with British 
Mini Club also 
booked in and  
Brenda Roberts set 
to enter her Mini 
Thirty in the Pride 
of Ownership.

All told, this 
year’s show will 
showcase over 
1800 amazing 
classic cars and 
motorbikes, plus 
around 250 classic 
car clubs from 
across the UK and 
many traders and 
exhibitors. For 
information and to 
book tickets, visit 
www.necclassic 
motorshow.com 

THE FAITH OF A FEW
Mini Sport play major role in new MINI advert.
■ MINI’s latest advert, entitled ‘The 
Faith of a Few’, has wowed the Mini 
community. The stylish film tells the 
story of the Mini Cooper’s rise to 
victory in the 1964 Monte Carlo 
Rally and appears to use archive 
footage, but was actually shot 
completely by Oscar-nominated 
cinematographer Greig Fraser on 
35mm film in Monaco this summer. 

Padiham-based specialist Mini 

Sport was crucial to the production, 
supplying three Minis for the 
filming. As well as a red and black 
saloon for the garage scenes, it also 
supplied two 33 EJB replicas. The 
first is 1964 Monte winner Paddy 
Hopkirk’s own replica, but his rally 
car, 6 EMO, was painstakingly 
transformed for the filming too, and 
has since been transformed back! 

Mini Sport’s engineering director 

Daniel Harper and head workshop 
technician Michael Anderson were 
also involved in the filming, along 
with Mini Sport-backed driver John 
Cressey. We plan to bring you a 
behind-the-scenes insight into the 
advert soon, so watch this space!

The three Minis being prepared.

■ The RAF Mini Club played a 
starring role at the Scampton 
Airshow in Lincolnshire on 
September 10-12, accepting an invite 
to display its cars in a special RAF 
village. This was the inaugural 
running of the event, filling a void 
that opened up three years ago 
when the previous show at RAF 
Waddington was cancelled due to 
the state of the runway. 

The club put in plenty of effort, 
with Chris Moss employing his dad 
and bother as spare drivers so that 
his 1962 Mini Pick-up, 1983 Minivan 

with matching trailer and 1998 Mini 
Cooper could all be present. Jada 
Lloyd took her 1992 Mini Mayfair 
along, while Steve Forrest brought 
his fully restored Austin Seven, his 
Minivan and his rare Mini GTS, which 
was recently imported from South 
Africa and is currently a work in 
progress. The event was particularly 
special for Chris and Steve, as they 
both spent several years working at 
Scampton as Mechanical Engineers 
on the Red Arrows Hawk aircraft.

The weather could’ve been better, 
but it couldn’t deter the crowds. 

Many aircraft were on show and the 
flying demonstrations ran from 11am 
to 4pm on both days. The highlight 
was, of course, the Red Arrows 
display team. Scampton was the base 
for the famous Dambusters in World 
War 2, so there was also a demo by 
the sole remaining Flying Lancaster 
in Great Britain. 

The organisers made a great job of 
setting up the show and making it a 
success. It’s no surprise that The RAF 
Mini Club and Bomber County Minis 
plan to be a part of it next year!

PLANES AND AUTOMOBILES
RAF Mini Club star at new Lincolnshire air show.

The Mini Sport team with the two 33 EJB replicas.

Steve Forrest’s trio.

The RAF Mini Club stand was a busy attraction.
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SCOTTISH MINI MEET
ScottishMini Forum heads for the hills.
■ A new ‘Mini Meet South’ event for owners in Scotland took 
place on September 24, organised by the ScottishMini Forum. 
A total of 11 cars from various Scottish Clubs met at 
Happendon Services on the M74, taking the low and high 
roads to Wanlockhead - the highest Village in Scotland - for 
the Scottish staple of tea or coffee and a sticky bun. 

The route passed through Crawfordjohn, Leadhills and 
finally to the Wanlockhead Mining Museum Café, with most of 
the attendees surprised at how good for Minis the surrounding 
roads were – empty, twisty and recently resurfaced! On the 
way back to the start point, the Minis headed down the south 
western side of the hills to the A76 south, then looped down 
and over the Dalveen Pass. 

The hope is to make this meeting an annual year-ending 
event, pairing it with a ‘Mini Meet North’ in Perthshire at the 
beginning of the year. The long-term desire is to restart a 
‘Scottish Mini Weekend’ once more. See www.scottishmini.net

CARS BY THE LAKE 
Locals Minis attend popular Suffolk event.
■ A great line-up of Minis helped to light up the Classic and 
Sports Cars by the Lake show near Bury St Edmunds on 
September 3. Taking place at Hall Farm in Fornham St Martin, 
the event has been running since 2010, with proceeds going 
to St Nicholas Hospice Care. 

An excellent line-up of 15 cars from Bury Mini Club included 
an immaculate Pick-up, an Innocenti Cooper 1300, an early 
Austin Seven, Kevin Sutcliffe’s modified 16-valve Mini and a 
lovely Teal Blue MkIII. The Suffolk region of the Mini Cooper 
also joined in with a strong display, while various Minis were 
scattered around the grounds. 

With a great variety of cars on show and plenty to see for all 
the family, the event once again proved to be a great success. 
What’s more, it was all in aid of good cause!

■ Minis were heavily involved as around 
2000 cars gathered for the latest 
Passion for Power Classic Motor Show 
on August 19-20. Taking place at Tatton 
Park in Cheshire, this popular annual 
event included numerous attractions 
such as a massive autojumble, trade 
stands and a large supercar display. 

This show is always a favourite 
amongst the Mini community, with 
Oldham and District Mini Club and 
Manchester Minis both present. Plenty 
of interesting examples were scattered 
around too, including a time-warp MkII 
Mini, a lovely early MkIV, vans, Pick-ups, 
an immaculate early Mini City and a rare 
fibreglass Pheonix estate. Mick 
Whitehead brought his well-known 
green modified Hornet along to display 

on the Wolseley Owners Club 
stand, while a curious-looking 
Hornet fitted with a square 
Clubman front end also grabbed 
plenty of attention. 

Of course, being Britain, the 
weather didn’t always play ball. 
Several bouts of heavy rain left some of 
the roadways around the showground 
very muddy, but that couldn’t spoil the 
enjoyment provided by this popular and 
varied event.

PASSION FOR POWER
Minis join their classic peers at Tatton Park.

Scottish Mini fans enjoy the stunning local roads.

The Bury Mini Club showcased 15 of its cars.

Time-warp MkII DeLuxe.

Lovely Primula Yellow Mini City.

Curious Clubman-fronted Hornet.
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A s the 2017 season draws to a close, 
the Mini Seven Racing Club has 
announced plans to reintroduce the 

historic Graham Hill Memorial Trophy as 
part of a 2018 recruitment drive for young 
racers aged under 17. Now in its sixth 
decade, the club is flourishing and 
continues to attract new talent. 

Interest in the club’s ‘scholarship’ S Class 
for limited-tuning 1275cc Minis is at an all-
time high, so the addition of a separate 
award alongside the overall S-Class title will 
offer a welcome boost for youngsters on a 
budget looking for that first step into circuit 
racing. From 2018 the resurrected trophy 
will be awarded to the top-scoring Under-
17 driver in the S Class category. Ben Swift, 
son of Swiftune boss Nick, should be 
amongst the ranks, while long-time Mini 
racer and one-time Formula Ford team 
boss, Jonathan Lewis, has already signed 
up his 16-year old daughter Morgan. He 
reckons that many more will follow her 
from the junior ranks of autograss Minis, as 

well as from various other avenues of 
grassroots motorsport.

The original Graham Hill Memorial 
Trophy ran for five seasons and was last 
awarded over 30 years ago. Back then the 
M7RC aimed it primarily at novice racers as 
a feeder series to the regularly over-
subscribed Leyland-backed National 
Challenges, for both Mini Se7en and Mini 
Miglia. Bette Hill, widow of the late double 
Formula One World Champion, presented 

GRAHAM HILL TROPHY
Historic trophy reintroduced for under-17 Mini racers.

Photography Matthew Barrington

The new Trophy will encourage young 
racers to join the Mini Se7en ranks.

the original trophy to the M7RC before the 
1977 season, in memory of her husband 
who tragically died in 1975 in an air crash 
when returning from testing the new Hill 
GH2 Grand Prix car in the south of France. 
Graham had also been honorary Vice 
President of the original Mini 7 Club, and so 
the opportunity to revive the memory of a 
true motorsport great who also had strong 
links with the original racing Mini is seen as 
a fitting tribute. 

“I was thrilled to learn that the Mini 
Seven Racing Club is re-introducing this 
award,” said 1996 Formula One title winner 
and son of Graham, Damon Hill. “My father 
was the Vice President of the Mini 7 Club 
back in the day, and my mother gave this 
trophy to the Club to recognise his 
involvement and to reward those just 
getting started in racing.”

For details and updates from the Mini 
Seven Racing Club, visit the website at 
www.mini7.co.uk or search for ‘Mini 7 
Racing Club’ on Facebook.

New 2017 S Class champion, Shaun Tarlton.

The M7RC is as popular as ever.
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Rounds five and six of the Mini Sport 
Mini Cup took place as part of Rally 
Isle of Man on 14-16 September, with 

15 Mini crews taking part including three 
from Japan who travel over solely for the 
rally every year! Being both wet and windy, 
the conditions were at times like driving on 
ice, and were certainly not helped by the 
gravel being washed over the roads from 
the heavy rain and the World Rally Cars 
also competing.

Ray Cunningham and Jared Gill 
dominated both rounds in their Mini 
Cooper S, taking two wins to put them at 
the top of the Mini Cup leader board. 
They’ve now overtaken Clive King and 
Anton Bird in the overall standings after 
King suffered differential failure on the 
start-line of the very first stage. It wasn’t all 
plain sailing for Cunningham though as he 
had a scare when a heavy landing broke 
the cooling fan and damaged the radiator, 
but he persevered to take two wins.

Runner up for both rounds were Colin 
McDowell and Michael Spence. They put 
their car into a ditch on stage two but a 
great fightback saw them overtake Peter 
Horsburgh and Graham Carter in round 

five and maintain their pace to take second 
place in round six. Horsburgh bought his 
Mini home in third place in both rounds 
having admitted that, being his first (and 
only) event of the year, he was a little rusty 
over the first few stages.

Yoshinao Tsuchiya and Ritsuro Okano 
had the best result of the three Japanese 
crews, taking fifth place on Round 6. Eric 
Davis and Russell Joseph won the over-
1300 class, while and Ian Clare and Antony 
Elkes took the honours in the Mini Open 
Class. The Mini Girls Rally Team of Louise 
Thomas and Heidi Woodcock had a great 
event, taking the ladies award and first in 
the N1 class for the overall Rally Isle of Man. 

Massive congratulations must also go to 
Team Mini Sport’s Daniel Harper and Chris 
Campbell. After a trying weekend with 
alternator, driveshaft and tyre issues, the 
pair persevered in Mini Sports new MINI 
JCW-01c World Rally Car to take first place 
and be crowned Manx National Rally 
Champions for the second year running!

The Mini Sport Mini Cup will now go 
down to the wire on the last round, which 
is the Cheviot Stages Rally over the famous 
Otterburn Ranges, due to take place on 

RALLY ISLE OF MAN
Cunningham takes the lead in the Mini Sport Mini Cup.

Photography Sideways Media

An impressive 15 Mini crews 
took part in the Isle of Man. 

October 22. With the top four drivers, Ray 
Cunningham, Clive King, Colin McDowell 
and Jim Brindle all having a chance of 
lifting the 2017 Mini Sport Mini Cup, it’s 
going to be a grandstand finish to the 
season. You can follow the Mini Sport Mini 
Cup on the Historic Rally Car Register 
website at www.hrcr.co.uk, and via the 
HRCR Facebook page. 

The Mini Girls Rally Team took a class win.

Rhodri Owen Roberts attempts an engine fix.

Eric Davis and Russell Joseph 
won the over-1300 class.
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T
here was a mixture of 
nerves and excitement 
amongst the British 
Mini Club team 

ahead of the latest Mini show 
at Stanford Hall on September 
17, with the club taking over 
the organisation of this long-
running event for the very first 
time. With 35 years of success 
under the stewardship of the 
National Mini Owners Club, 
the BMC had a tough act to 
follow at the picturesque 
Leicestershire venue.  

One of the main attractions 
of this show is the excellent 

autojumble, which seems to be 
a dying feature of Mini shows 
nowadays. Stanford is 
different though, with the 
trade area seemingly even 
bigger than usual and a host of 
rare bits being offered at 
decent prices. Plenty of the 
big-name traders were also in 
attendance from all over the 
UK and beyond, including 
Mini Sport, who were a main 
sponsor for the event. If you 
couldn’t find what you were 
looking for amongst this lot, 
then you probably weren’t 
looking hard enough. 

A grumble in previous years 
was that the main show field 
was a bit sparse, but not this 
time. A combined total of over 
70 Minis took part in the 
concours and a relaxed show 
and shine, with more than 30 
clubs present for one of their 
final outings of the season. 
The standard of Minis was 
sky-high, and such was the 
variety that everyone could 
find something to appreciate. 
Concours class winners 
included Paul Moran’s Mini 
Pick-up and Keith Brownsell’s 
custom saloon, which both 

scored a whopping 199 points 
from a possible 200. 

Competition has also been 
notched up in the Clubman 
class, with Paul and Francesca 
Billington’s amazing 1970 
Antelope example winning on 
its show debut. The Car of the 
Show award could only go to 
one Mini though, and that was 
Ian Matthews’ stunning 1959 
example, which will now be 
entered into the prestigious 
Meguiar’s Showcase at the 
NEC Classic Motor Show in 
November. The battle for Best 
Club Stand was hard fought 

 Superb annual event gets off to a great new  
 beginning with the British Mini Club. 

 Words and Photography Jeff Ruggles 

The owner of this 
Outspan Mini left his 

keys at home, so it 
stayed on the trailer!

Zac Danks’ awesome 
retro-modified saloon.

 Words and Photography Jeff Ruggles

STANFORD HALL 
MINI SHOW
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Class winner Paul Billington.

Mini Sport was an event sponsor.

Awesome Italian Job replica coach. Dirk’s Renegade Mazda Mini.

Paul Moran’s Pick-up was just one 
point shy of a perfect concours score.

Tony Barnes’ 
cool 1275 GT.

Nick Hunter’s Vortz Mini.

The Mini-only car park was packed.

Vetech’s mental Hayabusa 
Mini attracted much interest.
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too, with Solihull Classic Mini 
Club deserving winners after 
spending the whole day 
dressed as superheroes!

But that wasn’t all. The BMC 
also added a Live Arena to the 
mix, finding out who had the 
loudest exhaust and sound 
system, the weirdest horn and 
the tattiest Mini. The latter 
was won by Sean Whitfield of 

the Mini Forum, with a Sprite 
that had literally been pulled 
out of a bush and made 
roadworthy without so much 
as damp sponge in sight.

 In addition, there was a 
surprise visit from Anthony 
Barrett’s brilliant replica 
Italian Job coach, complete 
with metal ramps and a Mini 
inside stuffed with ‘gold’ 

bullion. Show-goers could 
enjoy refreshments, peruse the 
Minis for sale, or check out an 
excellent variety of cars in the 
Mini-only parking area, which 
seemed more populated than 
in previous years. All told, it 
was a great start for the BMC, 
which has really given this 
event a whole new lease of life. 
Roll on 2018! 

The Cooper Sport 500/ Mini 2000 Register also had a display 
at the Manchester Classic Car Show on the same weekend!

Jonathan Bown’s 970 S.Plenty of shopping to do!

Adam Burgar’s Pick-up.

The coach was complete with a 
Mini, ramps and ‘gold’ bullion!

Martin Bagshaw’s beautiful 
Vermilion 1275 GT.

Richard Humphrey’s 
brilliant Britax replica.
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Get polishing!

Diane Isaac’s beautiful MkI 
sitting pretty on reverse rims.

Paul and Francesca Billington’s 1970 
Clubman was a worthy class winner.

Ian Matthews’ ‘59 won the 
Car of the Show award.

Colin Davis’ mental 
flip-painted creation.

MkIII in the for sale area.

Bold yellow Mini Speedster.

Janet and Trevor Ripley’s NZ import.

Solihull Classic Mini Club celebrate!

Jack Cookson’s Mini HL.
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W
ith the beautiful 
Jurassic Coast as 
a backdrop, it’s 
no surprise that 

the annual Mouth 2 Mouth 
Mini Run continues to be a 
popular day out for Mini fans 
across the Dorset region and 
well beyond. This year’s 
Jurassic Coast Mini Club 
flagship took part on Sunday 
September 10, and marked the 
run’s 10 year anniversary. 

The event started at the 
Riviera Hotel in Weymouth, 
with bacon sandwiches 
warming the participants as 
they set off towards Exmouth 
along the coastal road. The 
runners then paused for a stop 
at the Sidmouth Donkey 
Sanctuary. Ice creams weren’t 
as popular this year due to the 
the overcast conditions, but 
despite drizzle at the end 
point, spirits were high. The 

Lifeboat Station in Exmouth 
laid on a barbecue with 
burgers for everyone, and 
played host to an eclectic mix 
of cars. Amongst them was 
Andy Knight’s brilliant ‘Chop’ 
creation, a stunning MkI 
Cooper S and a lovely Island 
Blue MkII Cooper. In all, there 
were around 60 cars at the 
finishing point. 

Despite the murky skies, 
this was another excellent run 

with a good mixture of 
twisting roads and easier 
sections so the Minis didn’t 
become too bunched up. Plus 
where else do you get to park 
your Mini on an actual 
lifeboat slipway? It was all in 
aid of a good cause too, with 
the £8 per car entry fee and 
donations during the day 
going to the RNLI. The final 
total raised was £845.50, an 
excellent effort. 

MOUTH 2 MOUTH RUN
 Jurassic Coast Minis’ annual flagship 
 celebrates its 10th anniversary. 

 Words Jeff Ruggles photography Matt Pink 

Smart early 1275 GT.

Minis gather on the lifeboat slipway. Beautiful MkII 
998 Cooper.

Lovely MkI Cooper S.

Chris Knight’s Cooper replica.

Despite the overcast conditions, the 
run attracted around 60 cars.

Matt Pink’s retro saloon.Jan and Andy’s custom Minis.
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T
he Oulton Park Gold 
Cup is the Cheshire 
circuit’s signature 
event, with a packed 

programme of historic racing, 
car club displays and more 
taking place from August 
26-28. Organised by the 
HSCC, it features sports cars, 
single-seaters and touring cars 
from the 1950s, ’60s, ’70s and 
’80s, with Minis once again a 
major part of the action. 

This year’s Gold Cup was 
the penultimate meeting for 

HSCC Historic Touring Car 
Championship. The series has 
Minis competing in two of its 
classes – HRSR Class D and 
Appendix K – K3. An 
impressive 12 Minis were in 
competition for the two-race 
event this time, although 
Roger Ebdon’s Mini suffered 
mechanical issues during 
qualifying, bringing the final 
field down to 11. 

Race one saw some 
interesting battles between the 
Class D and Class K3 Minis.  

However, K3 was the most 
tightly contested with 
Jonathan Lewis, Chris 
Middlehurst and Barry Sime 
battling it out. Barry Sime 
managed to get around 
Middlehurst with two laps to 
go and was chasing Lewis 
before retiring with a broken 
fan belt. Meanwhile, Gary 
Warburton suffered brake 
failure up at Lodge Corner 
during the last lap, which 
caused him to crash into the 
barriers. Luckily, he managed 

to escape with some bruising, 
cuts and scrapes, but the Mini 
didn’t fare as well. Other 
drivers to retire were Sam 
Tordoff and Nick Riley, all due 
to various mechanical failures.

With so many retirements, 
race two saw quite a few of the 
K3 Minis at the back of the 
pack. This led to a very 
exciting race as several worked 
through the field. Indeed, 
Barry Sime managed to finish 
second in class behind Lewis, 
despite his lowly starting 

OULTON PARK GOLD CUP
 Historic racing Minis do battle at prestigious race event. 
 Words and Photography Patricia Käsehagen Webb 

Chris Middlehurst’s 
Swiftune engine.

Gary Warburton’s 
damaged racer.
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Chasing a Lotus Cortina.

Jonathan Lewis took 
two class victories.

Chris Middlehurst on track.

Nick Riley on three wheels at Lodge. Will Dick’s smart racer.

Sime battles a Hillman Imp.

Tight racing at Cascades.Roger Ebdon had mechanical issues.

Roger Godfrey’s class-winning Mini. Bob Binfield racing hard.

Barry Sime at Shell Corner.

Tim Harber on his way 
to race assembly.

Jonathan Lewis heads 
a congested field.

position. In Class D, 
Roger Godfrey took 
victory for both races, 
which puts him fifth 
overall in the title 
standings and at the 
head of his class. This 
year’s battle for the K3 
Championship win is 
close with Jonathan 
Lewis and Barry Sime in 
first and second 
respectively. It will go 
down to the wire! 

The Acespeed racer in the paddock.
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F
or a show that was free 
to enter, West Sussex 
Mini Owners Club’s 
annual Minis by the Sea 

event on September 3 certainly 
offered one heck of a lot in 
return. Not only did you get a 
friendly welcome into the 
Steyne Gardens venue on 
Worthing seafront, you also 
got an excellent selection of 
Minis, a relaxed atmosphere, a 
sizeable donation to charity 
and – this year especially – 
evidence of how Mini owners 
really look after each other. 

Minis arrived at the grounds 
from 9am for a laid-back 

affair, but everyone was 
encouraged back to their cars 
at 10am for a synchronised 
horn blowing – a great way to 
open the show! The club 
presence was strong, with the 
hosts joined by excellent 
displays from the likes of 
Brighton Mini Club, the 
Cooper Sport 500 and 2000 
Mini Register, the Moke Club 
and more. There was some 
great cars too, from 1960s 
Coopers to hybrid creations, 
and several trade stands too. 

Undoubtedly the most 
heart-warming story was that 
of Alun Ainslie’s Mini. After 

being let down with an engine 
rebuild, a group of enthusiasts 
including Barry Tilbury, Ian 
Whitehead and Jeff Hills 
managed to rescue the car and 
rebuild a replacement motor 
donated by Dave Spurdle, 
before fitting it to the car and 
getting it through an MoT test. 
This was facilitated by lots of 
selfless hard work, together 
with plenty of cash and parts 
donations from the Mini 
community via Facebook. 
What’s more, AC Dodd rebuilt 
the head, James McCloud 
sorted the carb, Mike Reed 
polished it to a shine and 

Kevin Fulbrook at Sussex 
Road and Race did the MoT 
test for free. Alun had no idea 
he would be reunited with his 
Mini at the show, and was 
understandably delighted. 

But that wasn’t all. Thanks 
to generous donations all day, 
plus a tombola and auction, 
the event managed to raise 
£1900 for the St Barnabas and 
Chestnut Tree House charities. 
All told, the show was another 
great success on what was its 
15th outing. About the only 
thing that didn’t play ball was 
the weather, but you can’t 
control everything! 

MINIS BY THE SEA
 With its chilled-out vibes, Minis and heart-warming tales, West 
 Sussex MOC’s annual September meet in Worthing was a real winner. 

 Words Jeff Ruggles photography Steve Trewin 

Tidy Riley Elf.Steve Trewin‘s Cooper.Martin Black’s cool Clubby.

Plenty of Minis were on display.Alun reunited with his Mini.

Alun’s Mini, now back on the road.

Various clubs put on 
busy displays, including 
Brighton Mini Club.
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE CLASSIC MINI FROM 1959 – 2000
WE STOCK ALL HERITAGE MINI PARTS

MANUFACTURER – WHOLESALER – RETAILER
OPENING HOURS: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM - ONLINE 24HRS A DAY

UK AND WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER
• TEL 01242 609598 - 4 LINES • FAX 01242 609061 • EMAIL info@bullmotifminispares.com

www.bullmotifminispares.com

STEERING & WHEEL BEARINGS
RHD ROVER STEERING RACK .......................................... 67.14
TRACK-ROD END ................................................................. 3.98
TRACK-ROD END (ROVER) ................................................ 13.98
TRACK-ROD END (LONG) ........................................................ 6.9
RACK GAITER KIT (EARLY 4.5” TYPE) ................................................8.34
RACK GAITER KIT (LATE 2 SIZES) ..................................................... 4
FRONT WHEEL BEARING KIT (DRUMS) ....................................... 13.14
FRONT WHEEL BEARING KIT (DISCS) .................................. ......13.74
FRONT WHEEL BEARING KIT (DISCS) TIMKEN............. ............50.34
REAR WHEEL BEARING KIT (TO 96) ....................... .................... 14.10
REAR WHEEL BEARING KIT (TO 96) TIMKEN . ......................... 45.54

REAR WHEEL BEARING KIT (MPI) TIMKEN ............................... 45.54

4
8
8

6.90
8 34

FUEL
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP (SU) .... ..................... 74.10
MECHANICAL FUEL PUMP ( ............................ 35.58
MECHANICAL FUEL PUM .................................... 36.60
MECHANICAL FUEL 4) ........................................ 47.40
SALOON FUEL T CARB) ......................................247.92
SALOON FU JECTION) ..............................................311.22
VAN FU DERFLOOR) ..................................................................... 244.96
HS LASTIC JET)........................................................................... 279.00

RB (WAXSTAT)................................................................................ 262.74
ARB ........................................................................................................ 353.40

44 CARB ....................................................................................................... 359.94
TWIN H4 WORKS CARB KIT .................................................................... ..........958.80

2
22
................ 244.96

HEADLAMPS
WIPAC QUADOPTICS (RHD) PAIR .............................................. 35.99
WIPAC QUADOPTICS (LHD) PAIR .............................................. 50.34
HALOGEN LIGHT UNIT (REPLACES SEALED BEAM) ................ 10.74
OUTER CHROME RIM .................................................................... 9.30
PLASTIC BOWL KIT .................................................................................................13.14

SHOCK ABSORBERS (KYB)
STANDARD OIL ....................................................................... 14.70
GAS ................................................................................. 27.54
GAS-A-JUST ..................................................................33.54

.70

CARPETS
PREMIUM SET THICK PILE ................................................................................... 92.34
NEWTON COMMERCIAL MOULDED SET............................................................174.60

OIL COOLERS
10 ROW ............................................................ 41.94
13 ROW ........................................................... 29.94

ALTERNATORS
45AMP (69-80) ................................................................ 43.14
70AMP (80-96) ................................................................59.70
80 AMP (96-00) .............................................................. 101.94

COOLING
RADIATOR (3-CORE) 59-91 ..........................................61.80
RADIATOR (91-96) 1275CC...........................................79.14
RADIATOR (MPI 96 ON) ............................................... 87.54

EXCLUSIVE MINI MAGAZINE OFFER:
4 X FALKEN 165/60X12 TYRES @ £165
FREE DELIVERY TO THE UK
QUOTE CODE Q0FF120

MINI TRAVELLER TIMBER
WE MANUFACTURE MINI TRAVELLER WOOD KITS – THE
BEST QUALITY ASH AVAILABLE............................. £718.80

PARTS AN

Bull Motif Mini
Spares

The perfect place to find all your Classic Mini Spares and Parts

OIL PUMPS
PIN DRIVE (850-1100) .......................................................... 16.74
PIN DRIVE (COOPER S)....................................................... 118.74
STAR DRIVE (1300) ............................................................... 16.38
SLOT DRIVE (998 A+) ................................................................ 15.54
SLOT DRIVE (1300 A+) ..........................................................................................16.74
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BRITISH MOTOR HERITAGE APPROVED. SHOP ONLINE WITH OUR NEW EASY SEARCH FACILITY

MOUNTNEY STEERING
WHEELS IN STOCK

OVER 6000 PART NUMBERS NOW IN STOCK!
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USE DISCOUNT CODE MM1275 FOR YOUR EXCLUSIVE MINI MAGAZINE

DISCOUNT OFF ONLINE AND PHONE ORDERS



IGNITION
COIL (NON-BALLAST) .................................................... 15.54
COIL (BALLAST) ............................................................... 17.94
COIL (ELECTRONIC IGN).................................................... 21.60
COIL (MPI) ............................................................................. 60.00
SPORTS COIL (NON-BALLAST)..............................................20.34
SPORTS COIL (BALLAST) ......................................................... 20.34
HT LEAD SET (SIDE-ENTRY CAP) .........................................................................10.74
HT LEAD SET (PUSH-ON TO 96) ........................................................................... 11.94
HT LEAD SET (MPI) ................................................................................................ 13.14

ALDON DISTRIBUTORS
100AY, 100AR, ................................................................... 138.00
100AYP, 100ARP, 100AYV................................................. 162.00
40819 COOPER S.............................................................. 162.00

WIPERS
WIPER MOTOR DR3A MK1 (EXCHANGE) .......................................................... 150.00
WIPER MOTOR MK2 ON (67-00) ......................................................................... 43.80
WIPER BLADE 10” TEX TYPE (STAINLESS) ........................................................... 7.14
WIPER BLADE 11” TRICO TYPE................................................................................ 7.14

MOUNTINGS
ENGINE (MANUAL).................................................................................................. 3.06
ENGINE (MANUAL WITH CAPTIVE NUTS) ............................................................ 3.78
ENGINE (AUTOMATIC LH)...................................................................................... 12.60
ENGINE (AUTOMATIC RH) .................................................................................... 23.40
FRONT SUBFRAME (FRONT) ................................................................................. 2.64
FRONT SUBFRAME (REAR) .................................................................................... 2.86
FRONT SUBFRAME TOWER (UPPER) .................................................................... 3.55
FRONT SUBFRAME TOWER (LOWER) ................................................................... 5.88

WINDSCREENS
FRONT CLEAR LAMINATED ...................................................................................41.94
FRONT TINTED LAMINATED..................................................................................43.14
HEATED REAR SCREEN (CLEAR) ......................................................................... 70.92
FRONT BLUE TOP TINT LAMINATED ...................................................................45.54
FRONT MPI TINTED LAMINATED ......................................................................... 82.20
HEATED REAR SCREEN TINTED .......................................................................... 68.34

SUSPENSION
KNUCKLE JOINT (ALL REAR & FRONT TO 1990) .................................................. 3.12
KNUCKLE JOINT (FROM 1990 ON) ...................................................................... 29.40
BALL JOINTS (PAIR) ................................................................................................. 6.18
TOP ARM REPAIR KIT.............................................................................................. 12.12
RADIUS ARM REPAIR KIT ...................................................................................... 10.07
NEW RADIUS ARM (DRY) ....................................................................................281.76
RUBBER CONE ....................................................................................................... 40.62
FRONT STRUT............................................................................................................. NA
TIE-ROD BUSH ......................................................................................................... 0.72
LOWER ARM BUSH (64 ON) .................................................................................... 1.56

BODY SEALS
FRONT SCREEN (59-90)......................................................................................... 9.90
FRONT SCREEN (91-00).......................................................................................... 13.14
REAR SCREEN (67 ON) ........................................................................................... 9.00
CHROME LOCKING STRIP....................................................................................... 3.72
DOOR SEAL (59-69) .............................................................................................. 10.50
DOOR SEAL (69-96) ............................................................................................... 11.94
OPENING REAR ¼ LIGHT (59-69)......................................................................... 6.60
OPENING REAR ¼ LIGHT (69 ON)......................................................................... 7.68
FIXED REAR ¼ LIGHT (69 ON) ............................................................................. 10.74
BOOT LID SEAL (59-88) ........................................................................................ 10.08
BOOT LID SEAL (88 ON) ......................................................................................... 9.00
BODY SEAL KIT OF 7 (69-88) .............................................................................. 49.00
BODY SEAL KIT OF 7 (88 ON) .............................................................................. 49.00

............................ ..........

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................... .
................................

ALL MAGNUM BODY PANELS ALSO IN STOCK

STAINLESS STEEL BUMPERS AS
ORIGINAL NOW IN STOCK £58.80

ALL MINI WIRING LOOMS NOW STOCKED

TYRES
145/80X10 FALKEN ............................................................................................. 35.94
145/70X12 FALKEN................................................................................................ 31.80
165/60X12 FALKEN .............................................................................................. 44.39

HERITAGE BODY PANELS
MK1 INNER A PANEL .............................................................................................. 72.12
MK1 OUTER A PANEL ............................................................................................ 37.80
MK3 A PANEL ....................................................................................................... 23.26
FRONT WING (ROUND FRONT) .......................................................................... 105.24
FRONT WING (CLUBMAN) .................................................................................... 117.31
FULL SCUTTLE .................................................................................................... 138.48
HEELBOARD COMPLETE ...................................................................................... 77.93
OUTER SILL (MK3 SALOON) ................................................................................. 41.54
DOOR SKIN (MK1 & MK3) ..................................................................................... 88.63
MK1 BOOTLID.......................................................................................................332.33
REAR SUBFRAME (WET) ................................................................................... 441.99
REAR SUBFRAME (DRY) ................................................................................... 441.99
FRONT PANEL (ROUND FRONT) ........................................................................ 193.85
FRONT PANEL (CLUBMAN COMPLETE) ............................................................. 241.51
BONNET (CLUBMAN) ............................................................................................ 177.11
BONNET (ROUND FRONT) ................................................................................... 182.77
FRONT SUBFRAME FROM ..................................................................................471.06
REAR VALANCE ..................................................................................................... 56.99
REAR PANEL (LOWER HALF) ............................................................................. 221.56

........................ ............................................... ...........

................................................................................... ..................................................................................... .......................................... ................................................................................................................. .......

............................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................. ......

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................

.................................... .............................. ...............................

.......................................... .................................... .......................................... ............................................................. .......................................................................................... ............

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .......................................................................................................

....................................................................................... ..

SMITHS GAUGES NOW IN STOCK

4
4

....................... ...... .................... ...................... ......

....... ........ ...

UNITS 5&6 ISBOURNE WAY, WINCHCOMBE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL54 5NS,
9 MILES FROM JUNCTION 9 OF M5

SPECIAL OFFER FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY
FREE UK DELIVERY ON MOST ORDERS – SEE ABOVE

WEBSITE ORDERS ONLY - SUBJECT TO POSTCODE
PLEASE CHECK WEBSITE

MINI PAINT - WE STOCK ALL COLOURS IN AEROSOLS AND TOUCH UP PENCILS
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BRAKES
MASTER CYLINDER (COOPER S METAL TANK) .................................................. 71.99
MASTER CYLINDER (DRUMS METAL TANK) ...................................................... 72.00
MASTER CYLINDER (PLASTIC TANK) ..................................................................44.10
MASTER CYLINDER (DUAL CIRCUIT 85-88) ...................................................... 72.90
MASTER CYLINDER (88 ON SERVO TYPE) ........................................................95.94
8.4” SOLID DISC ...................................................................................................... 8.99
7.5” COOPER S DISC ............................................................................................. 22.74
7” 997/998 COOPER DISC ...................................................................................44.34
VENTED DISC.......................................................................................................... 17.40
SPACERED DRUM ...................................................................................................14.99
PLAIN DRUM ............................................................................................................ 11.16
MK1 COOPER S SERVO ...................................................................................... 356.34
MK2/3 ‘S’ & GT SERVO KIT ................................................................................ 142.74
CALLIPER (84 ON)................................................................................................. 58.74
CALLIPER (COOPER S) GENUINE ...................................................................... 167.94
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Events
BOOK YOUR MINI ACTIVITIES WITH OUR 
COMPREHENSIVE MINI SHOW LISTINGS!

October 8
 Malvern Autumn Mini Show 
Part of the Malvern Classic Event, 
held at Three Counties Showground. 
www.classicshows.org

October 29
 Cap’n Jaspers Gathering  
West Country Mini Scene’s autumn 
gathering at Plymouth Barbican.  
www.wcminiscene.co.uk

October 27- November 5
 The Italian Job  
Fantastic annual tour in Italy for cars 
from the famous 1969 film and 
derivatives, raising money for 
children’s charities. Includes stops in 
Bologna, Imola, Modena, Venice, 
Turin and at the Pagani factory. 
www.italianjob.com

November 10-12
 Classic Motor Show  
Superb multi-marque classic car 
show at the NEC, Birmingham, with 
live demonstrations, traders, 
autojumble and more.  
www.necclassicmotorshow.com

January 7 2018
  Wirral to Llandudno Run  
Popular annual run from 
Bromborough on the Wirral to 
Llandudno in North Wales, including 
a stop in Rhos-On-Sea and the 
spectacular climb up the Great 
Orme headland. Places are limited 
to 250 cars. See the website for 
booking details.   
www.wirralminis.com

January 28 2018
 British Mini Fair  
The largest indoor Mini event in the 
UK, organised by British Mini Club. 
Expect over 100 trade and 
autojumble stands, Pride of 
Ownership display, Premier 
Concours Finals, club stands and a 
charity auction. This is a great event 
for buying parts to finish off those 
winter projects! 
www.britishminiclub.co.uk

May 13 2017
 British Mini Day  
British Mini Club’s first outdoor event 
of the season, set in the outstanding 
grounds of Himley Hall in 
Staffordshire. Includes trade and 
jumble stands, plus concours and 
show ‘n’ shine. 
www.britishminiclub.co.uk

 May 17-21 2018
 IMM 2018 Portugal  
The 2018 International Mini Meeting, 
will be jointly hosted by Clube Mini 
de Portugal and Clube Mini Serra da 
Estrela in the holiday resort of Mira, 
south of Porto.  
www.imm2018.pt

May 20 2018
 London to Brighton Run  
Top-notch annual run, organised by 
London and Surrey MOC. There’s 
Camping and entertainment at 
Crystal Palace Park on the Saturday 
night, with Minis setting off for 
Brighton’s Madeira Drive on Sunday 
morning for the show ‘n’ shine, 

trade stands, club displays and 
much more.  
www.london-to-brighton.co.uk

 June 23-24 2018
 Mini & VW Bus Meet  
Relaxed dual-marque event for Minis 
and VW Buses. Includes camping, 
live entertainment and a glow show 
on the Saturday, plus traders and a 
show ‘n’ shine as part of Sunday’s 
main event. 
www.britishminiclub.co.uk

August 8-12 2019 
 IMM 2019 Bristol  
To mark the Mini’s 60th birthday, the 
International Mini Meeting heads to 
the West Country. It will be held at 
the 100-acre Washingpool Farm site 
in Easter Compton, near Bristol.
www.imm2019.co.uk     

GET LISTED
Email minimag.ed@kelsey.co.uk or visit our website  

www.minimag.co.uk

REGULAR MINI EVENTS
Ace Cafe Mod ‘n’ Mini Night
Visit the iconic Ace Cafe on 
London’s North Circular on the first 
Thursday of each month 
throughout the year. 
www.ace-cafe-london.com 

H Cafe Mini Meets
Taking place on the second Thursday 
of each month at the H Cafe, Oxford 
Road, Dorchester-on-Thames. 
www.h-cafe.co.uk

A Mini will feature in the Meguiar’s Showcase 
at the NEC Classic Motor Show in November.

Minis will star under the lights at Birmingham’s NEC.

Expect another great MCR display.



We said right from the start, we are going to reproduce the best quality Classic Mini
interior trim. You can buy a world famous moulded carpet set or a complete trim kit,
a refurbished seat or a welded door panel, all made by our craftsmen and women in
the UK. Its British manufacturing at its best. We are proud to fly the flag for Britain and
you know you are buying the best money can buy. Why not visit our website or give
our sales team a call to see how we can help.

For more information call 01728 832 880 or visit www.newtoncomm.co.uk

OVER 37 YEARS OF
BRITISH CRAFTMANSHIP
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Your Minis Send ‘Your Minis’ pictures to 
minimag_ed@kelsey.co.uk

FAST ROAD VAN
Name: Marc Simpson
Car: 1980 Minivan
Location: Manchester

■ Here is my 1980 Minivan project. I’ve been 
into Minis for over 12 years now, and have 
always wanted a van as in my opinion it’s the 
best Mini derivative! 

It took me years of looking to find the 
right example, but in the end I managed to 
convince a good friend of mine to sell me 
his. It’s believed to have been off the road 
for over 10 years, with London to Brighton 
stickers on the windows from 2002 and 
2005. Judging by the rivets in the roof from 
an advertising sign and the colour, we think 
it’s an ex-Southern Electric van. 

I plan to keep the Atlantic Green paint, but 
lose the white roof. The shell will be fully 
rebuilt, and I want to keep the original 
front grille so that will get carefully cut out 
and put into a new front panel. I’d like to 
make it a fast road van but with 1960s 
styling, so it’ll look fairly standard but have 
a 1275 MG Metro engine and alloy four-
pot callipers. It will also get the set of 
reverse rims I’ve had stored for five years, 
waiting for a van to put them on! Now that 
my Mini Sidewalk is finished, work will 
begin when time and funds allow.

LOW RIDER
Name: Tim Nuttin
Car: Mini Pick-up
Location: Belgium
■ This is my little beauty, a Mini 
Pick-up that I bought a couple of 
years ago. During that time it’s had many updates, 
including a conversion to custom air-ride suspension. 
Under the bonnet is a 1300 engine, and I’ve fitted a 
Mexico arch kit and front splitter from ABS Motorsport. 
It also has a wooden load floor that was hand-crafted 
by myself. 

In some of the pictures it sits on 13-inch Starmags, 
but I’ve just bought some custom-made new wire 
wheels. The interior is not done so that will be next on 
the list, along with some more finishing touches.

It’s dusty, but fairly solid and has 
the makings of a great project.

Tim has now fitted these awesome 
wire wheels to his ultra-cool Pick-up.

Some updates will be required inside.
The load bed is still solid.

Sat low on air-ride.
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Your Minis

COOPER CURE
Name: Rory Melia
Car: 1998 Mini Cooper
Location: Lancashire

■ This is my 1998 Mini Cooper MPi 
with a Webasto sunroof, which I’ve 
just finished fully restoring. The shell 
was braced and it’s had an entire 
replacement floor complete with the 
exhaust tunnel, a new crossmember, 
A-panels, doorskins, steps, sills, 
windscreen surround with scuttle, 
top dash rail, wings, front panel, rear 
lower quarters, boot hinge panel, 
boot floor repairs and a rear valance, 
as well as a complete respray – 
basically a total rebuild! The engine, 
subframes and brakes have all been 
rebuilt too, and I’ve fitted a set of 
Gaz dampers and silicone hoses too.

Name: Daniel Hostenbach
Car: 1990 Mini Mayfair
Location: Germany

■ I’m Daniel from Germany. This is my 
Mini Mayfair from 1990, which I bought 
five years ago and have spent about 
four years restoring.

I did much of the work myself, 
including most of the body work. For 
the repaint, I chose a grey originally 
from Mercedes with a black roof. The 
electrics are completely custom, 
with extra relays added because I 
wanted to put toggle switches on 
the dashboard. I also added three 
original Porsche instruments placed 
in a stainless steel plate. 

Underneath, all the suspension 
and steering parts were sandblasted 
and restored, while under the 
bonnet is the original 998cc motor.

DEUTSCH DELIGHT

Rory’s Cooper has been 
given a new lease of life.

Tim did a lot of the work on the car himself.

The Cooper, mid-resto.The mechanicals have all been rebuilt.

Many new panels were fitted.

Smart OE leather seats.

Looking smart in Mercedes grey.

Plush custom interior.
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                    PROJECT PROFILE

THE OWNER
NAME: Paul Preston

OCCUPATION: Owner at Paul Preston Mini Restoration 

LOCATION: Northamptonshire

THE CAR: 
CAR: Bespoke spacefame

START CONDITION: Built from scratch

CONDITION NOW: Frame almost complete

TIME TAKEN SO FAR: Three months, on and off.

ESTIMATED TIME OF COMPLETION: Spring 2018

GET FEATURED
Send photos of your project to  

minimag.ed@kelsey.co.uk  

or visit our website  

www.minimag.co.uk

V
ariety is the spice of life, so 
they say, and Paul Preston is 
certainly one to follow that 
philosophy. Even though his 
restoration business firmly 

specialises in Minis, Paul’s not been one 
to pigeon hole himself with one ‘type’ of 
build. His recent stand at Stanford Hall 
really proved the point, showcasing his 
talents with everything from a beautifully 
prepared 1959 shell right through to a 
Volvo-powered Z Car. 

Paul has been into Minis ever since he 
restored one with his dad at the age of 16. 
He’s been working on them professionally 
for well over 20 years, and during that 
time he’s built everything from standard, 
original examples to custom creations, 
including his own Lynx-AE R1-powered 

Riley Elf. Now though, he’s embarking on 
his most radical project yet. 

When we last visited Paul, he was in the 
process of restoring a 970 S to concours 
standard ahead of its show debut at 
Stanford. This latest build couldn’t be a 
bigger contrast though – a totally bespoke 
spaceframed creation with a Honda 
VTEC motor set to drive the rear wheels. 
OK, so the only truly recognisable Mini 
feature at the moment is the Mini front 
subframe, but that will all change in the 
future. Paul plans to integrate his frame 
with a steel Mini bodyshell, albeit heavily 
modified and exceptionally low!

Typically involving a fibreglass Mini 
silhouette over a tubular steel frame as 
opposed to the original monocoque 
structure, spaceframe Minis have roots 

back to the 1970s – probably kicked off by 
the two ‘Gomshall’ Minis built by the late 
Tony Cummings in 1974-75. The most 
famous producer of spaceframe and 
semi-spaceframe Minis was the very 
successful John Maguire Racing, 
beginning in the late 1970s and spawning 
several variations on the theme. 

Despite being rear-wheel-drive, Paul’s 
build is arguably more ‘Mini’ than these 
cars thanks to its steel shell. It won’t be 
shy on trick features however, featuring a 
host of cool bits such as billet three-piece 
wheels and even an iPad for a dashboard! 
Paul hopes to complete the build by 
spring, and already has two more lined up 
for customers. His aim for this car is to 
create something completely different, 
and he’s already well on track!

Having recently restored a Mini Cooper 970 S to concours levels, Paul 
Preston’s latest project is taking a completely different direction...

Something different
Words Jeff Ruggles Photography Matt Woods

ON THE JOB
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“Paul plans to integrate his frame with  
a steel Mini bodyshell...”

It’s not all wild builds - Paul has 

recently restored this Cooper S pairing. Paul’s restored 1959 shell at Stanford Hall.
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Have you ever built anything as wild as 
this previously?
I’ve built highly-modified cars before – not 
just Minis – and I’ve also mucked about with 
stretch motorbikes, scooters, and so on. I’ve 
also fabricated rollcages for cars, but never a 
full-blown spaceframe like this. I used to build 
structural steel for my dad so its the same 
principle, but this time it’s going into a car.

How did you go about it?
We built it within a saloon shell but on a jig, if 
that makes sense, and it was fairly simple. The 
main hoop is made from 50mm CDS (cold 
drawn seamless) tubing, and the rest is 
constructed out of 38mm CDS. I did my 
research on it, basically looking at how drag 
cars are built and basing it on that. We used a 
two by one-inch frame at the bottom so we 
could have a flat floor, and from that we 
could run the tube to construct the car. It was 
always the idea for it to go into a saloon shell, 
but I thought if we could start with a base 
fame that we could clamp down to a jig, we 
could measure everything properly and make 
sure it was square. 

We notice you’ve kept a Mini subframe...
It’s running a front Mini subframe, just to keep 
some Mini in the car. The rubber cones were 
put in just to get it to Stanford Hall; we are 
going to use coil-overs, so we’ve made our 
own top and bottom arms, and it will run 
another tie-rod at the top. It’s all Rose-jointed 
so we can make the front wider, and we’ve 

had to make some steering rack extensions 
too. Everything will be adjustable, but still fit 
to a standard Mini subframe. 

What about the suspension and brakes at 
the back?
We’re running custom-made Protech coil-
overs with radius arms that were made 
in-house. It’s got Peugeot callipers with 
Vauxhall hubs, which we’ve mounted to a 
flange welded to the arm. That means we can 
use a cable handbrake set-up. We’ve also 
used the Vauxhall CVs, and I’ll be going to an 
Autograss firm to have the driveshafts made 
– Honda at one end, Vauxhall at the other. 
There are Rose-joints on the rear radius arms, 
and we’ve got adjustable camber brackets 
we’ve made too. 

Why did you fit the engine at the rear? 
I just fancied a rear-wheel-drive set-up this 
time. I’ve had a couple of Minis with bike 
engines in the front, so I thought I’d try a 

rear-engined one. The engine cradle is part 
of the spaceframe and is all bespoke. 

What’s the engine, and why did you go for 
that one?
It’s the K20 VTEC engine from the Honda 
Civic Type-R. To be honest, it was something 
that came up for the right money. Also, they 
produce good power, they rev well and are 
pretty bombproof really. I was offered a 
complete car that had been smashed up, so 
we could take what we needed from it, 
including the loom. It should produce 240-
250bhp when it’s all done.

That much power with 7.5-inch front discs?
The brakes that are on the front at the 
moment were just put on for the show. 
Obviously the front’s not finished as I ran out 
of time. We will be using some uprated big 
brakes, but I’m not quite sure which ones yet. 
The wheels are 7x13-inch split rims from 
Specialist Components, so there’s plenty of 

Mounting points for the engine 
are built into the spaceframe. 

K20 Honda VTEC engine will drive the 
rear wheels, and should boast 240bhp.

It still uses a Mini front subframe, with a 
custom aluminium fuel cell fitted in place.

The flat floor was inspired by drag racers.
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room. It’s also got 185/60x13 Toyo R888 
tyres. We thought we’d run with the Toyos 
because it was something different.

Have you had any issues with the build? 
We have had various re-designs along the 
way, but you do what you have to do. For 
instance, we had clearance issues with the 
radius arms on the back. I tried to make them 
as wide as I could, but we had to scale them 
down. They’re boxed internally, then we used 
3mm plate over the top that we could bend 
and curve as appropriate. We also got some 
billet mounts for the engine, but we had to 
make spacer plates for them because they 
were not how I wanted them. 

What bodyshell will you be going for?
We’re going to go with a saloon shell, 
probably a later one – it depends what I can 
get my hands on. We’re going to take two-
and-a half inches out of the bottom of the 
body as I want to bring the wheels right up 
into the arches. So the body is going to be 
seriously modified as well. 

Any plans for the colour scheme? 
At the moment the base frame is in a 
Lamborghini pearl orange. The inside of the 
shell will also be the pearl orange, along with 
the doors shuts, inside the engine bay and 

the back part of the shell. On the outside 
we’re going to run with the new dark grey 
pearl metallic from the latest BMW M4, with 
an orange roof. So it will have the dark grey 
on the outside and the orange inside, with 
the black frame sat against it. 

Is the spaceframe powder-coated? 
No, that was blasted in house, epoxy’d, then 
painted with three coats of gloss black and 
three coats of clear lacquer over the top. It’s 
hard wearing and gives it a nice depth. We 
prepped the engine as well. I wasn’t happy 
with the casing, so we steam cleaned it, 
prepped it and painted it gloss black, and we 
also shot-blasted the rocker cover and 
repainted it. 

What will you use it for?
We’ll use it for shows, basically to 
demonstrate what work we can do away 
from standard cars. I personally won’t use it 
on track but it’s certainly up to it – that’s what 
it’s built for really. I enjoy showing off a 
nicely-built car, but it’s got to be up to the  
job as well. 

Have you any other features planned?
The dashboard will be a mini iPad that will 
Bluetooth to a sensor, giving us a display for 
all the instruments we need. Again, it’s 
something different. 

Who has helped you with the project?
There’s been myself, and a guy called Derek, 
who’s now in his 80s. He used to be Lola’s 

race mechanic and used to build race cars, so 
he’s helped with development work and 
done all the machining for bearing carriers, 
spacers and various bits that we’ve needed. 
His input has been vital for his experience and 
knowledge. There’s also Tony the painter, 
and Andy, another guy that’s been helping 
me with the build. 

Will you be building these spaceframes to 
sell to customers?
I’ve already sold two, but obviously I want to 
make sure it’s right first before I start letting 
them go. The other two we do are going to 
run with different motors, possibly Ford 
Duratecs, but this one is the prototype. We’ve 
mocked up various things as we’ve gone 
along and altered what we weren’t happy 
with, as well as looking at the other things 
that are out there and improving on them. We 
feel now were 99 per cent there now really. It 
will be a proper thing once it’s finished! 

FINISHED SPEC
COLOUR: Heavily modified steel shell in BMW M4 
pearl grey and Lamborghini orange
ENGINE: Modified Honda K20 VTEC
TRANSMISSION: Honda manual gearbox
SUSPENSION: Modified Mini front subframe, 
custom rear set-up, coil-overs all round
BRAKES: Big brake conversion (front), discs with 
Peugeot callipers (rear)
WHEELS: 7x13-inch Specialist Components split-
rims, Toyo R888 tyres
INTERIOR: Minimalist with bucket seats,  
iPad dash.

Paul’s worked on Minis since he was 16!

Billet engine mounts modified to suit.

Chunky split-rims to house big brakes. 

Rear set-up with custom radius arms, coil-
overs, Peugeot callipers and Vauxhall hubs.

Rubber springs and 7.5-inch discs
are only a temporary thing.

The trick new front suspension set-up.
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THE IMPOSS IBLE
Words Jeff Ruggles and Jeroen Booij Photography Matt Woods
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BROADSPEED GT AND GTS

IMPOSS IBLE PAIR

Built for 1966, this incredible pair of Broadspeed 
GTs soon went their separate ways, but 50 years on 
they’ve been reunited and restored to perfection.

P
icture the scene at the Mini 
Cooper Day at Beaulieu in 2016. 
The relative calm is interrupted 
as EOP 88D enters the main 
arena, side-exit exhaust pipe 

barking and a Weber IDA poking 
through the alloy bonnet. This is the sole 
Broadspeed GTS racer, brilliantly 
restored and back in the limelight 50 
years after it was built. For owner Chris 
Wooden and pal Jacco Mol, it’s the 

culmination of dreams, hard graft, mind-
blowing attention to detail and years 
upon years of extensive research. 

The GTS was a one-off version of the 
Broadspeed GT, itself an incredibly rare 
derivative. With its slippery fastback 
shape it’s undoubtedly a legend, often 
referred to as a baby Aston Martin or 
simply as the best of the Mini variants. 
Just 21 were built, and of those 14 went to 
Spain and one to Switzerland. Of the 
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Bradford-on Avon in the summer of 1965 
we came up with the concept of 
Broadspeed producing its own car based 
on the Mini Cooper S, not only for the 
fantastic publicity it would generate, but 
as another profitable venture,” remarked 
Broad when recalling his memories. 

For the purpose of building his own GT 
car, Broad rented a wooden shed near his 
workshop. It was here that the mock-up 
was built, overseen by sales director Tony 
Blore and works manager Alf Cox. A 
newly-launched Aston Martin DB6 in the 
workshop at the time provided 
inspiration for the GT, so the ‘baby Aston’ 

before they started making life hard for 
the Works Cooper cars in the British 
Saloon Car Championship, and by 1965, 
Broadspeed had become the official 
Works team for the Mini Cooper S in the 
European Saloon Car Championship.

Broad was ever keen to expand his 
business, and a visit to Jem Marsh would 
be the trigger for Broadspeed to do just 
that. Marsh had consulted Broad on 
suspension and engine development for 
his forthcoming Mini Marcos, so Broad 
got a sneak preview of the new car. “As I 
wanted to keep my Mini tuning 
operations alive, after visiting Marcos at 

remaining cars, three subsequently ended 
up in Japan and another in New Zealand, 
leaving just three in the UK. That’s it. 

All three have been owned by Chris, 
who you may remember as the owner of 
The Mini Shop in Enfield before it closed 
in 2005. Two of them can be seen here; 
the GTS, and the former factory GT 
demonstrator, consecutive registration 
plates and all. Both have been 
painstakingly restored with added help 
and information from the people that 
built, raced and marketed them at the 
time – one to factory perfection, the other 
with an incredible patina. 

BREAKING COVER
For the background to these two cars, we 
need to rewind back to ’60s Birmingham. 
It was here, on Stratford Road, that Ralph 
Broad established Broadspeed 
Engineering Ltd, the racing spin-off from 
the main company, SR Broad & Son. 
Ralph was one of the Mini pioneers, 
having bought a very early Austin Seven 
in 1959 and quickly started to race, 
modify and tune it. By 1962, he had a 
more than keen interest in Minis and 
motorsport, and offered his knowledge to 
other enthusiasts. Cars for customers 
could be specified in any colour, but 
Broadspeed’s own racers became 
recognisable on track for their striking 
silver-over-red livery. It didn’t take long 

Proper magnesium Minilites with CR65 tyres.

The interior was given a plush makeover.

EOP 89D was in a terrible 
state when found, but has 
been superbly restored to its 
Racing Car Show spec. Note 
the neat fibreglass bumpers.

“An Aston Martin DB6 in the workshop 
at the time provided inspiration...”
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tag the car later received was no 
coincidence. It had to be both lightweight 
and streamlined, but without the 
perceived ugliness of the Marcos. Work 
often went through the night, as Broad 
wanted a car ready for the Racing Car 
Show at the turn of 1966, giving them 
only about two months to do it. 

They didn’t built a prototype as such, 
but a mule which could be used to make 
the roof section properly – a job entrusted 
to Williams & Pritchard Laminated Ltd, 
based in Edmonton, London. As well as 
having the new roof section fitted and 

cut-off ‘Kamm tail’ rear-end treatment, 
the cars had their A-pillars and roof 
gutters deseamed, while the A-pillars 
were also raked back – a detail often 
missed on the various replicas produced 
over the years.  

The distinctive Broadspeed flash 
emblem, meanwhile, was designed by 
Tony’s Blore’s wife Anne to convey the 
impression of speed. Anne would also 
model alongside the GTS wearing a 
catsuit that was the mirror image of one 
worn by Diana Rigg in an episode of The 
Avengers. This was because Anne worked 
for the show’s designer, John Bates. 

Both the cars here, EOP 88D and 89D, 
were finished in time to be used for a 
photoshoot early in the January of ’66. 

The GTS, EOP 88D, was featured on ATV 
Today as it was driven around Oulton 
Park on January 16 too (footage that 
would later prove crucial to its 
restoration). Three days later 89D duly 
appeared at the Racing Car Show in 
Olympia, with 88D outside along with 
Broadspeed driver John Fitzpatrick to 
show interested customers. Also on the 
stand was a Landar R6 racer with its 
Broadspeed suspension and engine, while 
Minilite and Restall, who both had 
special products made for the car, 

The engine is a tweaked Cooper 
S unit producing around 100bhp. 
It’s all been beautifully restored.

The Restall recliners add class and comfort. 

Extra gauges and a period radio for the dash.

TECH SPEC
BROADSPEED GT SUPER DE LUXE
BODY MkI steel shell used as a base, built up 
with Broadspeed fibreglass roof/rear section, 
incorporating roll bar, bodyshell extensively 
restored, fibreglass bumpers incorporated in 
body, twin fuel tanks, safety glass all round. 
Broadspeed white paint.

ENGINE 1275 Cooper S engine, 10.5:1 
compression ratio, Broadspeed ‘road/race’ 
camshaft, modified head with larger valves, 
polished ports and reshaped combustion 
chambers. Modified inlet manifold with twin 
1.5-inch H4 SU carburettors, high-capacity oil 
cooler, special exhaust manifold and twin 
silencer system with chromed tail pipes. 
Power: Approx 100bhp.

TRANSMISSION Standard remote type four-
speed gearbox, with Broadspeed reverse gear 
gate stop, 3.44:1 final drive

SUSPENSION Lowered Hydrolastic set-up.

BRAKES 7.5-inch disc brakes assemblies with 
competition brake pads (front), drums to rear, 
fly-off handbrake

WHEELS AND TYRES 5 x 10-inch magnesium 
Minilite wheels with Dunlop Racing CR65 
cross-ply tyres.

INTERIOR Restall Type 2 reclining seats and 
rear seat trimmed in black ‘Ambla’, rear seat 
with fold-down centre section and rear parcel 
tray behind rear seat, black carpet 
throughout, Broadspeed fascia panel in 
fibreglass with full Smiths instrumentation 
and 0-10,000rpm tacho, plus switches 
warning lights and high-volume air horns, 
leather-rim Les Leston steering wheel, 
extensive sound deadening, adjustable 
steering column.

Period tax disc adds to the time-warp feel.
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EOP 89D is one of these range-toppers, 
and was the factory demonstrator. Cars 
and Car Conversions magazine was so 
eager to drive it that it went to Broad’s 
workshop in Birmingham even before the 
launch. Indeed, the amount of press 
coverage was remarkable for a car of its 
kind, with all the major motoring 
magazines wanting to give it a go. 

Originally EOP 89D was to be given 
away in a Daily Express newspaper 
competition. The winner, however, chose 
money instead of the car, which in 
hindsight seems like a mistake but 
would’ve probably bought a decent 
London flat at the time! Anyway, the GT 
remained with Broadspeed and the Blores 
used it regularly. It was then sold to a Mr 
Bateman in Kent, who didn’t keep it too 
long before selling it to Cheshire’s Garage 

version did not boast the lavish interior 
and sound proofing of the more 
expensive models. Next up were the De 
Luxe and GT de Luxe, with more extras, 
including moulded bumpers and special 
Restall reclining seats. But the ultimate 
road-going version was the GT Super de 
Luxe, which also had twin fuel tanks, 
extra lights and instruments, competition 
brakes and special magnesium wheels. 
Under the bonnet was a Broadspeed 1275 
Stage 3 engine with an oil cooler and twin 
exhausts, producing about 100bhp. Oh, 
and it had very rare Trico anti-lift wiper 
blades, that, according to Broad and 
Blore, got stolen on more than one 
occasion. The conversion almost doubled 
the price of the Cooper S base vehicle.

were also featured. To prove that Ralph 
and Tony had high hopes for the GT 
range, they had 200 beautiful colour 
brochures made when most 
manufacturers would only give out a 
meagre paper leaflet. 

LAVISH LUXURY
The new car was available to the public in 
four road-going versions. Prices ranged 
from £799 for the 850-based ‘GT’ to £1497 
for the ‘GT Super de Luxe’. The specs 
were impressive, although the base GT 

The interior has a great care-worn look.

No need for extra lights or radios in this one!

Fixed Restall bucket seats feature inside, 
with a high-back version for the passenger.

EOP 88D is much racier than 
its plush sister car. Witness 

that beefy side-exit exhaust!
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in Westgate. That’s where Barrie Smith 
saw it in early 1969 and took it over for 
£950. “I used it for a couple of years before 
selling it on,” says Barrie. “I do not 
remember where or to whom, but I only 
did one sprint with it, organized by the 
Margate and District Motor Club at 
Manston airport.” 

What we do know is that Greg Jones 
became its owner in 1977. “When I 
bought her she was metallic brown and I 
used her for fun until 1980,” he recalls. 

“When I advertised it in Motor Sport 
magazine I was phoned up by Tony Blore, 
but he did not buy it because it snowed 
beforehand. Instead he bought the 
original Reliant Scimitar supposedly 
owned by Prince Phillip.” 

The car would pass through the 
ownership of Steve Gillings, Ian Cornick 
and Roy Laycock, before being sold again 
in 2000 to Chris – a lifelong Broadspeed 
fan who was set on restoring the car back 
to its original splendour. This would be 

TECH SPEC
BROADSPEED GTS
BODY Mk1 steel shell used as a base, built up 
with Broadspeed fibreglass roof/rear section 
incorporating roll bar, restored with all 
original panels apart from NOS front wing, 
Lightweight BMC Works alloy doors and 
bonnet, lightweight Perspex rear and side 
glass. Paint: Aston Martin Silver Fox over Rolls 
Royce Regal Red.

ENGINE 1275 Cooper S rebored to 1366cc, 
Broadspeed ‘road/race’ camshaft, modified 
head with larger valves, polished ports and 
reshaped combustion chambers. IDA-46 
Weber double downdraught carburettor on 
special manifold, high-capacity oil cooler, 
competition dynamo, lightweight battery with 
isolator switch, special exhaust manifold and 
side-exit exhaust. Power: Approx 126bhp.

TRANSMISSION Original BMC ex-Works 
gearset in X-type 22G333 casing, 3.1:1 final 
drive ratio.

SUSPENSION Hydrolastic set-up with 
competition displacers (front and rear circuits 
separate) cut-down struts on rear, modified 
taps, original Koni dampers, drilled and 
strengthened subframes, under tray, fully 
adjustable front and rear geometry provisions, 
anti-roll bar at rear.

BRAKES Twin hydraulic circuit set-up, 7.5-inch 
disc brakes assemblies with competition brake 
pads (front), drums to rear, fly-off handbrake.

WHEELS AND TYRES 4.75x10-inch Vortz Rose 
Petal wheels, Dunlop Racing CR65 tyres.

INTERIOR Restall Type 5 racing bucket seat 
(driver), Type 3A passenger seat (both fixed-
type), no rear seat, interior painted matt black, 
aluminium rear roll bar, Les Leston leather-rim 
steering wheel, fire extinguisher, Broadspeed 
racing interior mirror.

quite an undertaking as the fibreglass 
section of the shell had separated, letting 
water in and causing havoc. 

Chris decided to restore the car back to 
the state it was in when just delivered to 
the Racing Car Show. Only genuine new 
old stock or parts specially re-made to 
suit, such as the grille, were good enough 
for this rebuild. He even contacted former 
Williams & Pritchard employee Bill 
Wood for assistance, who also worked for 
Lotus and will be well known to 

Weber IDA pokes through the alloy bonnet. 

“The amount of press coverage was 
remarkable for a car of its kind...”

The rear end was given 
the popular cut-off 

‘Kamm tail’ treatment.

The 1366cc Broadspeed motor 
is still in place. Getting the right 

under-bonnet patina was vital. 
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with a compulsory purchase order for the 
buildings he owned in Stratford Road in 
order to make space for a new ring road, 
and he had to find a new place for his 
whole outfit at the end of 1967. 

But the GTS had already found a new 
home by then. In April ‘67 it was ‘hired’ 
by Dutch playboy and racer Tonio 
Hildebrand, a friend of Fitzpatrick. 
Amsterdam-based Hildebrand entered 
under the Team Broadspeed name to 
promote the GT, but on many occasions 
‘forgot’ to pay his rent and was later 
forced by Broad to buy the car! He drove 
it until 1970, entering just about any 
eligible race held at his local Zandvoort 
track and making appearances at 
Welschap (a Dutch airfield), Jarama in 
Spain and the Zolder track in Belgium. 
The colour was changed to gold for the 
1968 and 1969 seasons, and red, white 
and blue (in keeping with the Dutch flag) 
for 1970. It also received advertising from 
Club Voom Voom, a dancing venue in 
Amsterdam. During this time the GTS 
was a regular winner, becoming a well-
known car with society figure 
Hildebrand at the helm.

the crowds when it appeared on the 
Cartier Style et Luxe display at the 
Goodwood Festival of Speed in 2009. 

DREAM PAIRING
Before its restoration, Chris never 
dreamed he would be able to reunite EOP 
89D with its partner 88D once again. The 
most radical GT by far, 88D was quite the 
opposite to its luxury sister models. With 
its super light weight and a full-spec 
Broadspeed 1366cc unit, it had a claimed 
power output of 126bhp and a top speed 
of 140mph. You had to be able to pay an 
estimated £2000 in the first place, but as 
Broad put it himself that wasn’t enough: 
“Only experienced drivers need apply.” 

As it was, EOP 88D turned out to be the 
only GTS built, and was probably the 
prototype as a lot of its features differ 
from subsequent other cars. It was raced 
by Fitzpatrick at Brands Hatch, Mallory 
Park and Oulton Park, and Blore used it 
for various races and hillclimbs. By this 
time Broadspeed was campaigning Ford 
Anglias rather than Minis, but this didn’t 
affect GT production. However, 
Birmingham Council did. It served Broad 

many Mini fans for making wheel arch 
extensions! Much of the work was done 
by the very skilful Pat Healy, who has 
since sadly passed away, and it all 
culminated with the finished car wowing 

It would’ve worn Minilites when new, but 
Vortz Rose Petals aren’t a bad substitute...

...and how they both were, back in the day. 

“In April ‘67 it was ‘hired’ by Dutch 
playboy and racer Tonio Hildebrand...”

Recreating the original 
January ‘66 photoshoot, 
more than 50 years on... 
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Hildebrand sold what was now a tired 
GTS to Arthur Banting later in 1970, who 
gave it a complete overhaul and even 
brought the car over to the UK to get a 
new engine installed at Richard Miles, 
Downton’s London agent. However, that 
didn’t go as planned so he had to take the 
parts away and get some more from the 
head office in Wiltshire himself! He used 
the car until May 1971, when it was 
purchased by Cas Bronkhorst, a garage 
owner in Amsterdam who wanted to 
promote the racing side of his business. 

Cas later set up another garage in 
Hoofddorp, and sold his old one lock 
stock and barrel to Theo Koelman in 
order to fund it – the GTS included. 
Koelman planned to restore it once again, 
and would quote sky-high prices to scare 
willing buyers away. 

Chris knew the car was in the 
Netherlands, but its exact whereabouts 
were unknown to UK parties. Following 
further research and conversations with 

several folk including Maximum Mini 
author Jeroen Booij however, Chris was 
able to put a deal together to buy the car 
from Mr Koelman in October 2007. 
Funnily enough, Chris’ tow car broke 
down, meaning he was stranded with the 
GTS in Amsterdam for four days. “Not a 
bad place to be marooned,” he jokes.

OLD APPROACH
While 89D’s build was about motor show 
levels of perfection, 88D’s took a different 
route. Chris, together with Dutch pal and 
engineer Jacco Mol, wanted the car to 
look like as if it had been left behind in 
1966, with all the associated patina. “That 
made finding the right bits even more 
difficult,” says Jacco. “Imagine having to 
find a part that is 50 years old and looks 
right, but is still fully functional!”

One example was the Weber IDA carb. 
After extensive research the pair came 
across an original jetting chart for an IDA 
fitted to a 1366cc BMC A-Series engine, 

which could surely only have applied to 
88D. The contact for a correct 
replacement windscreen came via Tony 
Blore, and they even went back to the 
original paint. “Broadspeed used Dockers 
Brothers cellulose,” adds Jacco. “Finding 
that was almost impossible – I say almost 
because we found a guy who had stashed 
away a complete ICI ‘repaint set’ for the 
Regal Red Rolls-Royce he once owned! 
ICI took over from Dockers Brothers, so 
this was as close as we could get to the 
original opalescent paint. Finding a 
painter who still knew how to work with 
the stuff was another story, but it was 
worth it in the end as the car was 
returned to its proper Regal Red.”

Stripping the paint would reveal all the 
different colours 88D had been painted 
over the years, but because it was only 
used for racing, it had survived in a much 
better state than 89D. However, some 
front end damage had to be remedied due 
to a shunt Fitzpatrick had at Brands 

John Fitzpatrick at Mallory in March 1966. EOP 89D unveiled at the Racing Car Show. Anne Blore poses with the GTS at Silverstone.

Unique pictures showing the build process.

Is there a cooler looking Mini anywhere in the world?
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pair back together, and restoring them to 
what I think is right. I never thought it 
would happen, but it did and I met some 
great people who deserve the credit – Pat, 
Jacco, and Bill and Marc Wood.” 

The GT certainly attracted lots of 
attention at the recent Goodwood revival. 
“The reaction was fantastic,” says JD 
Classics’ Chris Ward. “Many visitors to 
the Revival will know and understand 
what a Mini is, however very few will 
know about a Broadspeed GT and even 
fewer will have seen one in a picture or in 
real life. This was for many a once in a 
lifetime opportunity and all relished the 
chance to look.”

Both cars are now in the JD’s 
showroom next to a mouth-watering 
selection of Jaguar, Aston Martin and 
Ferrari classics. You can come over to 
Essex to see them, and if you dare you can 
even ask them for a price… “They 
represent excellent value for money,” says 
Chris Ward. “But I believe that the cars 
should be sold as a pair...”

Indeed, after so much work to reunite 
two of the most important Mini 
derivatives of the 1960s, it would be great 
to see them kept together. Both are 
incredible in their own right, but together 
they are truly Mini royalty. 

state. These are just some of the lengths 
we went to in order to make it right!”

It took the best part of seven years to 
get it all together, and the car was finally 
finished at 9pm on the night before 
Beaulieu in 2016. The car was deservedly 
the star attraction, which was a great 
reward for all the hard work put in. The 
following day Chris and Jacco reunited 
88D with Tony and Anne Blore, and to 
conclude a brilliant summer, showed the 
car to John Fitzpatrick at the Goodwood 
Revival. Both hadn’t seen it for 50 years! 
“All this work and dedication has 
probably made these cars the most 
expensive Cooper Ss around,” says Jacco. 
“But that was never our plan. We only 
wanted to do the right thing, and do the 
achievements of Tony and Ralph justice.”

FULL CIRCLE 
With both cars complete, Chris sold them 
as a pair to Essex-based specialist JD 
Classics earlier this year. “They were 
never offered for sale, but after some 
time, a deal was done,” says Chris. “For 
me that’s the completion of the circle. The 
greatest thing was putting this impossible 

Hatch on March 6 1966, which had been 
hastily fixed for the car to be ready for a 
race at Mallory a week later. It also 
needed an offside wing because it had 
been cut off by the previous keeper in 
readiness for a restoration that never got 
underway. That’s it though, and the 
replacement was a proper new old stock 
BMC item. 

“When the car came over from Holland 
the Hydrolastic taps were missing,” says 
Jacco. “Modifying them was one of the 
‘tricks’ Ralph used to get Hydrolastic cars 
to handle better. As luck would have it 
there was a Camber GT being restored by 
Brian Purves that had original suspension 
set-up and engine by Broadspeed, and he 
didn’t want it refitted again. When we 
offered the taps up to the GTS’s floor, the 
holes lined up exactly as they should. We 
were able to get the original ‘66-stamped 
dampers overhauled by the guy in 
Holland who makes all the Koni 
competition items for Swiftune, and we 
also obtained the original 1966 water 
slide decals from the former Koni 
competition manager, so the dampers 
could be brought back to their original 

Both cars are hugely 
impressive, but even 
more so as a pairing. 

Tonio Hildebrand with a 
then gold GTS in 1968.

JD Classics’ Scott Turner at the wheel of 88D. 

Chris and Jacco are considering a new 
website or short publication to tell the 
Broadspeed GT story in all its glory. 
Watch this space for details.

FURTHER READING
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BROADSPEED GTS WORKS RACE CAR
& GT 2+2 FACTORY DEMONSTRATOR

ALSO CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

TWO MINI MK1 970 COOPER S AND A MK1 1275 COOPER S.

FULLY RESTORED TO FACTORY ORIGINAL SPECIFICATION.

THESE ARE THE FINAL BATCH OF FULLY RESTORED MK1 MINI COOPER S CARS FROM
A ONE OFF, NEVER TO BE REPEATED PROJECT BY JD CLASSICS.

SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR COMPLETED CARS HAVE ALREADY WON
PRESTIGIOUS CONCOURS AWARDS.

TWO MINI MK1 970 COOPER S AND TWO MK1 1275 COOPER S.

FULLY RESTORED TO FACTORY ORIGINAL SPECIFICATION.

THESE ARE THE FINAL BATCH OF 15 FULLY RESTORED MK1 MINI COOPER S CARS FROM
A ONE OFF, NEVER TO BE REPEATED PROJECT BY JD CLASSICS.

EXAMPLES OF OUR COMPLETED CARS HAVE WON
PRESTIGIOUS CONCOURS AWARDS DURING 2017.
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KAWASAKI MINI

B
ike engines in Minis have been 
a proper thing for more than 15 
years now, leading to several 
commercial conversion kits 
designed to provide blistering 

performance from screaming small-bore 
motors. But Canadian Adam Trindler 
didn’t bother with one of these when 
brewing up his Kawasaki-powered 
hybrid; he just got his toolkit out and 
stuffed a Japanese bike engine in the back 
of a Japanese Mini. 

OK, so that probably over simplifies it 
just a little, and by Japanese Mini we don’t 
strictly mean Japanese-built. However, 
many of the tastiest Minis were exported 
to Japan in the 1980s and 1990s, 
including unique models such as the 
Canvas Top, Tartan, plusher anniversary 
versions and plenty more. The Japanese 

Words and Photography Iain Ayre

Vancouver’s Adam Trinder is a skilled machinist-
toolmaker with his own engineering shop, and has 

created this 185bhp Kawasaki screamer from scratch. 

CANUCK 
HOWL
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any drive in a bike Mini is hilarious, then 
you need to put the earplugs in. 

On a bike, you’re wearing a big hat, 
your head is four feet away from the 
engine and the silencers are quite long: 
but in a bike-propelled Mini you’re sans 
helmet, your head is four inches rather 
than four feet away from the engine (at 
least, if it’s in the back), and the exhaust 
ends more or less at the gearbox. It’s 
basically a tubular manifold and 
collector, with a resonator if you’re lucky. 

Most people who own Minis like this 
use them for brief and quite rare fun 
runs. The same applies to the donor 
bikes. If you check out the mileages on 
superbikes for sale, they’ll often only do a 
1000 miles a year, if that. A bike Mini is 
probably a lot more hardcore than a bike, 

even more are heading back to the UK. 
With good reason too. These Minis tend 

to be high-end, low-milers – 30k in this 
case – with air-con, leather and cool 
Japanese-made goodies. They’re usually 
right-hand-drive but with speedos in 
KPH, although this particular one is left-
hand-drive and the computerised speedo 
can say whatever you like.  

DAILY DRIVE
Any time you see earplugs in a Mini you 
know what you’re in for, and Adam’s car 
doesn’t disappoint. It shouts when it’s 
started, then howls up to 8000rpm or so, 
and by the time it gets up to the 
13,000rpm ballpark it’s screaming wildly. 
The noise is appalling, but at the same 
time it’s excellent; the first 10 minutes of 

Interior is basic and functional. The left lever is the 
sequential gear lever, the other is the handbrake.

With 185bhp, you need to hold on tight!

Chunky ATV wheels were a direct bolt-on.

Multi-function main dash display with  
extra instruments from Auto Meter.

Diff housing and mounting was made in-house.

inspection system can make it brutally 
expensive to drive older cars, so using an 
old Mini becomes a very expensive 
proposition. Many foreigners go to car 
auctions in Japan looking for bargain 
Supras and WRXs to send to Canada, and 
if there’s a 10-foot space left over in the 
container, they sometimes bung in a Mini 
to fill up the space. Plenty of Minis have 
made the journey to Canada this way, and 

“Any time you see earplugs in a Mini 
you know what you’re in for...”
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though it’s hugely safer. Plus, it’ll be a lot 
more fun on track day, or at least until 
you get black-flagged off for humiliating 
Porsches. Respect to Adam for really 
using this thing, although having googled 
it, his commute is five miles, which you’d 
think would be far enough at 150 
decibels. However, he did use it for a 
2000km adventure rally over three days, 
and it even retains a decent boot too! 

NINJA WARRIOR
The engine itself is from a Kawasaki 
Ninja ZX-10R superbike, which was first 
released in 2004 and, somewhat fittingly, 
has a capacity of 998cc. Adam’s is pretty 
standard, save for a Dynojet Power 
Commander auto tune kit to sort the 

fuelling, a piggyback fuel controller and 
custom alloy intake trumpets. The new 
motor had to be quite frisky to make an 
improvement over the old one, which was 
the car’s original A-plus 1000 unit 
modified with Mini Sport high-lift 
rockers and a draw-through turbo system 
running 4psi of boost. As ever though, it’s 
power to weight that matters, and with 
185bhp on tap from a lighter block, 
performance is transformed. Top speed 
so far is 165kph, but with fifth and sixth 
gears still to go...

The Kawasaki engine is mounted in the 
back seat area, with the engineering of 
the drivetrain particularly neat. Adam 
runs his own business,  AMT Machine 
Shop, so he was ideally placed to create 
his very own well-engineered conversion. 
The rollcage provides a frame with 
integral engine mounts, and drive goes 
from the Kawasaki bike clutch via a chain 
to a Quaife limited-slip ATB diff. In true 
Mini-head spirit, Adam has kept as many 
of the authentic Mini mechanicals intact 

as possible, using a pair of regular Mini 
front hubs with 8.4-inch discs, but 
mounting them at the rear on custom 
radius arms and hooking them up to the 
LSD using Mini driveshafts. A Wilwood 
adjustment valve reduces the brake 
pressure to suit. 

Much of the original Mini rear 
subframe has also been retained, but 
Adam has cut away at it to provide space 
for the chain, and the rear rubber springs 
are history. Suspension duties are now 
carried out by coil-overs going into 
extended damper towers, hence allowing 
a reasonable amount of spring movement. 
The bottom spring mounts are now on 
the relocated Mini front hubs rather than 
the usual stub axles, so the space available 
for coil-overs started off a few inches 
shorter than normal. 

In addition, Adam has fabricated a 
beefy tubular steel frame under the boot 
floor cover, which connects the front and 
the back of the boot space. The structure 
of the Mini’s boot section was 

The stance is fairly aggressive, with a tiny 
0.25-inch gap between the fat steel wheels 

and arch extensions. The short single-exit 
exhaust pokes out between the diffuser slats.

NACA ducts in the windows to aid cooling.
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Mini seats, and form part of a neat 
minimalist interior that features a cool 
custom dash. It does without the usual 
Japanese plush refinements now, and 
there isn’t even the intrusion of a second 
starter motor. This is the common way of 
providing a reverse gear, which of course 
bikes don’t have. So reverse-less Adam 
organises his driving to avoid having to 
go backwards up hills, and on the flat he 
just puts his leg out and pushes when he 
wants to go backwards. He is his own 
organic reverse gear. Besides, the car is 
rather more agile than an ordinary Mini. 
There’s a second lever on the floor beside 

Vancouver – it makes London driving 
look good. The rad is an ally Mini one 
fitted in the original location, while the 
pipes taking the coolant to the engine 
provide some extra cooling effect. There’s 
also an oil cooler too, so that fearsome 
bike engine can get angry, but not too hot. 

FAST MOVER
The Vancouver roads are as bad as the 
drivers, and though no Mini is going to 
run smoothly on these roads, Adam’s 
suspension can handle it without 
bottoming out. The supportive race seats 
also provide better support than standard 

originally intended to deal with picnic 
baskets, not a diff trying to handle 
185bhp, so there’s also a massive curved 
tube connecting the diff housing and the 
seat base area in order to stop it tearing 
itself out of the floor. However, with the 
tidy fabricated ally cover in place, only a 
tiny amount of boot space has been lost. 
In fact, with no fuel tank, the boot is now 
a much more useful size than that of an 
original Mini. The cool flip-up fuel filler 
cap is just a cruel joke, though the sheer 
noise will surely indicate to anyone that 
this car is anything but standard!

Under the bonnet, the engine, gearbox, 
diff and drivetrain have been replaced 
with the relocated fuel tank. It’s an 
aluminium safety racing cell, which is not 
a bad idea given the number of texters 
and other idiots driving around 

On a second glance, something is going 
on where the back seat used to be...

Vinyl decals really liven up the black paint.

With the ally cover fitted, there’s more 
room in here than with a stock Mini!

The former engine bay now 
houses the aluminium fuel 
cell and a two-core radiator.

“Adam uses this car most days as  
a daily driver...”
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the sequential six-speed gear lever, and 
that’s the handbrake. The increased 
length and leverage combined with 
hydraulic rear discs means he can also 
execute instant handbrake turns. The 
car’s weight is dramatically reduced, too. 

Last but certainly not least is the 
styling. With its custom rear diffuser, 
‘Mexico’ front spoiler and gargantuan 
Miglia-style arch extensions, there can be 
no doubt this is a modified Mini. That’s if 
the manic-offset 12-inch wheels don’t 
alert you first of course. Remarkably, 
these fat black rims that fit the arches so 
perfectly are not Japanese magnesium 
exotica – they’re steel all-terrain vehicle 
wheels, and cost Adam the grand sum of 
about 25 quid each, brand new. The stud 
pattern and even the stud size, threads 
and nut angles matched the Mini hubs 
perfectly. However, it’s not all shouty – 
the black colour scheme with grey-

painted brightwork gives it a stealthy 
look, save for the neat blue striping. 

We should also point out that the 
number plate/road tax plates are not 
pleasure-driving-only Collector plates, 
they’re regular road plates – proof that 
Adam uses this car most days as a daily 
driver. That’s when he isn’t driving his 
insane single-seater bike-engined tadpole 
spaceframe trike – see www.amtmachine 
shop.com for more on that.

With the British kit car industry in a bit 
of a flux, extremely reliable and furiously 
fast bike engines look set to be cheap and 
easy to find – especially as damaging the 
plastics on a superbike will write it off if 
it’s more than a few years old. Sure, these 
manic machines won’t suit everyone, but 
as Adam has proved, they can be used 
and enjoyed on a regular basis. Just don’t 
forget the earplugs... 

TECH SPEC
BODY 1991 Rover Mini, Mexico chin spoiler, 
Mini Miglia arch extensions, chrome flip-top 
fuel cap, bullet mirrors, Lexan rear windows 
with NACA ducts, ABS plastic rear diffuser, 
rear seat replaced by engine. Paint: Rover 
Black with custom blue graphics.

ENGINE Standard Kawasaki 998cc ZX10-R, 
Dynojet Power Commander auto tune box - 
laptop programmable, standard Kawasaki fuel 
injection with piggy-back fuel controller, AMT 
in-house machined alloy velocity stacks, 
Kawasaki titanium exhaust manifold with short 
stainless custom exhaust silencer, two-core 
aluminium Mini radiator, Kawasaki oil cooler. 
Power: 185bhp, 70lb.ft torque. Redline 
13,000rpm.

TRANSMISSION Sequential six-speed 
gearbox, no reverse, 535 chain drive to Quaife 
ATB LSD, custom AMT aluminium diff housing 
and frame.

SUSPENSION Group A tie-rods, 1.5-degree 
negative camber arms, poly bushes, Hi-Los, 
Bilstein dampers and standard rubber springs 
(front), Mini Sport camber/track brackets, Mini 
radius arms modified with welded-on front 
Mini hubs to suit rear wheel drive and provide 
disc braking all round, AVO coil-overs with 
250lb springs, rear damper towers raised four 
inches to provide full length damper travel, 
relocated lower coil-over mounting points.

BRAKES 8.4-inch disc assemblies with vented 
and slotted 8.4-inch discs, Mini Sport four-pot 
callipers, GreenStuff pads (front). Solid 8.4-
inch slotted discs with Mini Sport four-pot 
callipers and GreenStuff pads (rear), braided 
lines, Yellow tag master cylinder, Wilwood 
front/rear bias valve, hydraulic handbrake.

WHEELS AND TYRES 7x 12-inch steel ATV 
wheels, Falken ZE912 tyres.

INTERIOR Generic racing bucket seats, RCI 
five-point race harnesses, rear rollcage 
fabricated in-house and incorporating engine 
mounts, black anodised gear lever and 
matching handbrake lever, Kawasaki main 
speedo/rpm/odometer/trip, with Speed Healer 
speedo calibration and gear position indicator. 
Auto Meter air-fuel, oil pressure and water 
temperature gauges, custom-made dash and 
door pulls.

The chin spoiler suits the 
beefed-up looks perfectly.

THANKS TO:
Adam would like to thank: “My wife Erica 
and daughter Heidi for egging me on 
and enjoying the Mini, AMT Machine 
Shop, Mini Sport for very fast shipping, 
and  Associated Plastics for the Lexan 
windows and diffuser material.”

Adam did all the work in his 
own engineering shop.

Cool ABS diffuser keeps the back stable. 

The man behind the build, Adam Trindler.
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ALPINE AD VENTURER
Having bought this Alpine Rally-inspired Cooper S 
five years ago, husband and wife team Ben and 
Patricia masterminded a brilliant full restoration 
so that it could be enjoyed to the maximum.
Words and Photography Patricia Käsehagen Webb
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ALPINE AD VENTURER
scrapped and allowed for higher average 
target speeds. The BMC Competitions 
Department took advantage of these 
regulations and built up three Group 6 
(prototype) cars for Paddy Hopkirk, 
Rauno Aaltonen and Timo Mäkinen. 
These Group 6 cars not only had 
lightweight aluminium and fibreglass 
panels, but Perspex side and rear 
windows, no front and rear bumpers, and 
no doorcards. The most successful 
entrant, LRX 827E, was fitted with a 
twin-choke Weber 45 carburettor, plus an 
auxiliary front cooling radiator to replace 
the internal heater.

Thanks to these modifications, the car 
produced 90bhp, and was at least 

T
hey were all built under the 
same Abingdon roof, but each 
Works Mini had its own 
character depending on the 
year it competed and the 

competition it was entered into. And 
though DKG 2C started life as a 1965 
Tweed Grey Cooper S, it harks back to a 
1967 Works rally car in looks, spirit,  and 
feel. That’s because it’s been re-modelled 
into a Group 6 lightweight rally Mini, 
inspired by BMC’s entrants for the 1967 
Alpine Rally. 

Held in folklore as one of the most 
demanding rallies during the sport’s 
golden 1960s era, the ’67 Alpine, or 
Coupe des Alpes, saw all handicaps 
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DKG’s most impressive win – fittingly – 
was first in class and first overall in the 
2010 Alpine Rally. 

The Mini changed hands once again 
before Ben and Patricia Webb bought it in 
2013. It was still kitted out in its Monte 
Carlo livery, but the rallying had taken its 
toll and was starting to show signs of 
wear – or a lovely patina, depending on 
how you look at it! “The paint was 
literally falling off, and in some places 
there was more cavity wax then paint 
coating the bodyshell,” recalls Patricia. 
While their intention was to undertake 
restorative work, they wanted to try to 
enjoy the car – and its patina – as much as 
possible along the way.  

After taking part in the Mini Cooper 
Register’s Mini to Ireland event in 2013, 
first on the cards was an engine overhaul. 

50kg lighter than a Group 2 specification 
Works car. With Paddy Hopkirk at the 
wheel of LRX 827E and Ron Crellin 
navigating, this yielded impressive 
results, with BMC taking an overall win. 

COMPETITION TIME
By the time of Paddy’s win, DKG was a 
two-year-old 1965 Cooper S. During its 
life the car was once owned by the late 
John Kelly, and by the late ’90s, it was 
under the guardianship of well-known 
car restorer Gary Corpe. Gary also 
happened to own LRX 827E, and once he 
set out to restore the pair, he modelled 
DKG to the same specifications. DKG 
also benefited from some of the LRX ‘left-
overs’, and as such, is very similar.  

Roll on 2007, and photojournalist, 
lecturer and frequent historic rally 
competitor Peter Barker purchased DKG 
2C to embark on a new chapter of 
rallying. As he was entering in modern 
competition, changes from the original 
Gary Corpe spec had to come about due 
to FIA regulation requirements. The 
installation of a six-point rollcage and the 
removal of the auxiliary radiator were the 
biggest changes, while modern race seats 
were also installed.

Under the stewardship of Peter Barker 
and his hugely-experienced navigator 
Willy Cave, DKG boasted an impressive 
record, completing in five rallies. In 
addition to solid results in several Monte 
Carlo Historic encounters, including 
second in class and 21st overall in 2011, 

Initially, it was hoped that DKG could be 
revived with some remedial front end work 
and a respray, but things soon escalated. What 
followed was a comprehensive rebuild, only 
finished the night before a trip to France!

THE BUILD

Microcell Contour seats with Irvin harnesses.

The interior boasts all the 1967 Alpine 
Works features, and is a real work of 
art. Even the switches are dated.
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The A-Series engine hadn’t been properly 
looked at for a number of years and was 
feeling a bit tired. Ben and Patricia 
wanted to replace it with a Cooper S block 
and high-spec ancillaries to get the best 
possible performance from this 
lightweight Mini, so enlisted the help of 
Simon Drew of The Mini Works, who had 
already carried out a full nut-and-bolt 
restoration on Patricia’s Island Blue MkI 
Cooper S a couple of years previously. 

The intention was to spend the winter 
replacing the engine and having it ready 
for the start of the 2014 season. Simon 
sourced a Cooper S block from his secret 

stash, and drawing on his experience, 
started to provide some options on the 
build. “I wanted to get as much as I could 
out of the S block while sticking to a 
formula that works,” he reports. “I was 
considering all the options to make it 
both high performing and driveable, 
while still adhering to Alpine spec 
standards. Ben and Patricia were willing 
to put some serious investment into the 
rebuild, which allowed me to consider 
several high-end options. They wanted to 
incorporate some trick parts too, so I 
provided a few options including a super-
lightweight SC3 Swiftune crankshaft, 

which set the tone of the restoration from 
that point forward. With this level of 
budget, I was able to build an engine of a 
standard that I would look to build for 
one of my own cars. It’s not often you get 
a chance to do so.”

A deadline was set for the National 
Mini Cooper Day in June 2014 to get the 
engine in, with the 500 miles from 
Edinburgh to Beaulieu to be used as a 
run-in. However, as is often the case with 
Mini-related work, it ran to the last 
minute. At about 3:30 am on the day the 
car would be heading down to Beaulieu, 
the engine was started for the first time! 
Simon’s Ex-Special Tuning 1275 GT, SOH 
956H, was receiving an engine overhaul 
at the same time, and as such, plans had 
progressed to not only run in the new 
engines, but pop along to Southam 

Halda Twinmaster and TAG Heuer watches. Moke rubber hooks for bootlid and bonnet.

Dash retains the right level of patina.

“I wanted to get as much as I could 
out of the S block...”

The car runs without bumpers, and 
the lips have been trimmed to suit.
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Mini and Metro Centre for a rolling road 
session on the way. After a quick oil and 
filter change, DKG would achieve a 
hugely impressive 112bhp at the wheels.

RESTORATION ENCORE
With the engine restoration complete, 
Ben and Patricia decided to spend some 
time enjoying the car for the rest of the 
season before taking on any restorative 
bodywork. In this guise, the car got to 
visit Monte Carlo again, this time 
participating in the MCR’s Minis to 
Monte touring assembly. Patricia and Ben 
put the car through its paces through the 
many Alpine passes that were on offer 
during the seven-day event.  

But by the beginning of 2015, DKG was 
now at the stage that something needed to 
be done before it got beyond the point of 
no return. The car went back to The Mini 
Works for what was hoped to be a bit of 
front end work and a respray. “There was 
a deadline set for November 1 2015, based 
on a rally event in France – The 

November Sun Run,” explains Ben. 
“Simon’s well-known Works replica, 
HMX 135B, was also in need of some 
attention and repair, and it was decided 
that both cars would undergo restoration 
in time to attend the event together. To 
help manage the restoration costs, it was 
agreed I would to do some of the 
stripping down and building back up on 
both DKG and HMX.”  

With both cars stripped down, Simon 
got started on wire brushing the front 
panels and wings to get rid of the paint 
and rust. “The more I brushed, the more 
filler I found and in some places it was 
nearly an inch thick,” he says. The inner 
wings, bulk head, crossmember, and 
offside rear quarter were mostly filler!”  

It soon became obvious that DKG was 
in a very poor state and this wasn’t going 
to be a quick respray. In contrast, it 
resulted in a complete strip down 
followed by a plethora of new panels, 
including the complete front end, floor, 
doorskins, quarter panels, rear valence, 

The numbers on the doors 
were painstakingly created.

The rebuilt Cooper S engine features many trick 
internals, and is good for 112bhp at the wheels!

THE BUILD CONTINUED...
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seat cross member and boot floor. “One 
of the trickiest parts of both the strip 
down and the restoration was the wiring 
loom,” says Simon. “The car has an 
original Works-spec loom and I was very 
conscious of the fact that this could get 
damaged. I had to work around it in situ 
where it goes through the bulkhead and 
strengthening web in the inner wing. The 
bulkhead crossmember also needed 
repairing on both the nearside and offside 
ends. I had to take a donor crossmember 
and carefully weld around both sides to 
reassemble it without impacting on the 
wiring loom”. 

Somehow, Simon managed to pull it 
off, and the car was even fully resprayed 

without totally removing the loom. 
However, with the magnitude of the work 
that needed to be done, any chances for 
work on HMX were out the window. 
Instead, Simon and chief welder Nick 
McLaren had to focus all their efforts on 
restoring DKG. “It’s one thing to take on 
such a large restoration project with a 
tight deadline yourself, but quite another 
to impose that on your staff as well,” 
Simon comments. “As such, project 
management and staff motivation 
presented their own challenges 
throughout the rebuild. Special ‘munchie 
boxes’ from the local chippy go some way 
towards keeping the troops happy!” 

Once the car was at the paint shop, 
Simon got on with getting the subframes 
up to scratch. “I initially planned to leave 
the car on its subframes, but on closer 
inspection it seemed easier – and safer – 
to redo and rebuild them rather than just 
patch them up,” he adds. 

With ferry tickets booked and the 
deadline looming, time management 
became ever more critical. The plan was 
for it to take eight weeks from paint to 
complete assembly, but due to various 
and unavoidable delays, the car wasn’t 
released from the paint shop until the 

TECH SPEC
BODY 1965 Austin Cooper S, restored with 
complete front end, floor, doorskins, quarter 
panels, rear valence, seat cross member, and 
boot floor, engine bulkhead repairs, bulkhead 
modified for  Weber carb, Works-type heated 
front screen, Lexan windows side and rear, 
rear offside quarter windows configured to 
open completely to allow easier access to 
interior, bumper mounting lips trimmed back, 
Group 2 wheel arches, modified grille, Moke 
rubber hooks for bonnet and boot lid, original 
rally Rally des Alpes plaques, front tow hooks, 
Works-spec streamlined slam panel, quick-lift 
jacking brackets front and rear, Moke 
sumpguard, Works-spec battery guard cover, 
Perspex headlamp covers, Lucas seven-inch 
European headlamps, Lucas 700 foglamps  
and Continental driving lamps on Special 
Tuning lamp bar, reversing lamp as per 1967 
Alpine Rally. Paint: Tartan Red with Snowberry 
White roof.

ENGINE Cooper S block rebored to 1293cc, 
Omega pistons, Mahle bearings, Swiftune SC-3 
crankshaft and con-rods, Cooper S crank 
pulley, featherlight flywheel and backplate, 
CSI Electronic Distributor, SW8 camshaft with 
lightweight duplex timing gears, Weber 
45DCOE on Bryan Slark inlet manifold, twin SU 
fuel pump, Maniflow early Works-type centre 
exhaust system and competition Stage 2 
manifold, two-core radiator with six-blade 
fan, additional electric fan under nearside 
outer wing, larger alternator pulley. Power: 
112bhp at the wheels at 6200rpm.

TRANSMISSION Straight-cut four-synchro 
BMC gearset with cross-pin diff, 3.76:1 final 
drive, Hardy Spicer driveshafts.

SUSPENSION Dry set-up with Hi-Los, 
adjustable Spax dampers, adjustable tie-rods, 
rear anti-roll bar, adjustable rear camber  and 
track brackets.

BRAKES Standard Cooper S brake assemblies 
with carbon metallic pads, split-system 
braking via period PDWA valve (13H5905), fly-
off handbrake, no servo.

WHEELS AND TYRES 5x10-inch Minilites, 
165/70x10 Yokohama A032R tyres.

INTERIOR Original specification Works dash 
and navigator’s panel, 10k rev counter, 
column-mounted dip switch and flasher, 
Halda Twinmaster and TAG Heuer watches 
with P-lights, rollcage, FIA historic technical 
passport, Microcell Contour seats, doorcards 
removed, Irvin GQ four-point harnesses (with 
military webbing) and quick-release buckles, 
Works-type tool roll, cigar lighters for driver 
and navigator, Dymo labelling throughout, 
T-bars on rear parcel shelf, over-centre clamps 
for spare wheels securing on rear seat bench, 
suspension access holes in rear bulkhead, 
internal brake and fuel lines, four Lucas 6FJ 
fuse boxes, Works pushrod starter button and 
solenoid, Works-spec wooden frame behind 
speedo housing (to allow space for Weber), 
bespoke works wiring loom installed by BMC 
Comps Department trained electrician with 
electrical accessories to period spec, dual 
Mixo TR89 hi/lo horns mounted on custom 
made Dyson Industries bracket, two-speed 
DR3A wiper motor, original dated Lucas 
switches throughout.

“Something needed to be done before 
it got beyond the point of no return...”

The front end features a modified grille 
and those huge Lucas auxiliary lamps!

Mixo horn unit on a custom-made bracket.
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doorcards have also been removed, 
although this was not until after fellow 
Mini enthusiast David Dyson, owner of 
Works replica YMO 881H, noticed in an 
old picture that LRX didn’t have 
doorcards. It just happens that the sun 
was shining in the right place in the 
photo, which highlights the inside of the 
driver’s door as all red with no brocade.

FINAL DRIVE
The rebuilt car is now a joy to drive. With 
a new suspension set-up including 
adjustable trumpets, tie-rods and Spax 
dampers, plus an anti-roll bar and 
adjustable camber brackets at the rear, 
Simon has given it a good sense of balance 
and predictability. The brake servo was 
also removed as Ben and Patricia were 
more comfortable without one, and it 
saves weight too. “The car is set up with 
dual circuit braking – another LRX 
feature – so braking isn’t too much of an 
issue,” adds Ben. 

second week of October, thereby only 
allowing two and a half weeks to put the 
car back together and carry out a 
shakedown. Ben was allowed full-time 
access to the Mini Works premises, with 
Simon and his team joining in and 
providing guidance all the way through. 
Amazingly, the car was finished at 6pm 
the night before leaving for the ferry!

Following a glorious run in the winter 
sun and scenery of the Alps, Ben spent 
most of the winter working on a snagging 
list of jobs that need doing. Some of the 
more fiddly jobs had been put to the 
bottom of the list during the rebuild in 
order to meet the deadline, and the 
original period switches and gauges still 
needed hooking up. Meanwhile, Patricia 
started working on the visual aspect of 
the car. “I was torn between restoring it 
back to its Monte Carlo livery – due to the 
rally’s glitz and glamour – versus that of 
the 2010 Alpine Rally,” she explains. “But 
as it was the winner of the 2010 rally, and 
there are so many allegiances between the 
car and its Group 6 Alpine specification, 
there was really only one choice. After 
looking at many photos of LRX in the 
1967 rally, I replicated the period fonts by 
hand, even copying the Group 6 circular 
decals found on the door squares. DKG’s 
number in the 2010 Alpine was 810 while 
LRX ran as 107 in the ’67 Alpine, so I 
rearranged the numbers to 108 to tie 
them both together. I composed the eight 
by taking the zero in 107 and stacking 
them together, as I couldn’t find a sample 
of the eight anywhere. As the car isn’t a 
faithful replica I could get away with 
being a bit creative.”

DKG’s current spec sticks as close to 
possible to the Group 6 cars rather than 
being a replica of any single car. The 
bumpers have been removed, with the 
bumper lips trimmed back too, and all 
the glass except the windscreen has been 
replaced with 5mm Lexan. Even the seats 
are a lightweight period spec. The 

The external radiator is still to hand 
though, along with the modified grille 
that was needed to house it. However, 
over the years it’s not been the most 
efficient cooling mechanism available, so 
the car now has an electric fan (operated 
by a manual switch) hidden under the 
nearside wing. This seems to achieve 
suitable cooling when required and is a 
lifesaver in traffic – particularly on the 
arrival to Monte Carlo during rush hour 
on a Friday night. 

Inside the cabin, with only carpet and 
no sound insulation or doorcards, the car 
is understandably rather loud at over 100 
decibels. You have the Weber shouting at 
you (just behind the speedo) and the 
Maniflow Works-spec exhaust isn’t the 
quietest either. In fact, the only way for 
two people to hear each other is by 
utilising an intercom, and therefore DKG 
has an aviation set-up in place. This is 
mainly to allow for a greater range of 
headsets to be used and eliminate the 
need to use a huge set of ‘cans’.

After successfully completing the 
November Sun Run, besides being put 
through its paces on several private rallies 
in the Highlands, DKG has been to Monte 
Carlo and back again with the Mini 
Cooper Register’s Minis to Monte touring 
assembly. And along with DKG’s other 
Works-spec stablemates, it has performed 
without any real issues to date – well, 
that’s aside from the inevitable fights it 
causes between Ben and Patricia on who 
gets to drive it! 

“The car was finished at 6pm the 
night before leaving for the ferry...”

DKG has continued to rack up the miles 
since its full engine and body restoration.

Parked up in Monte Carlo and looking great.

The Coupe des Alpes plaque is genuine.
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MINI MkII 1967-2017

DREAM
START

A
s the model celebrates its 50th birthday 
this year, few very people would argue 
that a proper MkII Mini Cooper S has a 
worthy place in any dream garage. Phil 
Kershaw was well ahead of the curve with 

his 1969 example though, picking it up when it was a 
moderately-priced old runabout in 1986. Since then 
he’s been lucky enough to own several of his dream 
motors, including an original Lotus Elan Sprint and 
an Austin Healey 3000, but it was his Almond Green 
Cooper S that got the ball rolling.

Back in 1986, 1960s Mini Coopers fell a long way 
short of the frankly incredible prices they can achieve 
now, but they still had a strong following despite being 
out of production for 15 years. “I was mad on 

Phil Kershaw has been lucky enough to own 
several of his dream cars over the years, but 
it was this 1969 MkII Cooper S that kicked it 

all off. Now it’s looking better than ever...
Words Jeff Ruggles Photography Chris Wallbank
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a bit knocked about but they’d only ever 
done two or three thousand miles, and 
you’d pick them up for peanuts. I’d spray 
each one up, run it around for a couple of 
years then sell it on for more money than 
I paid for it.”

While the transition to family life often 
spells the end of Mini ownership for 
many folk, Phil simply changed tact. “I 
decided to restore a MkI Mini – a 1966 in 
maroon with a beige interior,” he recalls. 
“That basically became our second car 
right up until we had three kids. It 
literally didn’t have enough room for the 
children and the gear, so I had to buy my 
wife a Metro to use.”

But before that came the Mini Phil had 
always wanted – his Cooper S. “I bought 
it from a girl who had been given it by her 
sugar daddy for her 21st birthday,” he 

Minis and always wanted a Cooper S, but 
it had to be one I could afford,” says Phil. 
“The cheap ones were the MkIIIs, but I 
didn’t like them and they had the cheaper 
engines anyway. However, I quite liked 
the MkII. I preferred the plain interiors 
over the MkI, and they had the four-
synchro gearbox and things like that, so I 
went out looking for one...”

MAN WITH A VAN
Phil’s been fond of Minis ever since he 
passed his test in the early 1970s. “My 
first car was a 1960 Minivan in grey, 742 
JUO,” he recalls. “I went off-piste a bit 
with a couple of other cars, but soon went 
back to the vans. I used to buy them from 
Stanlow oil refinery, who would put them 
in there for two years then sell them at 
auction or to the local dealers. They were 

The factory 130mph speedo is still in place.Phil and his Mini with John Cooper in 1989.

Phil’s 1969 Cooper S was very straight for its 
age, but still required a full strip-down, a front 
end, sills and lots of attention at the back end. 
It was then repainted and fully re-assembled 
by Neil Husband to exemplary standards. 

THE BUILD

“I bought it from a girl who had been 
given it by her sugar daddy...”

Much of the trim is still 
original, save for the smart 
wood-rim steering wheel. 
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says. “Although it was presentable, it was 
16 or 17 years old by then and getting 
rough with it. Anyway, to cut a long story 
short, I paid £1500 for it and brought it 
home, much to the wife’s annoyance. She 
was pregnant with our second child and 
we didn’t have a lot of money. She was so 
angry with me she didn’t get in the car for 
about four or five years!”

The MkII Cooper S was launched in 
October 1967, with production outliving 
the standard models by a few months to 
extend into 1970. “It’s a June 1969 build,” 
says Phil. “I presume they made a shed-
load of them and stock-piled them in a 
field, because it didn’t go to the dealers 

until December ‘69, and it was registered 
on January 1 1970. I know when I 
researched it many years ago it was one of 
the last ones made.”

The Cooper S would trigger the arrival 
of a series of rare Minis. “I bought a 
Heinz 57 Hornet in boxes and restored it, 
and after that someone knocked on the 
door and offered me their granddad’s 
woody Traveller, so I ended up restoring 
that one too,” says Phil. “At one time I had 
the MkI, the Hornet, the Traveller and 
the Cooper S, so I had four. I sold the 
Traveller in 1998 and bought a Lotus Elan 
Sprint with the money – the second of the 
cars I’d always wanted. It complements 
the Cooper S perfectly, as they’re both 
very small, quick and very light.”

Around five years later, Phil sold the 
Hornet and purchased a Lotus Elise. That 
wasn’t so much a dream car as something 
he’d always fancied – and he’s had several 
more since – but the next arrival certainly 
was. “About 10 years ago I bought myself 
a Colorado Red Austin Healey 3000,” Phil 
says. “I’ve just restored that and am 
putting the carpets in now.” 

STAYING POWER
Running three businesses means that 
Phil’s rare leisure time is pretty 
important, but in spite of boosting his 
fleet with a trio of two-seater sports cars, 
the Cooper S has remained a constant. “I 
tidied it up, but it didn’t run very well,” he 
confesses. “To be honest it was one of 

those cars that I couldn’t let go, but didn’t 
drive very much. It was always MoT’d 
and taxed, but some years it only did 
about 100 miles.”

That would all be set to change though, 
thanks to chance encounter with 
Stockport-based specialist Minidivision, 
run by Neil Husband. “I went to the 
Tatton Park show in the Elan, and while 
my wife and I were wandering around, we 
came across Neil’s stand,” says Phil. “He 
had a later Mini on there that had been 
done to look like an earlier car, and it was 
Almond Green. It had been done very 
well, so I took a couple of leaflets. I didn’t 
do anything about it for a while, but 
eventually I rang him. I really only 
wanted somebody to tidy the car up, and 
drove it to his place in about September 
or October of 2013.”

Of course, that quick tidy-up soon got a 
little out of control. “The trouble is, 
restorers can fall in love with the cars 
they work on, and that’s what Neil did 
with the Mini,” says Phil. “It became an 
obsession, and Neil’s a bit obsessive 
anyway. He has serious levels of OCD! 
The car was pretty straight, but one thing 
we did find was that the front subframe 
had suffered a knock at some point, so a 
second-hand one was found and shot-
blasted. He also had to do quite a lot of 
work at the back, including replacing 
most of the boot floor, although the 
subframe was still the one I’d fitted. It 
was from a ’64 Mini that I’d scrapped, 

The seats only needed a few smart repairs.

The body was treated to several 
replacement panels, including 
the correct four-vent outer sills.
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rebuild I had to keep holding Neil back. 
He wanted to put Hi-Los on which I 
didn’t think I needed, but he argued that 
they would allow us the raise the car to 
the correct height after the suspension 
had settled. They do look better when 
they are at the right ride height, so he got 
his way in the end.”

Tales of the interior refit would 
normally involve a wholesale retrim, but 
not here. Remarkably the seats and 
doorcards are still original, and following 
a few smart repairs, they look superb 
without losing that all-important patina. 
Elsewhere the headlining and carpets 
were replaced, and there’s a cool period 
wood-rim steering wheel, too. “I still have 
the original wheel but I just don’t like it,” 
says Phil. “The wooden one has been on 
the car for over 30 years now.” 

the cylinder head. Aside from a thorough 
detailing of the motor and its ancillaries 
though, that was it. “A friend of mine, a 
guy called Robin who had a 970 S, rebuilt 
the engine at the back end of the ’80s,” 
says Phil. “Neil took the head off and said 
everything was still like new inside.”

The braking system was overhauled in 
a similar vein, remaining true to stock 
specification but with new pipes and 
fittings where required. The suspension, 
on the other hand, is one of the few 
deviations from original, having already 
been converted from Hydrolastic to dry 
in the 1980s. “I had a pump in those days 
and used to keep pumping it up, but it 
was a pain in the backside and the thing 
was leaking all the time, so in end the I 
took it all out and converted it to dry,” 
Phil explains. “When it came to the 

but someone had put a genuine MOWOG 
subframe on. Neil did all the usual 
suspects when it came to panels, but we 
left the floor as I’d welded in bits and it 
was solid anyway. It went way over the top 
from what I imagined, and like I say, I 
think it became a labour of love.”

Specifically, those usual suspects 
included the wings, front panel, A-panels, 
scuttle and bonnet, along with the sills. 
Repairs were also made to the rear 
quarters, while the boot floor repairs 
were joined by a new rear valance, closers 
and boot hinge panel. Much work was 
devoted to modifying the new panels to 
the correct Cooper S spec too. The front 
panel, for instance, was modified to clear 
the oil cooler and had the earlier-style 
numberplate brackets grafted on. The car 
was also fully stripped and repainted in 
its original Almond Green and 
Snowberry white combo, before being 
reassembled with meticulous attention to 
detail. “The engine bay looks awesome,” 
says Neil. “We got some original clips 
from Tim at MiniMail for the air pipes 
and things, so it all looks just right.” 

LIGHT REFRESH
Perhaps unusually, wholesale mechanical 
changes were not required to 1275 engine. 
It’s still largely standard aside from a two-
core Mini Spares radiator and an RC40 
exhaust system, though Neil did refurbish 

Phil has owned his Cooper S since 1986!Refurbished steels clad in Dunlop R7 tyres.

The 1275 S engine had been rebuilt 
previously and didn’t need another, 
but its been painstakingly repainted 
and detailed. The results are superb.
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Externally, new bumpers and a new 
grille have been fitted to complement the 
fresh paint, with the original 4.5x10-inch 
ventilated Cooper S steel wheels 
refinished and shod with smart Dunlop 
SPR7 tyres. A particularly nice touch is 
the Mini Club Freudenstadt sticker on the 
rear quarter window – a club that’s still 
going today. “In 1988 we went to the 
International Mini Meeting near the 
Dutch-German border,” says Phil. “You 
used to swap your club sticker with other 
clubs that were there. It had a Mini Club 
Berlin sticker on the back window at one 
point too, but the car had the later heated 
window fitted and I wanted a clear one, 
so that was replaced.”

The car was back on the road for 
summer 2014. “I got the car back in time 
for my 60th birthday in July,” says Phil. 
“Unfortunately it was overheating and we 

couldn’t figure out why, so I took it to the 
rolling road, where we found out the 
distributor was knackered. I rang Nick 
Swift of Swiftune fame, who I know from 
Goodwood, and he sent me one of his 
little toys – a CSI electronic distributor. 
We fitted that and it now it’s back to how 
it should be. It always had loads of bottom 
end grunt – you can get in and drive it 
around in fourth gear everywhere.”

SHOW WINNER
It’s getting its fair share of use now, too. 
“I’ve done a couple of thousand miles in 
the last 12 months,” says Phil. “I took it to 
the Lakes and Dales Classic Car Show in 
August, and it won car of the show. And 
two years ago, my eldest daughter Gemma 
got married, so I lent it to her husband to 
be for the day. He drove his best man to 
the church in it, and drove Gemma back 

TECH SPEC
BODY 1969 Mini Cooper S MkII restored with 
new front wings, new front panel modified to 
correct Cooper S spec, A-panels, scuttle, 
outer sills, rear valance, closing panels, boot 
floor and various localised repairs, new grille 
and bumpers, Tex door mirrors. Paint: Almond 
Green with Snowberry White roof.

ENGINE Repainted and detailed MkII Mini 
Cooper 1275 S engine rebuilt in the late 1980s, 
refurbished cylinder head, twin HS2 carbs, 
original air box, RC40 exhaust system, Mini 
Spares two-core radiator, original-spec 
Dynamo and voltage regulator.

TRANSMISSION Cooper S four-speed, close-
ratio gearbox with 12G1128 casing, Hardy 
Spicer outputs.

SUSPENSION Converted to dry suspension 
set-up with replacement second-hand front 
subframe and genuine MOWOG rear item, 
Hi-Los, KYB Gas-A-Just dampers. 

BRAKES 7.5-inch Cooper S brake assemblies 
(front), spacer drums to rear, new fittings and 
brake pipes, rebuilt Lockheed servo.

WHEELS AND TYRES 4.5x0-inch refurbished 
ventilated steel wheels with Dunlop 165/70x10 
SPR7 tyres.

INTERIOR Original black vinyl seats and 
doorcards, Cooper S 130mph speedo, new 
dash trim and carpet, period wood-rim 
steering wheel, original boot board.

New brightwork really complements the stunning Almond 
Green paint. ‘FL’ was a Cambridgeshire registration.

Dry suspension is one of the few 
deviations from the original spec.

THANKS TO:
Phil would like to thank: “Neil Husband 
at Minidivision for all his help with the 
car’s restoration, and St Mary’s Church 
in Nether Alderley, Cheshire, for the 
photoshoot location.”

from the church to the reception. She’s 
actually got the car gifted to her in my 
will. I did say I’d be buried with it, but 
this way at least it’ll stay in the family.”

With so many Mini Coopers changing 
hands these days as investment pawns, 
Phil’s long-term ownership of his prized 
Cooper S makes for a refreshing tale. And 
now, thanks to an excellent restoration, 
the future of this dream Mini looks 
secure for the next generation. 

Gemma with the Cooper S. She’s 33 now!

“I got the car back in time for  
my 60th birthday...”
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F
or many, July 8 2017 was just 
another day of the year, but for a 
particular group in Mexico, it 
called for a three-day celebration. 
On the same date 25 years 

previously, a man had the idea to call 
upon fellow enthusiasts to form a club in 
honour of a small British car that to this 
day still fascinates the world. That man 

Mexico, representing 12 states and 15 
cities overall. 

In addition, the group was delighted to 
receive two special guests for the 
occasion; Andrew Morris, the British 
Consul for Mexico in Monterrey, and 
Graham Reid, a renowned Classic Mini 
Specialist and owner of Heritage Garage 
in California, USA. 

was Alejandro Jimenez Landa, and the 
club is Mini Asociados México AC – a 
club for every Mexican enthusiast with a 
passion for Minis. 

To celebrate, Alejandro invited the 
members of his club and its sister club, 
Mini Maniacos of Monterrey, to join him 
in San Luis Potosí, the state where it all 
began. Families arrived from all over 

Words Graham Reid Photography Mini Asociados México AC

Mini fans from all over Mexico get together as Mini Asociados México 
celebrates its 25th birthday with three days of fun.

The Minis were neatly formed into a 25 
formation to mark the special occasion.

MINIS IN MEXICO

Almost 70 cars were gathered in the square. The obligatory 
group shot!
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On the first day, Graham had the 
distinction of starting off the busy 
weekend of activities, sharing his passion 
for the Mini as he narrated the crucial 
role the car has played in his life. He 
spoke of the first Mini he ever owned at 
the age of 16, the races he has won, the 
people he has met, and how he ultimately 

set up his very own Mini garage 6000 
miles from his Scottish homeland. 
Afterwards, the group directed itself to 
Plaza de los Fundadores, where all the 
Minis were parked for the first day of 
public exhibition, thus inviting all of San 
Luis Potosí to join in the celebration by 
admiring the almost 70-strong gathering 

of cars that had arrived. This was 
followed by a small welcoming dinner 
held at the Panorama’s Hotel Sky Room, 
overlooking the historic city centre. The 
reunion got quite emotional and a couple 
of joyful and proud tears were shed. To 
end the day, the group returned to their 
cars and in unison turned on their 
headlights to give the square a beautiful 
starry night disguise.

FUN FACTOR
The second day was full of speed and 
excitement as everyone assembled at the 
Tangamanga race track with their Minis. 
The atmosphere was one of loud engines 
and squealing tyres, though the blood in 
the racers’ veins was probably rushing 
faster than the cars, at least according to 
what the speedometers said! The 
participants enjoyed themselves to the 

“The second day was full of speed 
and excitement...”

Assembling at the Tangamanga race track.

Lighting up the night sky.

Bold Moke caught the eye.
An award to Club President Fernando Moreno 
for promoting Mini Culture in Mexico City.

The cars in the Plaza de los Fundadores.

The cars were prepared 
to very high standards.

Sportpack Cooper lines 
up for a go on the track.
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were arranged in a 25 formation, the 
number that had brought everyone 
together. The day ended with a formal 
dinner at the hotel, where amidst the 
laughter and jokes, the raffle prizes and 
race awards were delivered. 

The third and last day was a lot of fun 
and very active, as everybody enjoyed 
watching and participating in the 
Funkhana, a game designed for the car, 
its pilot and co-pilot. This involved 
completing an obstacle course as quickly 
as possible, which included precision 
parking, push-ups, hula-hoops, 
basketball, football and even driving with 
a blindfold! After hours of entertainment, 
screeching tyres and tired drivers, the 
five fastest contestants received an award 
to recognise their outstanding dexterity.

Overall, it was three days of Mini-
loving fun and enjoyable activities with 
people from all around Mexico, all 
brought together by our beloved Mini. 
Here’s to the next 25 years! 

max throughout the day, driving to the 
limit and avoiding the brakes in a bid to 
be the first to cross the finish line. Later, 
the group made its second visit to Plaza 
de los Fundadores, this time delighting 
those present with a very special display. 
Thanks to meticulous parking, the Minis 

“It was three days of Mini-loving fun 
and enjoyable activities...”

Smart Monte Rally replica 
takes on the Funkhana.

Ready, steady go! Action 
aplenty on the final day.

The club get the Mexican record for the 
most classic Minis at a single event!

Long-serving club members get rewarded.

Graham shoots, and he scores!

The public really enjoyed the display.

The Funkhana even involved basketball!

Rodrigo Valles, Andrew Morris 
and Alejandro Jimenez.
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TREAT THE PETROL HEAD IN YOUR LIFE
TO ONE OF NINE ADRENALIN-FILLED MOTORING EVENTS AT SOME OF THE UK’S BEST MOTORSPORT VENUES!
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Fourth gear in a Mini bypasses the 
layshaft and intermediate gears 
altogether and is a direct drive from 

first motion shaft to third motion shaft, so 
the crown wheel and pinion (CWP or final 
drive, FD) fitted therefore determines the 
fourth gear ratio. A high numbered FD 
(commonly referred to as ‘low’ in relation 
to the speed it will achieve) like a 3.76:1 
means that the engine turns 3.76 times for 
every revolution of the driven (front) 
wheels. A low numbered FD (commonly 
referred to as ‘high’ in relation to the 
speed it will achieve) like a 2.95:1 means 
2.95 turns of the engine per wheel 
revolution. A low FD is great for 
acceleration, but a 3.76 has the engine 
revving at around 4700rpm at 70mph –
great for nipping around town but not so 
nice on the open road. Easily fixed you 
might think; just fit a higher FD like a 3.1 
as fitted to most 1980s Minis or a 2.95 as 
found in the Mini and Metro HLE – 
quieter cruising with 70mph reached at a 
mere 3600rpm and better fuel economy, 
albeit at the expense of acceleration. 

It’s not quite that simple though, as the 
intermediate gears should also be 
considered. A 3.1 FD fitted in a straight-
cut close-ratio box may see 45mph easily 
possible in first gear, but will make hill-
starts awkward as first becomes effectively 
the same as second in a standard pre-A-

plus gearbox. Anything higher than a 3.1 
in a stock ‘box will see pulling away, hill 
starts and acceleration compromised.

To overcome the acceleration versus 
cruising performance, the factory 
designed the HLE or wide-ratio gearset 
with a much lower first and second gears 
to help offset the high 2.95:1 final drive. 
The gearbox we’re working on here was 
donated by a 1275 Metro, which had 
overdrive primary and first motion gears 
fitted, bumping the FD up to an effective 
3.0 from the 3.2 fitted. In the 998cc Mini 
application it was fitted to, where 
overdrive gears are not available, first gear 
was essentially useless as it was so low – 
pulling away was easily possible in second, 
so it became a three-speed gearbox by 
default. Changing the CWP to a 2.95 or 
2.76 will further improve the cruising 
ability and fuel economy, and should 
return it to a full four-speed ‘box, even if 
the ratio jump between third and fourth 
will make it feel more like a three-speed 
with an overdrive.

The opposite to the above is applicable 
to later MPi cars – they had a high 2.76 FD 
fitted to assist with passing the drive-by 
noise regulations, so going the other way 
and swapping from the 2.76 to something 
more sporty like a 3.1 or even a 3.44 will 
make it much livelier, particularly where 
the 13-inch wheel package is fitted.

Fancy less noise and better cruising ability? Help is just a 
crown wheel and pinion change away. Here’s how to do it.

CHANGE YOUR FINAL DRIVECHANGE YOUR FINAL DRIVE
Fancy less noise and better cruising ability? Help is just a 
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The essentials for keeping 
your Mini on the road.

88 ASK THE EXPERT
Our tech expert Keith Calver answers 
all your Mini technical queries.

92  PRODUCTS
The latest selection of parts and 
goodies to lavish upon your Mini. 

94  CALVER’S CLASSROOM
Our resident tech guru Keith takes a 
look at Mini fuel pump options and the 
various different considerations.

100  OUR MINIS
Jereon receives recognition for his Le 
Mans Mini Marcos project, while Keith 
gets restarted on his Clubman Estate. 

BEFORE  
STARTING
The first rule of working on cars 
and using tools of any kind is 
don’t be stupid. Make sure 
personal protective gear – 
goggles, gloves, ear defenders, 
masks and a set of overalls - are 
hanging on a hook in your garage 
and use them wisely. 

If you’re working with power 
tools, protective gear is essential. 
Never attempt to work under a 
car without supporting it securely 
using suitably strong axle stands. 
If you haven’t got a fire 
extinguisher, buy one and keep it 
near to hand. The bottom line? If 
you’re not completely confident 
of your own ability to complete 
any task safely, don’t even start it. 
Leave it to the experts.

COST 
£144.00 2.75/2.95 FD 
Speedo drive gaskets,  
diff gaskets and oil seals  
as required.

TIME 
3-4 hours

CONTACT 
Mini Spares 
01707 607700 
www.minispares.com

DIFFICULTY
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With the gearbox removed from the engine 
and sat on the workbench, clean off the 
worst of the road grime and debris. It’s easier 
to remove the worst of it now than have to 
pick bits of muck out of the gearbox once it’s 
opened up.

To remove the speedo drive end cover you 
will also need to undo the bolts holding 
radiator mounting block on. A No3 Pozidriv 
bit on a 1/4-inch drive ratchet handle makes 
undoing the screw-headed bolt much easier 
than struggling with a screwdriver.

Where fitted, knock back the lock tabs on 
the diff housing.

Loosen the four large bolts and three smaller 
ones holding the diff housing on – although 
these aren’t torqued up that tight, they can 
be quite stubborn to undo, Earlier versions 
may have studs and nuts instead of bolts.

You now have access to all of the bolts 
holding the speedo drive end cover in place 
– loosen them with a 7/16 or 1/2-inch socket 
as appropriate and remove them. Earlier 
versions may have studs and nuts instead of 
bolts. The procedure is the same for both.

Undo the speedo cable adaptor retaining 
bolt then carefully remove it. Note that 
different size bolt heads were used on later 
A-plus gearbox casings.

Undo the five AF bolts holding each of the 
diff side covers in place using a 7/16 or 1/2-
inch socket of spanner.

Remove the left-hand side cover and extract 
the diff shims – this one had two fairly thick 
ones fitted, but each gearbox is different.

Remove the exhaust steady bracket and right-
hand diff cover. The gearchange interlock 
plunger, spring, and detent ball bearing 
bearing are released when the cover comes 
off. Carefully extract these with something 
magnetic and store them safely.

With the casing stood with the diff 
positioned uppermost and the bolts out, 
remove the diff housing. Some old head 
studs inserted into the bolt holes make an 
excellent ‘tool’ for assisting with this.

Lift out the differential assembly and place it 
in a safe place, preferably on something soft 
like a wad of cloth.

Knock back the lock tab on the main pinion 
nut. This is easier with the gearbox stood 
with the speedo drive hole uppermost.
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Rotate the gearchange selector spool piece 
anti-clockwise to disengage the interlock 
and selector from the selector bell cranks 
pull the assembly backwards. This enables 
more than one gear to be selected at once.

Using a brass drift, engage first gear by 
tapping the toothed synchro ring towards the 
centre of the casing. Ensure you move the 
ring far enough to fully engage the gear, but 
be careful not to pop it off the other side.

Using the brass drift, engage fourth gear by 
tapping the smoother synchro ring towards 
the outside of the casing.

Place a new lock tab (or re-use the old one if 
suitable) on the mainshaft with the cupped 
side outwards, and refit the retaining nut.

Deselect first and fourth by tapping the 
synchro rings back into the centre of their 
respective hubs. Turn the mainshaft to verify 
clearance of the pinion gear.

With the casing held solidly in place again, 
torque the mainshaft pinion retaining nut to 
150lb.ft/ 204Nm.

With the diff carefully supported in a vice to 
avoid damaging the output splines, use an 
appropriate tool to prise the outer race from 
the crown wheel diff bearing.

Slide the new pinion gear onto the mainshaft 
and check the clearance against the 
C-shaped main bearing retainer. Comparing 
the two side-by-side, you can see the very 
large 2.76 pinion barely clears – earlier 
remote-type cases won’t allow fitment.

Undo the pinion nut, remove the lock 
washer, and withdraw the pinion gear from 
the mainshaft.

The main pinion nut is torqued to 150lb.ft 
and is often hard to undo, so the gearbox 
needs to be held down very well to facilitate 
this. Here, there is a bit of 2x4-inch wood 
bolted to the wall with anchor bolts to hold it 
still. You may need extra leverage on the 
breaker bar if it proves tight – we did.

Bend the lock tab over to prevent the pinion 
nut coming undone – this would have very 
bad consequences.

Lift off the bearing race in its cage.
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Using a suitable puller (this one locks the 
jaws in position) or a bearing separator, 
remove the inner race from the old crown 
wheel. Be careful not to mark or damage the 
bearing surface if re-using the bearing. Note 
its orientation.

Press or drift the inner bearing race onto the 
new crown wheel, ensuring it is orientated 
the same was as it came off in step 26.

Knock back the lock tabs on the six bolts 
holding the crown wheel to the diff cage, 
and undo the bolts.

Fit the new crown wheel to the diff cage 
using new lock tabs as appropriate. Torque 
the bolts to 60lb.ft or 82NM.

Remove the old crown wheel from the diff 
and inspect the planet gears and diff pin 
inside the differential cage. This is a relatively 
new cross-pin diff and is in good order. 
Upgrading/replacing diff components as 
preventative maintenance while it is apart is 
a good idea.

Replace the diff bearing ball race onto the 
inner bearing race, and tap the outer bearing 
race back into position over the top of it. 
Check that the bearing spins freely.

Make sure reverse gear is in the neutral 
position as it is free to move without the 
interlock in place. Check the bell cranks are 
in line before rotating the interlock spool 
into position.

Lightly smear both sides of the speedo drive 
cover gasket with sealant and refit it to the 
gearbox. The emphasis here is lightly smear, 
not cover in goop.

Tighten the bolts holding the speedo drive 
cover on to 18lb.ft/25NM. You may struggle 
doing up the screw-headed bolt that tight 
without snapping screwdriver bits, so use 
your judgement here.

Different FDs generally need a change of 
speedo drive pinion and spindle. However, 
there is not always an option to also suit the 
wheel/tyre size being used. In the latter case 
the speedo will need re-calibrating.

With the gearbox stood on its front face, refit 
the diff assembly into the case and roughly 
centralise it.

Renew the gear linkage oil seal. It is 
worthwhile fitting an anti-leak collar and 
O-ring if there isn’t already one fitted as it is 
much easier to do this with the cover 
removed from the gearbox.
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Some later gearboxes do not use gaskets on  
the diff housing, just a smear of sealant. If 
you didn’t have gaskets present when you 
took it apart, don’t fit some or the diff 
bearings will not be clamped properly.

Clean the diff covers and replace the oil seals 
– they’re not expensive and again, it’s far 
easier to do it now than later on the car.

Torque the diff cover into position – the 
smaller bolts are done up to 18lb.ft/25 Nm 
and the bigger ones to 25lb.ft/34NM.

Refit the diff cover. Put the bolts back in, with 
new lock tabs if required, but only do them 
up finger tight. Push the diff sideways in the 
aperture so that it is biased towards the right 
hand side.

Apply the usual thin smear of sealant to the 
right-hand diff cover followed by the gasket, 
then a further thin smear of sealant on that.

With no gasket or sealant, refit the left-hand 
diff cover and existing shims. Evenly tighten 
the bolts by hand until the inner step just 
touches the bearing race. Measure the gap 
between the cover and the case all the way 
round with feeler gauges.

Refit the left-hand cover with the gasket and 
shims, and torque the bolts to 18Ib.ft/25NM. 
Where very thin shims are used make sure 
they don’t get folded over as the cover butts 
up against them.

Refit the detent sleeve (making sure it 
engages with the spool piece and prevents 
rotation), detent ball bearing and spring into 
their hole. Fit a new O-ring – if you miss it 
out or re-use the old one you will have 
almost certainly have an oil leak.

Refit the side cover, ensuring that the inner 
step touches the diff bearing and pushes the 
diff back across towards to the other side as 
you tighten it evenly. Make sure the O-ring is 
still in place as you do so. Torque the bolts to 
18lb.ft or 25NM.

Measure the thickness of the gasket and the 
shims already installed. Based on the total of 
these two and your measurement of the gap 
between the cover and the casing, change 
the overall thickness of the shims installed to 
give a 0.002-0.003-inch gap. This pre-loads 
the bearings by that value. 

Bend over the lock tabs on the diff housing. 
Check that the gearbox spins freely and 
selects all the gears. Now you can set about 
refitting the gearbox back into the car, and 
enjoy quieter cruising. 

A 0.002-0.003-inch gap is for the later 3/4-
track bearings that have a thrust side. For 
bearings that either have an obvious 
oreintation or no ‘thrust’ side indicated, the 
pre-load is 0.001-0.002-inch, so the 
shimming needs adjusting to achieve that. 
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Tech ASK THE 
EXPERT

ASK THE EXPERT 
Our experts can help. Just email minimag.ed@kelsey.co.uk  with ‘Ask The Experts’  

as the subject. BAD FUEL
I’ve recently read that 
ethanol E10 unleaded fuel 

will become commonplace in 
the UK, and is already widely 
used in the rest of Europe. I’ve 
heard this can damage fuel 
hoses and rubber components, 
so I want to future proof my 
Mini Thirty as it gets used for 
long-haul trips in the summer 
months. Can you recommend 
some fuel hose that will cope, 
or perhaps an additive I could 
add to the fuel? I remember 
seeing something about an 
additive but I’ve not seen 
anything in the shops.
Rich Smart

This ever-changing 
picture in fuel chemistry 

for general consumption is as 
difficult to cater for as it is 
alarming. We are already seeing 
cars burning out because of the 
corrosive nature of ethanol in 
fuel and what it does to the fuel 
systems of all cars – particularly 

more modern machinery with 
high-pressure, fuel injected 
engines. It is stupefying to think 
that fuel content legislation is 
being passed without full 
recourse to the effects on cars 
already in use. As such I am not 

prepared to start stating what 
will withstand this seriously 
corrosive fuel coming in the 
future. I suggest you talk to the 
folks making aftermarket fuel 
lines such as Gates, Goodridge, 
Earls and so on. Their stainless 

steel braided armoured fuel lines 
may well be the best option. As 
for additives, I’d want to see 
comprehensive and conclusive 
test data done by proper, 
recognised institutes before I 
trusted anything like that.

cause of the crunching second 
gear. That’s generally down to 
a worn baulk ring. It could well 
be that the baulk ring was not 
the best quality, but it’s a 
common issue. The chance of 
premature failure is increased 
by drivers leaving their hand 
resting on the gear knob/lever 
while waiting to shift into 
third. This causes the selector 
fork to load up against the 
selector hub, holding the 
baulk ring in contact with the 
cone on the gear. 

As far as upgrades go, there 
are really only two that need 
doing. A centre oil pick-up 
pipe to ensure a good oil 
supply at all cornering speeds, 
and something to improve the 

future-proof things a bit, as 
I’m hoping to get the engine 
tuned to around 80bhp in the 
near future.
Kels

When correctly 
assembled with all the 

relevant end floats and 
clearances correctly set, the 
Mini gearbox is a very strong, 
resilient unit. The problem 
with the MPi gearboxes is that 
they were assembled with 
what was left available in 
terms of thrust washers, so 
those critical end floats and 
clearances were not set 
properly – in particular the 
idler gear and laygear. 
However, they are not the 

GEARBOX TWEAKS
My 1999 Mini MPi is 
crunching when I 

change into second gear, so 
I’m having the ‘box removed 
and fully rebuilt. To help me 
understand what I’m paying 
out for, are there any 
sensible upgrades I should 
have done in addition to 
having the broken parts 
replaced? I’m trying to 

resilience of the differential 
unit. You should look to have 
an uprated diff pin fitted, or 
if available and budget 
allows, the Mini Spares 
bushed planet wheel and 
uprated diff pin kit 
(C-BTA167). In this kit the 
planet wheels are bushed 
and reamed to give a much 
better, closer tolerance on 
the diff pin – one of the main 
reasons for premature diff 
pin wear on enthusiastically 
driven Minis. Ultimately the 
best solution to that is the 
cross-pin diff unit, a 
machined-from-billet steel 
diff housing containing four 
planet wheels on critically-
positioned crossed diff pins.

Modern fuel hose should 
be ethanol resistant.

A cross-pin diff is 
well worth fitting.
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TIMING CHAIN
How much would you 
expect a standard 

timing chain to stretch over 
the years? I have a 1977 
1098cc Clubman, which has 
covered 43,000 miles from 
new. I’ve reset the timing, 
had the dizzy rebuilt to 
standard spec and done the 
fuelling, but no matter what I 
do, it sounds like it’s about 
to give birth over about 
55mph. Could it be that the 
timing chain has stretched 
and that’s preventing me 
from getting things right? 
What improvements would 
you recommend? The car is 
totally stock and I’d like to 
keep it that way, I just want it 
to run properly.
Steven

Timing chain stretch as 
quoted in terms of a 

physical measurement is not 
something I have ever 
quantified. I have always 

done the simple test of 
rotating the crank one way 
then the other, then assessing 
by eye how much the 
crankshaft moves before it 
engages the camshaft. It 
should be minimal. For 
obvious reasons, this is 
somewhat more difficult to 
assess on the engines with the 
timing chain tensioner fitted, 
identified externally by the 
slightly kidney shaped timing 
cover as opposed to the pure 
egg-shaped one. Really, the 
only way to properly assess 
the timing chain stretch is to 
remove the cam drive (timing 
chain) cover and check it by 
physical sight. There should 
be minimal slack in the chain 
when rotating the crankshaft 
back and forth. If it has a 
tensioner fitted, remove this 
before checking.

There is no real fixed 
mileage at which chain stretch 
will become an issue. 
Longevity is dependant upon 

two main criteria – the quality 
of the chain fitted, and 
alignment of the gears it runs 
on. Although there are factory 
tolerances for the latter, I have 
come across plenty of 
OE-built engines that have the 
gears seriously misaligned, 
and a multitude of engines 
that have had very poor 
quality chains fitted. 

Having said all that, timing 
chain stretch is rarely a cause 
for such a detrimental effect 
to engine performance of the 
magnitude you are suggesting. 
It will certainly make a 
clattering row at idle, and will 
cause enough ignition timing 
scatter to reduce 
performance, especially on 
pick-up acceleration and 
smooth deceleration. 

The description of how the 
engine sounds at the speed 
quoted does not really strike a 
chord with me. Perhaps it is a 
fuelling issue. Though you say 
you have “done the fuelling,” 

what have you done? The 
only way to check and set 
the fuelling correctly is at 
least to use an exhaust gas 
analyser, better yet is to have 
it checked on a rolling road. 
Though The Gunson 
Colortune is a useful tool, it 
has big limitations unless 
used by a technically 
experienced person. It was 
designed a very long time 
ago when standard engine 
performance was somewhat 
limited and precision of 
fuelling was not all that 
important. I suggest you get 
the car booked in for a 
rolling road check. The cost 
will far outweigh any 
damage that the problem 
may incur.

CRANK DAMPER
I’ve removed the crank 
damper on my 1990 Mini 

RSP as part of an engine rebuild, 
and have noticed the rubber is 
quite perished. I know you can 
get new versions, but I don’t 
want the problem to happen 
again. Is it worth upgrading this 
part to something like a billet 
version? The engine will be 
bored to 1293 and fitted with a 
Stage 3 head and 276 cam.
Robert

Billet crank dampers will 
not have vital and 

necessary rubber content in 
them to arrest the harmonics the 

standard one was designed to 
deal with. Although I have 
witnessed a number of large-
bore engines that have been 
built and run successfully 
without a proper crank damper 
(so a ‘billet’ damper as you have 
mentioned), that was far more by 
luck than any real judgement. If 
the engine would survive, or did 
not require, a pulley with some 
form of damping ability in it, 
then they would not have fitted 
one at the factory.

Back in the early 1990s the 
Cooper S two-piece crank pulley 
and damper became unavailable. 
At Mini Spares Centre’s request I 
set to with investigating what 
would be the best damper 
set-up, if any was needed, for 
large-bore engines used for 
everything from standard road 
duties to full race. I consulted 
with the best crankshaft 

harmonics specialists at the time 
providing support to OE 
manufacturers – Holset, 
Freudenburg and Metalastik 
(original manufacturers of the 
OE S damper ring). We looked at 
the various scenarios, tried a few 
things, but ultimately the 
conclusion was, for the 
application and installation 
limitations, the original S damper 
ring was the one that gave best 
overall and all-round 
performance. Right first time 
then for Metalastik. 
Consequently, I recommend you 
stick to the OE-fitted-type 
crankshaft damper

STICKY TYRES
My Mini is a fast-road 
weekend play thing that I 

use for the occasional track day 
when money allows! It has 
5x12-inch genuine Minilites, 

and in the past I’ve always fitted 
Yokohama A048R tyres in a 
165/55x12 size. However, when 
I went to buy a new set at Mini in 
the Park, I noticed they are now 
marked as competition use only. 
Is there another 12-inch tyre on 
the market that can compare? 
So far I can’t locate anything 
that’s similar.
Naz Choudry

The OE crank damper works well.

Timing chains can become slack.

Yokohama A048 (left).

“The original S damper ring was the one that gave best 
overall and all-round performance...”
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COMPRESSION RATIO
What kind of 
compression ratio 

should I be aiming at for a 
fast road Mini? I’m hoping to 
get around 90-100bhp from 
my engine, which will be 
based on an MG Metro unit. 
I’m happy to run super 
unleaded and/or additives if 
it helps, but would I see 
much performance gain? I 
won’t be cutting corners and 
will be using the best 
components where possible; 
I’m just trying to get an idea 
of how far I can push things 
and keep it reliable enough.
Matt Almond

Compression ratio (CR) 
as we mostly discuss it 

is based on the static 
compression ratio. It’s a ratio 
calculated using the swept 
volume capacity (that 
covered by the sweep of the 
piston in its bore) of a single 
cylinder from whichever 
all-up engine capacity is 
concerned, and the unswept 
volume of that cylinder. The 

latter is a combination 
totalling the capacities of 
combustion chamber, head 
gasket, piston dish if any, and 
deck height (the volume 
above the piston to the block 
face). Though widely used and 
accepted as a decent rule to 
go by, it does not take in to 
account the flow efficiency of 
the cylinder head or how 
much and for how long the 
valves are open (overlap) 
when the piston is at top dead 
centre (TDC). The latter has a 
marked effect on cylinder 
filling at this point. This causes 
some dilution and/or loss of 
the incoming charge (fresh 
fuel and air mix). Cams with 
less overlap lose less of the 
incoming charge (better 
trapping efficiency) by the two 
valves being open at the same 
time. Sportier cams have the 
valves open for longer at TDC 
so tend to lose more of that 
fresh charge , particularly at 
lower engine speeds. 
Consequently it is the norm 
for sportier camshafts to be 
quoted as requiring a higher 

Unfortunately there is 
nothing currently available 

as sticky as that lovely A048R 
165/55x12 tyre that is road legal. 
The closest performance tyre 
that is road legal is probably the 
A539 as used by the Mighty Mini 
runners and riders as their 
regulation tyre.

COUGHING MINI
Can you help diagnose a 
fault on my Mini British 

Open? It’s coughing and 
spluttering a lot, and I can’t get 
it above 4000rpm. Sometimes, 
it feels like it has no power at all. 
I’ve pulled the fuel pipe off the 
carb and it seems to be getting 
through fine. Any ideas? The car 
is all standard at the moment.
Matty

Not much at all to go on 
here. Although there is 

fuel coming out of the fuel line 

once removed, that does not 
give the fuel line and fuel feed 
system a clean bill of health. Cars 
that have only ever had their fuel 
tanks part-filled suffer from 
internal corrosion of the tank 
surface. This enters the fuel 
system typically as a red-brown 
contaminant – effectively rust. 
When it is in particulate form, it 
passes through the fuel system 
reasonably easily, but over time 
it collects in the base of the carb 
float bowl. Sometimes small 
‘chunks’ get released, ending up 
in the jet/jet feed tube. These 
can act as a ‘flap’ in the tube, 
being ‘tipped’ to block the tube 
by the flow of the fuel through it. 
Larger rust particles can be flakes 
of a sufficient size to block the 
main fuel line. So as a start you 

need to make sure the entire fuel 
line from front to rear is clear of 
any such detritus. This can be 
done without disconnecting, or 
renewing, the fuel line by first 
ensuring you have a minimal fuel 
level in the fuel tank. Disconnect 
the fuel line that feeds the pump, 
then remove the fuel tank filler 
cap. Use an airline set to about 
25-30 psi and blow through the 
fuel line from the fuel pump end, 
then reconnect/refit all the 
relevant parts. 

Next, remove the carb float 
bowl lid and draw out as much 
fuel as you can from it. Remove 
the carb suction chamber (‘dash 
pot’) and piston, being careful 
not to damage/bend the brass 
fuelling needle sticking out the 
bottom of the piston. Cover the 

float bowl with a rag and hold 
this in place. Use the air line set 
at around 10-15 psi to blow 
through the jet from the orifice 
in the base of the carb choke 
(where the needle sits in). This 
will eject anything caught in the 
jet tube. Refit everything and see 
how the engine runs. 

Compression ratio has little to 

do with bhp requirement.

As you can gather, there is 
no easy or straightforward 
answer. Typically, when 
standard cams and cylinder 
heads were used, a 
reasonable hike in CR tends 
to pay dividends. This is 
mainly because of the poor 
flow efficiency of the head, 
but also in certain engine 
specs because of the piston 
crown architecture. The limit 
is reached when the minimal 
valve overlap at TDC 
becomes the problem. CR 
has very little to do with bhp 
requirement. It is an 
ingredient in it that must 
work with the other factors. 
Where using the stock MG 
Metro cam and the standard 
MG Metro cylinder head I 
would suggest running no 
more than 9.75:1 CR.

CR than standard spec 
cams. Too high a CR and the 
engine will lose 
performance from pumping 
loses – the piston having to 
work hard against expelling 
the burnt exhaust gases. 

As implicated earlier, 
cylinder head flow efficiency, 
or effectiveness, has a similar 
effect. The more efficient/
effective a cylinder head is, 
the higher the volume of the 
fresh intake charge will get 
into the cylinder. The more 
that does, the less CR is 
needed to produce best 
performance by comparison 
to an inefficient/ineffective 
cylinder head. Then there is 
combustion chamber 
efficiency, in other words the 
ability to burn as much of the 
fresh incoming charge as fast 
and completely as possible. 
This is affected by the 
architecture of the 
combustion chamber in the 
head, the dish capacity, shape 
and position of the piston 
crown, and the squish band of 
the piston crown edge.

Fuel lines can become 

blocked with detritus.

“Larger rust particles can be flakes of a sufficient size  
to block the main fuel line...”
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The latest Mini products 

OIL TRANSFER PIPE
£64.80
Calver ST’s new dash 8 oil transfer pipe features unions 
to fit the odd-ball sized 11/16-inch UNF blocks and filter 
heads as used on the 1991-on 12A engines, and is a direct 
replacement for the standard metal tube with its 
unreliable O-ringed end unions. With its stainless steel 
braided hose and bespoke-manufactured aluminium 
block and filter head unions, it’s suited to road sport and 
short endurance competition use where no oil cooler is 
needed. Order as part number CST3021.
� 01653 691380 � www.calverst.com

CLUBMAN INDICATOR UNITS
£66.60 each

At last! After being unavailable for what seems like forever, 
you can now buy complete Mini Clubman indicator/side light 
units again courtesy of Mini Spares. The original base tooling 

by Lucas was scrapped, so it had to be copied. The units 
come complete with the body-to-lamp seal and lens-to-lamp 
seal, which along with the lens, are both available separately 
if required. Order as part number ADU3017 for the left-hand 

unit or ADU3018 for the right-hand version.
� 01707 607700 � www.minispares.com

REBOUND BUFFERS
£4 each
These polyurethane rebound 
buffers are new to MiniMine’s 
range of Polyflex bushes. A direct 
replacement for the stock rubber 
type, they prevent the top 
suspension arm crashing into the front 
subframe on full droop. They are said to be 
harder wearing than the rubber types, and 
won’t degrade in the same way. They also 
have stainless bases to prevent corrosion.
� 01782 595999

ROLL CENTRE ADJUSTERS
£38.40 per pair
Used to stop increased roll resulting from lowered 
suspension, these new roll centre adjusters replace 
the bottom ball joints on the Mini and bring the roll 
centre closer to the centre of the vehicle’s mass. They 
can be used on all models of classic Mini from 1959-
2000, and come suppled as a pair. Order as part 
number SPDFM-RCA-MINI.
� 01282 778731 � www.minisport.com

PISTON RINGS
£69.60 (small-bore set of four), 
£71.40 (large-bore set of four)
Russell Engineering cast aluminium pistons have 
now been available for well over a decade, and 
have been used in a plethora of A-Series engines 
worldwide for all sorts of road, race and turbo 
applications. Handily, Calver Special Tuning is now 
carrying significant stocks of replacement ring 
sets for the whole range of small and large-bore 
pistons. These are top quality rings as supplied by 
the piston manufacturer.
� 01653 691380 � www.calverst.com
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RACING COOLANT KIT
£750
MED’s Racing Electric Coolant Kit has been designed as a 
complete cooling solution for competition Minis such as Se7ens, 
Miglias and hillclimb cars where removable front ends are 
commonplace. The kit comes with all you need to upgrade to a 
MED Extreme front-mounted radiator and Davies Craig electric 
coolant pump, with a black silicone hose kit, bespoke aluminium 
hose joiners, MED header tank with Stant racing cap, coolant 
pump blanking plate, hose clips and a Cooper carb thermostat 
housing with take-off also included.
� 01455 618464 � www.med-engineering.co.uk

MED RACING WHEEL
£200 each
MED has launched this stunning new three-piece split-rim 
racing wheel. Measuring 7x10-inch with an ET-14 offset, 
it’s primarily aimed at Mini Miglia race cars using wide arch 
extensions and Dunlop racing tyres. It features a silver 
CNC-machined billet aluminium centre with a polished 
outer rim, and is supplied with stainless steel bolts and 
tyre valves. The wheel provides clearance for up to 7.9-
inch vented front disc set-ups, while front wing 
modifications will be essential. It’s not designed for road 
use, but many probably will!
� 01455 618464 � www.med-engineering.co.uk

IN-LINE HEATER VALVE
£30
The black plastic in-line heater valve fitted to 1989-on 
Minis can be prone to seizing up, but thanks to Mini 
Sport, brand new replacements can be purchased. 
There are two versions; one fitted to Minis 1989-1996 
including late carburettor models and SPi cars, and the 
later MPi type, which was located inside the car rather 
than the engine bay. With some plumbing work, either 
could provide a good alternative to the head-mounted 
heater tap fitted to earlier cars. Order as JJB10011 for 
1989-96 cars, and JJB100260 for MPi cars.
� 01282 778731 � www.minisport.com

WEBER AIR FILTER 
£65
This Weber 45DCOE air filter kit is new from MED. 
It includes a genuine ITG foam filter and alloy 
backplate to suit standard Weber fitment, making 
it a more compact alternative to the firm’s DCR 
intake system, yet still allowing for the internal 
addition of standard-fitment Weber ram pipes. 
It’s fixed in place using the standard Weber ram 
pipe screws.
� 01455 618464 � www.med-engineering.co.uk 
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A
lmost any fuel pump is capable of 
delivering sufficient fuel for even 
the most monstrous, fire-

breathing A-Series engine if the throttle 
pedal never sees more than around 25 per 
cent of its travel, simply because you are 

only using a very small amount of the 
power potential. It’s all about calorific 
value – it takes about the same amount of 
fuel to produce the same power from any 
engine. But once you bury the loud pedal 
for any period, a massive mixture lean-
out will occur along with the potential for 

FUEL PUMP OPTIONSFUEL PUMP OPTIONS
Keith discusses fuel pumps and what you need to 
cope with different levels of A-Series performance.

KEITH CALVER
Keith has been Mini Magazine’s tech expert 
since we launched in 1996. Keith’s Mini CV 
speaks for itself: he joined the motorsport 
scene as a Miglia competitor in 1978, before a 
five–year stint at the Mini Spares Centre 
(London) in the early ’80s. Now independent, 
Keith builds race engines for numerous 
disciplines. His 1275 GT race car and sharing 
his vast amount of Mini knowledge are also 
main focuses.

big, expensive engine damage. A fuel line 
with too small a bore causes similar 
problems when maximum power is 
sought. The standard OE-fitment pumps 
are pretty good up to a point, but subject 
to the same limitations of aftermarket 

electric pumps – specifically, that of 
sustaining delivery when the engine’s 
maximum performance is used for 
protracted periods.

Another consideration is accelerative 
performance, where you go from 
bumbling along at 30mph, then in the 

A Facet interrupter-type pump 
fitted to a modified Mini.

“The standard OE-fitment pumps are 
pretty good up to a point...”
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MANUFACTURER:  Burlen Limited
MODEL:  SU electric points triggered  
TYPE:  Diaphragm/EMF
DELIV. PRESSURE:  2.0 - 3.0psi
FLOW RATE:  7 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 90bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  Standard application black bodied pump
FITTINGS TYPE:  Plastic fuel banjos built in
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  1/4-inch (3/16-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  All standard and mildly tuned road-going 
motors where single SUs or twin 1.25-inch SUs are used. 
COMMENTS:  The original standard fitment fuel pump, mounted on the inner edge of the left 
subframe ‘leg’. Prone to points degradation and terminal/connection corrosion because of 
exposure to the elements and road grime/muck. A good dowsing in Waxoyl or similar is highly 
recommended after servicing/fitment. Points are replaceable, found under the end cap where 
the power supply terminal is (left end in pic), joint covered by tape and SU band.

blink of an eye you drop two gear ratios 
and floor it. This can cause a lean out if 
the pump isn’t delivering enough fuel fast 
enough (flow), possibly further hampered 
by incorrect fuel line size. Both of these 
scenarios have caused endless numbers of 
anguished folk and confused less-
knowledgeable rolling road operators 
where engines persist in running lean at 
the top end of their performance 
envelope. That’s in spite of how rich they 
try to make the mixture by way of 
changing needle profiles, or in the case of 
Webers/Dellortos, the jets.  

FACET FACTS
Facet features heavily on these pages 
because it has supplied excellent value, 
extremely reliable and easy-to-install 
pumps for aeons. It uses two main types 
of pump actuation – the ‘solid state’ and 
the ‘interrupter’ type. Solid state works by 
a ‘pushing’ motion provided by a valve 
controlled by EMF (electromotive force). 
This design has a feeble ‘suck’ on the inlet 
side, so needs mounting as low as possible 
in the car, or at least as near the height of 
the bottom of the tank as possible, to 
avoid problems. Contrary to popular 
opinion these pumps are much louder in 
use than the interrupter-type pumps. 

The Interrupter types work by using 
electromotive force to drive a diaphragm 
that sucks in fuel through the inlet port, 
and a one-way valve that closes when the 
diaphragm reverses operation to force the 
fuel out through another one-way valve. 
Once the required pressure is reached – 
regulated by either the carb flow valve in 
the float bowl or by auxiliary pressure 
regulator – an internal valve opens so the 
fuel circulates within the pump cavity 
until further flow is needed. These 
pumps can be mounted pretty much 
anywhere, including under the bonnet if 
necessary, because the diaphragm design 
provides a very strong ‘suck’ on the inlet 
side. Identification reference numbers 

MANUFACTURER:  Burlen Limited
MODEL:  SU transistorised electric points triggered                         
TYPE:  Diaphragm/EMF
DELIV. PRESSURE:  2.0 - 3.0psi
FLOW RATE:  7 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 90bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  Standard application black bodied pump
FITTINGS TYPE:  Plastic fuel banjos built in
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  1/4-inch (3/16-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  All standard and mildly tuned road-going 
motors where single SUs or twin 1.25-inch SUs are used. 
COMMENTS:  Looking absolutely identical to the original points-driven type, this version is now 
a fairly common fit in place of the original for total reliability. It even ticks like the original 
points triggered one! The transistorised switch simply replaces the points under the end cap as 
per the points-driven original. Available for both negative and positive ground vehicles.

MANUFACTURER:  Burlen Limited
MODEL:  SU mechanical                     
TYPE:  Lever-operated diaphragm
DELIV. PRESSURE:  3.0psi
FLOW RATE:  unknown
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 90bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  Aluminium cast ‘clam’ type body
FITTINGS TYPE:  Built-in aluminium fuel banjo unions
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  1/4-inch (3/16-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  All standard and mildly tuned road-going 
motors where single SUs or twin 1.25-inch SUs are used. 
COMMENTS:  A very reliable and surprisingly capable pump. 
Relative ease of fitment on the back of the engine block driven by the cam (except genuine S 
and Cooper engines) makes this a firm favourite with many and not as feeble as many would 
have you think. Just bare in mind the expressed limitations.

This is the essential spacer/insulator block required for a mechanical 
fuel pump. It gives the correct pre-load of the pump lever against the 
camshaft. On the later SU mechanical pumps it also helps retain the 
lever spindle pin visible in the picture of the pump. There was a heap 
of trouble when these new pumps first came out because its 
predecessor used an insulator block with a wider 
hole in that didn’t support the new-style lever 
spindle pin. Consequently the pins were 
popping out, rendering the pump 
inoperable. Some aftermarket pumps don’t 
use the spacer at all, so make sure you 
have the correct fittings for your pump.

A Facet solid-state pump – very compact until you screw 
in the necessary pre-pump fuel filter. The three solid-
state versions are all identical externally except 
where the reference part number has been stamped 
into one of the mounting ‘feet’. Make sure it is 
plumbed in the correct way round – fuel flow 
enters the pump through the longer hexagonal 
section and exits from the shorter one. The flow 
direction is stamped into one side of the pump body. 
Where the anti-vibration mounting kit (rubber bobbins) 
have been used, ensure there is an earthing wire connecting 
the pump body ‘feet’ to the bodywork to earth the pump.

1

2

3  

4  
5  
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are stamped into one of the mounting 
‘feet’, and there’s a built-in pre-pump 
filter housed in the screw-off end on the 
left end of the pump. This should be 
serviced/cleaned periodically to prevent 
pump blockage/fuel starvation to the 
carb/carbs.

MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  Standard road
TYPE:  Solid state
DELIV. PRESSURE:  2.5-3.0psi
FLOW RATE:  12 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 90bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  40105 stamped into mounting bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/8-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  1/4-inch (13/16-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  Ideal replacement for standard fuel pumps – either 
mechanical or electrical – for a vast majority of standard or mildly-
tuned road cars using a single 1.25/1.5/1.75-inch SU or twin 1.25-inch 
SU carbs
COMMENTS:  Anti-vibration mounts highly recommended to reduce 
excessive noise being transferred into the cabin. Fuel unions required 
as not supplied with pump. You must also use a pre-filter to prevent 
premature failure. Suitable for negative earth vehicles only.

MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  Competition
TYPE:  Solid state
DELIV. PRESSURE:  6.0-7.25psi
FLOW RATE:  25 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  120-plus bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  Number 40107 stamped into the mounting 
bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/8-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  5/16-inch (1/4-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  For big-bore motors or heavily-tuned 1275s and 
race small-bore motors where a 1.75-inch single or twin 1.5/1.75-
inch SUs are fitted. Not really suitable for big capacity or high bhp 
race motors using twin-choke Weber or Dellortos, or split set-ups, 
because of a lower flow rate than the interrupter pump type. 
COMMENTS:  Anti-vibration mounts highly recommended to 
reduce excessive noise being transferred into the cabin. Fuel 
unions required as not supplied with pump. You must also use a 
pre-filter to prevent premature failure. Suitable for negative earth 
vehicles only.

MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  Fast road
TYPE:  Solid state
DELIV. PRESSURE:  4.0-5.5psi
FLOW RATE:  18 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 120bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  40106 stamped into mounting bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/8-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  5/16-inch (1/4-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  For big-bore road motors or heavily-tuned small-bore 
motors where a 1.75-inch single or twin 1.5-inch SUs are fitted. OK for 
small-bore competition motor used with single SU or twin 1.25-inch 
SUs carbs.
COMMENTS:  Anti-vibration mounts highly recommended to reduce 
excessive noise being transferred into the cabin. Fuel unions required 
as not supplied with pump. You must also use a pre-filter to prevent 
premature failure. Suitable for negative earth vehicles only.

 Once primed and in operation these 
pumps are reasonably quiet. They are also 
ideal where a back-up second pump for 
endurance events (such as rallying) is 
required since they will suck and blow 
through each other despite only one 
pump working, and where twin fuel 

tanks with twin pumps are required. 
In either case it is essential to use 

suitably-sized fuel lines, the quoted sizes 
being for the whole length of the hose 
from tank to carb, not just from pump to 
solid fuel line. And it’s flow that’s the 
main requirement, not pressure. 

6  7  

8 
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MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  ‘Gold Top’ (Silver Top Competition)
TYPE:  Interrupter/diaphragm EMF
DELIV. PRESSURE:  5.0 – 6.0 psi
FLOW RATE:  30 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 200bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  480 530 stamped into mounting bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/8-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  5/16-inch (1/4-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  Big-capacity A-Series engines producing in excess of 
90bhp and where twin-choke Weber or Dellorto carbs including split 
set-ups are used, or twin 1.5/1.75-inch SUs. Competition use only.
COMMENTS:  Must use a pressure regulator between pump and carb/
carbs. Combined regulator/filter highly recommend to minimise fuel-
borne debris getting into the carb/carbs. Fuel unions are required as 
they are not supplied with pump. Anti-vibration mounts 
recommended. Suitable for negative earth vehicles only.

A pre-filter is essential for the longevity of solid-state pumps. It screws 
directly into the pump intake port and is a non-cleanable, disposable 
item. It also adds considerably to the fitted size of the pump, so make 
sure it is fitted if you are fitting one to a car not previously equipped. If 
you buy a car with a solid-state pump fitted but no pre-filter, suspect 
that pump wear will be an issue in the near future.

The anti-vibration mounting kit, essential for the Facet range of 
pumps if you want to retain your sanity when driving the car. Solid-
mounting the pump in a race car is one thing since it’ll be drowned 
out by the cacophony of other sounds, but in a road car they are 
seriously loud if solid-mounted – in fact, the solid-state ones are loud 
when rubber-mounted.  If you’re fitting one to the rear bulkhead, I 
strongly advise sticking one of those bitumen-type sound deadening 
pads on the inside of the panel over the mounting area. The cable is 
used to earth the pump and is fitted by looping it from one side of the 
mount to the other and making contact between the pump body/
mounting bracket foot and bodyshell.

MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  ‘Silver Top’
TYPE:  Interrupter/diaphragm EMF
DELIV. PRESSURE:  4.0 - 4.5 psi
FLOW RATE:  18 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Up to 160
IDENTIFICATION:  476 087 stamped into mounting bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/8-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  5/16-inch (1/4-inch bore)
APPLICATION:  Most A-Series engines producing in excess of 120bhp 
and where twin-choke Weber or Dellorto carbs are used, or twin 
1.5/1.75-inch SUs. It’s particularly suited to competition use.
COMMENTS:  Must use a pressure regulator between pump and carb/
carbs. Combined regulator/filter highly recommend to minimise fuel-
borne debris getting into the carb/carbs. This picture shows the latest-
spec Facet pump with the new plain decal covering. Previous versions 
had a ‘Tartan’ decal covering to denote a change in spec when the 
electrical supply cable was fitted directly into the body instead of via 
a separate ‘post’ sticking out of the body used on the first versions. 
Fuel unions are required as they are not supplied with pump. Anti-
vibration mounts recommended. Again, it’s suitable for negative earth 
vehicles only.

“It’s flow that’s the main 
requirement, not pressure...”

9  10  
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Straight fuel unions for the Facet range; the larger bore/threaded one 
on left for ‘Red Top’ Interrupter pump only. In the centre is a 5/16-inch 
fuel pipe connector for all other pumps, and on the right is standard-
bore fuel pipe connector.

Filter King glass-bowled combined fuel filter and pressure regulator. 
The replaceable filter is obviously visible through glass bowl. The 
pressure is regulated by adjusting screw under chromed, domed nut 
on top of ally casting. A fuel pressure gauge is required to do this so is 
not generally within the realms of the DIY-er. However, any decent 
garage should be able to do this for you. They generally come pre-set 
at 2.5 to 3.0 psi. Note how inlet and outlet ports are staggered for 
either 1/4-inch or 5/16-inch fuel hose use. When using 5/16-inch you 
remove the smaller-bore section. These are now no longer legal for 
race car applications.

MANUFACTURER:  Facet
MODEL:  ‘Red Top’ (often referred to as ‘Works Red Top’)
TYPE:  Interrupter/diaphragm EMF
DELIV. PRESSURE:  6.0 – 7.25psi
FLOW RATE:  40 gallons per hour
BHP CAPABILITY:  Over 200bhp
IDENTIFICATION:  480 532 stamped into mounting bracket foot
FITTINGS TYPE:  1/4-inch NPTF thread size
FUEL LINE DIAMETER:  5/16-inch (1/4-inch bore)
APPLICATION Monster A-Series engines producing in excess of 
130bhp and where twin-choke Weber or Dellorto carbs are used 
including split set-ups, or twin 1.5/1.75-inch SUs are used. 
Competition use only.
COMMENTS:  Must use a pressure regulator between pump and carb/
carbs. Combined regulator/filter highly recommend to minimise fuel-
borne debris getting into the carb/carbs. Note the  increased size of 
inlet/outlet ports/fitting threads compared to Silver and Gold Top 
versions. Fuel unions are required as they are not supplied with pump. 
Anti-vibration mounts recommended. Suitable for negative earth 
vehicles only.

Apart from the reference number stamped in to one of the mounting 
‘feet’, the only other externally recognisable difference between the 
three interrupter pumps is on the ‘Red Top’ competition pump (right). 
The connector ports are much bigger than the other two.

90-degree fuel unions for the Facet pumps. These are useful when the 
pump has to be installed in a tight spot and where fuel hoses can’t be 
sticking out all over the place. Note the bigger bore/thread size of the 
top ones – these are for the ‘Red Top’ Interrupter type – the only 
pump here that has the larger fuel ports.

13  
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An ally-bowled Filter King combined filter/pressure regulator is now 
required for race purposes as the glass-bowled variant is considered a 
serious safety risk. It works in exactly the same way as the glass-
bowled one. Inlet and outlet ports are for 5/16-inch fuel hose.

Sytec also make these really cool in-line cleanable fuel filters. Again 
they’re easy to use and fit, and their small dimensions make them easy 
to fit anywhere. And again – two sizes are available for the two 
commonly used fuel hose sizes, so get the right one.

These stainless steel braid covered hoses items look smarter than 
standard rubber ones, and the armoured effect helps make them a 
good deal safer than most of the plastic/rubber stuff around. They are 
readily available in a variety of pre-cut lengths. Make sure you get the 
necessary hose clamps to go with them though as they do not come 
supplied with the hoses. Some of the cheaper versions are not well 
made, the ends separating in use. I prefer top quality rubber hose and 
proper hose clamps.

This is the Sytec (formerly Purolator) dial-type fuel pressure regulator. 
These are fantastic things as they are very compact and easy to use. 
What you do need to remember is that the pressure graduations on 
the rim are not ‘pounds per square inch’ as usually used in fuel 
delivery systems. They are rated at some weird ‘water pressure drop’ 
scale that reads higher than ‘psi’. So ‘3’ on the regulator scale is 
actually more like 2-ish psi. And totally ignore the pressure settings 
recommended on the instructions – they simply don’t work! You need 
to set the dial at ‘3’ for SU duty and ‘3.5’ or ‘4’ for Weber/Dellorto duty. 
There are two versions available that concern us, one supplied with 
unions for 1/4-inch fuel hose and one with unions for 5/16-inch fuel 
hose, so make sure you get the right one for your set-up.

T-pieces for where dual carb feed lines are needed such as for twin 
SUs or split Weber/Dellortos. As with most of the fuel delivery 
componentry, they are available for 1/4-inch (right) and 5/16-inch fuel 
hoses. They can also be usefully employed as a connection to fit a fuel 
pressure gauge to.

A Facet solid-state installation in the boot. It 
impedes into the boot space but not too 
badly. Here it is well clear of the full-sized 
spare wheel/tyre. While it functions 
perfectly well for the engine 
application as mounted here – a 
warmed up 1071cc engine that rarely 
sees flat-out use – it is not ideal for 
the solid state pump. Lower would be 
much better, like mounting on the rear 
subframe. The only issue there is all the 
crud that could cover it and corrode the 
terminals/cables – a fate suffered by many 
an electric SU on early Minis, requiring a rap with 
hammer or such like to kick-start it, or at least until 
this no longer had any effect and it was dead forever! If mounting on 
the subframe underneath the car, cover copiously with Waxoyl or 
similar to enhance longevity of performance.

“Some of the cheaper versions 
are not well made...”
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different engines, which has now been 
confirmed by the ACO files. It did 
indeed have three different Cooper S 
units, and I now even have the right 
engine numbers!

But the wealth of information is not 
even the best part. The ACO do not 
send over their material to everyone. 
The fact that they just did so means 
they have now officially approved my 
car as the real deal. And to say they 
take things seriously is certainly no 
exaggeration. To get to this point, I 
had to send all of the possible evidence 
that I had over to an ACO jury. When 
the head of the Heritage Department 
contacted me six weeks later with the 
now classic words “It’s good” there’s 

no doubt it made my day! Big thanks 
to Gérard Boulin for getting me in 
touch with the right person in the first 
place plus Stéphanie Lopé and 
Antoine Letrésor at the Automobile 
Club de l’Ouest. 

With the files also came some 
photographs I hadn’t seen before – all 
good for reference. I’ve also been lucky 
to receive a multitude of historical 
photographs over the last couple of 
months from enthusiasts, so my own 
file on the car keeps on growing and 
now contains over 200 images, some 
from the strangest of sources. They 
have already proved to be a much-
valued source of information for the 
restoration work.

In the meantime I also had another 
trip to the UK – many thanks to 
DFDS Seaways for getting me there 
safely again. I was over to see the now 
bare shell and discuss body repairs 
with Peter and Paul at Seventies Car 
Restoration in West Yorkshire, who 
have been trusted to carry out the 
work. Initially the idea was to bring 
the shell to the soda blaster in order to 
get rid of the many layers of paint that 
had been applied since 1966, but after 

T here’s exiting news for my Le 
Mans Mini Marcos project. 
This time it comes from the 

Automobile Club de l’Ouest (ACO), 
organisers of the Le Mans 24-hour 
race for as long as human memory 
can remember. It has its own Heritage 
department too, which includes the 
Le Mans museum with some 100 cars 
on permanent display, and an archive 
spanning historic files on just about 
all of the cars that ever took part. This 
included my Marcos, so it’s no 
surprise that I was keen on seeing 
them for myself!

After many weeks of waiting, it sent 
me copies of its full file on car number 
50 in the 1966 24-hour race. This 
means all the documents are there, 
from the very first application form to 
all the official records that the ACO 
took at the 12 different posts where it 
checked, verified, measured and 
weighed the car prior to the race on 
June 18, 1966. It’s all dated and full of 
technical detail – a gold mine for the 
restoration. One of the mysteries of 
my car was the actual engine used 
during the race. Up until now I’ve 
found out that it probably had three 

The real deal
Jeroen receives some prized information about his Le Mans Marcos project. 

The many layers of paint were 
painstakingly removed by hand.

New historical photographs of 
the Marcos keep on coming in.

Jeroen Booij 
Maximum Mini writer

MINI LIFE My first car 
was a Mini, and many 
more followed, but the 
focus became more and 
more on kit cars and 
specials, and more and 
more on researching them 
rather then owning them. 
I’ve tracked down several 
long-lost obscurities and 
wrote three books on 
Mini-based vehicles so far, 
known as the Maximum 
Mini trilogy of terrors.

MINI SPEC 1966 Le Mans 
Mini Marcos. This car came 
with a 1289cc Cooper ‘S’ 
engine, AEA649 camshaft, 
AEG480 crank, AEG163 
head, AEG333 gearbox 
casing with straight- cut 
close-ratio gears, SU H4 
carburettors, double 
radiators and much more 
but is now a bare shell!

MINIS OWNED
1966 Le Mans  
Mini Marcos

1. Restore tank and 
pedal box.

2. Find or reproduce 
second seat.

3. Restore the 
magnesium wheels.

To do list
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much deliberation we finally decided 
that it would be better to remove it all 
by hand. This was mainly carried out 
by Paul during much of the summer! 
It turned out to be a good decision as 
Paul removed the layers one-by-one, 
revealing more history as he went. He 
not only perfectly located the roundels 
on the doors and at the rear, but also 
the original ‘50’ that was painted on 
all those years ago! 

Some more holes came to light too, 
for the wing mirror, bonnet straps and 
even some of the ones for the radiator 
grille. We also closely examined the 
rear wheel arches; they been badly cut 
and repaired, but we concluded that 
they could be saved. The same goes 
for the double-skinned floors. The top 
layer was cut off at some stage, 
probably because the balsa wood that 
must have been in there for 
reinforcement got water-logged. 
Another head scratcher is the roll bar, 
which has been cut out for unknown 
reasons. I have made many 
photographs of a similar cage in the 

very similar car of Gary Marlow, so 
we can reproduce one that is really 
close to the original.

With the body shell over in 
Yorkshire and me in The Netherlands, 
it was also good to finally be able to 
trial fit some of the parts I had 
collected. The rear lights, parking 
lights, side indicators and spot lights 
all fitted perfectly in the holes that 
were there, and the same went for the 
bonnet straps and locks. I still need to 
find more parts, but have now found 
what I believe to be the correct seat. 
Unfortunately I have only one, so I’ll 
have to see if I can find another or 
re-fabricate one as the car originally 
had two. I have also bought a spare set 
of ultra-rare magnesium wheels, 
made by Chris Lawrence in 1963, 
which need restoring. They are 
corroded but look OK to me, though I 
am lead to believe that this is a delicate 
matter and will need another 
specialist’s eye. I’ll find out about that 
in the next few weeks, so hopefully I 
will be able to tell you more soon. 

Just some of the parts that have been collected. The rear end has been damaged at some point.

The side indicator lights fit beautifully in these holes.

The wheel arches have also come off, and need repair.

Part of old race number is revealed.“Paul removed the layers one-by-
one, revealing more history...”

Prized files from the ACO.
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1. Build up suspension 
and hubs for fitting.

2. Complete head mods.
3. Get on with  

gearbox build up.

To do list

Back on the build
Work resumes on Keith’s long-running Clubman Estate build saga.

plastic plugs/caps I bought a long 
while back now, plus an assortment of 
various sizes and shapes accumulated 
from stuff purchased over the years. It 
is always worth hanging on to these 
things! Suspending the parts in the 
entrance to my grinding pit makes 
painting a cinch, especially as I can 
run the down-draught bench to drag 
away over-spray. Now I just need to 
assemble all the parts.

I am now on my third head for this 
project 1218cc engine, as the previous 
two got sold to customers in more 
desperate need than me – one for a 
similar engine build for a road car in 
the Antipodes, the other, interestingly, 
for a Formula Junior race car. There’s 
a bit of a story about that one, but in 
short it achieved what was required. 
In fact, it surprised by performing 

better than expected. The large 
capacity of this engine with flat top 
pistons means the combustion 
chambers can be markedly 
de-shrouded, very usefully in aiding 
gas flow. So far I have managed to get 
the intake valve throats and ports 
re-worked and am getting on with the 
exhaust ports when time allows. 

A few weeks ago, I finally caught 
up on all the outstanding jobs 
caused by my post-Asian 

sojourn – good news as it means I get 
my evenings and weekends back to get 
on stuff that needs doing outside 
work. Catching up with friends and 
family has been high on the agenda, 
closely followed by getting work done 
on my Mini fleet. The Clubby Estate is 
the priority as it’s the closest to being 
roadworthy, and I need to get it out of 
the garage to make space for the Mini 
Thirty project, though Karin is still 
waiting for a Mini as a daily driver to 
replace her hated Renault Clio. 

I still haven’t got around to treating 
the rusty parts on the front panel of 
the Clubby, so haven’t fitted the now 
lovely black subframe. I dug out the 
suspension components from it that I 
had refurbished a while back. Well, I 
thought I had. Seems I only got as far 
as applying de-rusting/rust 
preventative paint and the under-coat 
paint for the chassis black top coat. A 
careful rub over the parts with some 
medium grit abrasive paper was 
needed to key the long-dried and hard 
surface. Then I had to re-plug all the 
relevant holes, done using some 

Keith Calver
Minimag Tech Expert

MINI LIFE Started out as  
‘a hand with the spanners’ 
to my cousin Peter who’d 
just started racing in Mini 
Miglias. Spent fortunes at 
Mini Spares Centre 
building a couple of 
Miglias before joining the 
company for 5 years. 
During my ‘Mini Life’ I’ve 
had everything on the 
road from bog standard 
850s to Monstrous 1600s 
and every conceivable 
variation in between.

MINI SPEC Clubman 
shell undergoing a 
serious diet. Latest engine 
spec will be 1330cc with 
Marine Engineering 
crankshaft, billet steel 
con-rods, bespoke made 
one-off forged pistons. 
Cam will be a Graham 
Russell 308 full-race item, 
with large diameter cam 
followers. New venturi-
spec cylinder head, 1.4:1-
ratio solid steel CST 
rockers, MSC competition 
push rods and Weber 
45DCOE on Maniflow 
five-inch inlet manifold. 
MSC Clubman s/cut or 
MBE Race Engineering 
dog box, MSC EVO drop 
gears, MSC EVO (Tran-X) 
LSD, AVO dampers, 8.4-
inch slotted discs, MSC 
four-pot ally callipers, 
Mintex F4R pads, 6 x12-
inch MB split rims, 
Yokohama A048R tyres. 

MINIS OWNED
1275 GT Racer
1990 Mini City
1985 Ol’ Red
1973 Clubman
1989 Mini City E
1989 Mini Thirty

Convenient place to hang 
parts for painting, the 
entrance to my grinding pit.

Large capacity motor allows big 
chamber de-shrouding. Getting on with the port work.

Prepped for top coat, 
and plugged using 
hoarded plastic bungs.





The best insurance
for your classic car

Call Free-phone

0808 278 1111
www.quotemyclassic.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

QuoteMyClassic
Policy benefits subject to the type of cover selected
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Unit 7, Plot 11, Arley Way, Atherton, M46 9BE

SMITHS
CLASSIC
MINI

GAUGE
Digital replica of
the Smiths classic

mini gauge
available in 90 and
130 MPH and Black

or Magnolia
Dial face.
Also now
available in
120 MPH.

01564 775522
www.digital-speedos.co.uk

120 MP

See us at
Stanford
Hall
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We are a small family run business dedicated to supplying and
building engines for all purposes. Whether it be a standard 998
or a full race spec 1380, we can provide a product to suit your

needs and budget.
Other services include cylinder head porting and unleaded

conversions which are all carried out in house,
Find us on Facebook @jwengines or online at

www.jwengines.com

HistoricMotorsport

Tel 01274 585803 Mobile 07876 615 324
www.acespeed.co.uk

AceSpeed sell, restore & prepare minis for road, rally, track days & race
championship, as well as supply spares, advice & commission sales.

Also being a full MOT service station
we can repair Minis and other makes of
cars at our fully equipped workshop.

We compete and prepare cars for Mighty Mini,
Super, Extreme Mighty Mini Championships.
Rally, Historic Race, Hill-climbing, Sprinting,
Drag racing and Auto Testing. We also provide competition and fast road

cccaaarrr sssuuussspppeeennnsssiiiooonnn ssseeettt uuuppp dddrrraaawwwiiinnnggg fffrrrooommm ooouuurrr 333555 yyyeeeaaarrrsss ooofff eeexxxpppeeerrriiieeennnccceee.

www.12voltplanet.co.uk
Tel: 01865 236446 Email: sales@12voltplanet.co.uk

facebook.com/12voltplanet twitter.com/12voltplanet

Auto electrical components and
accessories for all your vehicle wiring
needs. 1000s of parts in stock for
immediate dispatch with fast delivery.
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Call Tom 07969 681328 or David 07828 912986

We also sell castor kits and shell dollies
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OVER 3000 ROLLOVER J IGS SOLD!
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Available from £250



Minimap - find your regional Mini specialist using our UK guide

SUSSEX ROAD & RACE
Littlehampton, Sussex

• General Servicing
• Performance Upgrades
• Suspension Modification
• Engine & Gearbox Rebuilds
• Full Rebuilds & Restorations

01903 715341
www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk

2

CHRIS POOL
Pickering,

North Yorkshire
• Service & Repair

• MOT work & Welding
• Engine Rebuilds & Tuning

• Rolling Road tuning and set up

07957 128229/
07931 324391

7 MINIDIVISION
Stockport,
Cheshire

• Repairs
• Restorations
• Servicing

0161 429 7020
www.minidivision.co.uk

9

NEWENT BODY
REPAIR CENTRE

Newent, Gloucestershire

• Bodywork & Welding
• Painting & Re-sprays
• Full or Part Restoration

01531 820093
www.newentbodyrepairs.co.uk

11

COL’S MINI CENTRE
Redditch,

Worcestershire

• Bodywork & Restoration

• Service & Repair

• MOT Testing

01527 892052

13

COVENTRY CLASSIC
MINIS

Warwickshire
• Servicing & MoT Repairs
• Full/Part Restoration

• Electrical Fault Finding and Repairs
• Custom Fabrication

07824 552470
cov.minis@gmail.com

15

Paul Marshall
Auto&Spray
Kilrea, Co.Derry
• Panel and Paint shop
•Classic mini restoration

specialists
•Parts supply

Tel: 07432041808 /
07801298682
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McDONALD MINIS
Edinburgh,
Scotland

• Servicing & Repairs
• Welding & Bodywork

• Gearbox & Engine Specialists
0131 665 9889

www.mcdonald-minis.co.uk

4Thomas Classic & Modern
Cwmbran
SouthWales
• Restoration
• Repairs
• Servicing

Cars bought and sold

01633 876938
www.thomasclassicandmodern.com

3 G.V.M
Wellington,
Somerset

• Servicing & Repair

• MOT work, Welding,

Brakes etc

01823 665959

5
PAUL HIGGS CARS
Hampshire

• Classic Mini Sales
• Minis at Affordable Prices

• Full classic Mini garage services
07752 414395
01425 839617

www.paulhiggscars.com
pppaul.cars@yyyahoo.co.uk

6

MLMotorsport
Kent

• Mini Specialist 19 years
• Engine/Gearbox/
Stock to Race

• Rebuilds/MoT/Service
01474 825123
Find us on Facebook

8 MIN-ITS
Part of Leacy Classics,

Birmingham,West Midlands
• Extensive parts list

• Full Service, Restoration, MOT
Workshop

• Performance Parts Specialist

0121 356 3003
info@min-its.com

www.leacyclassics.com

10

WOOD & PICKETT
Leatherhead, Surrey

• BMH Specialist Panel Work supplier
& Exclusive Accessories
• All workshop services incl.
restoration, MOT, servicing.

01372 388248
www.woodandpickett.com
wpaccessories@aol.com

12

Minibits UK
Great Kimble, Buckinghamshire

• Mail order restored genuine parts

• Welding

• Re-spray’s & Rebuilds

01844 347 156
sales@minibitsuk.co.uk
www.minibitsuk.co.uk

14

M&CWHITE
MOTOR ENGINEERS
Tavistock, Devon

• Service & Repairs
• Welding
• MOT’s
• Sales

01822 614587

16

THE MINIWORKS
Edinburgh, Scotland

• Bodywork & Painting
• Engine & Gearbox Work
• Parts & Restoration
• Servicing & MOT
07764 196530

www.theminiworks.com

18 ARDS ROVER AND
MINI CENTRE
Newtownards

Belfast Bodywork
& Restoration Painting
& Resprays Service &
Repair Parts

028 9181 3337

20ROGER MOORHOUSE
Car Repairs
Norwich

Mini & Classic Car Specialists
• Restoration

• Service & Repair
07711 100 397

01603 423 522 - out of hours
www.classiccarrepairs-norwich.co.uk
miniclubman12@googlemail.com

17 THE MINI
RESTORATION COMPANY
Rainford, Lancashire
• Full Restoration, Body repairs, Welding

• Paint refinishing
• Mechanical and electrical work
For Restoration projects

FREE recovery / delivery service available subject to distance
30 day ‘No Quibble’ money back guarantee.

01744 808900
www.theminirestorationcompany.co.uk
info@theminirestorationcompany.co.uk

19

19

20
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The ideal way to contact thousands of Mini enthusiasts. Up to 30 
words per issue are free for private advertisers. For maximum effect 
include a photograph — we’ll print it free too. Photos cannot be 
returned.) Simply fill in the coupon below and post it to Kelsey Media, 
Mini Small Ads, PO Box 13, Cudham, Westerham TN16 3WT. Trade 
advertisers: please note that Mini Magazine Small Ads contain only 
private advertisements. Minimart is the effective, low-cost way for 
trade advertisers to reach their customers.

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

POST YOUR COMPLETED COUPON TO: 
MINIMAG FREE ADS, KELSEY MEDIA, PO BOX 13, CUDHAM, WESTERHAM TN16 3WT
Photos are printed free but cannot be returned. Maximum two adverts per reader per issue. All ads must be received on a coupon (photocopies acceptable). All coupons must be signed. Private advertisers only.
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Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977. Dealers and traders are reminded that they are committing an offence if readers are led to believe that goods are being offered by a private seller. 

FREE ADVERTISEMENT COUPON

30 WORDS FREE FOR PRIVATE ADVERTISERS!

n FREE to private advertisers
n Up to 30 words and a photo 
n Seen by 1000s of Mini enthusiasts  
n 3 easy options for sending your FREE ad

HOW 
TO DO 

IT! 
All you need to do is 

send your details 
with a photo of 

HOW HOW 
TO TO DO DO 

IT!IT!
All you need to do is 

send your details 
with a photo of 

Complete the coupon, at 
the end of the FREE ads, 
and post it with your pic 
to: 

Kelsey Media, 
Mini Small Ads, 
PO Box 13, Cudham, 
Westerham 

POST

Email your ad 
with a photo to: 
cars@kelseyclassifieds.
co.uk

EMAIL

100%
FREE 
SELL YOUR MINI 
WITH MINIMAG 

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE
• We reserve the right to refuse any advert.
•  Adverts are published subject to space. Kelsey Media cannot guarantee specific issues into 

which adverts will appear.
•  This service is for private advertisers only. Anyone trading more than 12 adverts in a year will be 

regarded as trade.
• Traders please contact the sales team on 01733 353353.
•  Each advert can be no more than 30 words. Kelsey Media reserves the right to edit down 

adverts that exceed this word limit.
•  Kelsey Media cannot be held responsible for illegible or inaccurate advert descriptions.
•  Advertisers can include one photograph free of charge. This photo will be published subject to 

space and cannot be returned. Emailed digital photos must be in JPEG format.
• All adverts and images will be kept on file for a maximum of 6 months.
• Advertisements may appear in other relevant Kelsey Media publications.

•  When submitting an advert, you all assign all copyright of the words and photos to Kelsey Media 
and agree to waive all moral rights in relation to the advert.

•  Kelsey Media’s customer service representatives reserve the right to terminate telephone calls 
if the caller becomes abusive.

•  By submitting advertisements to Kelsey Media you are agreeing to the above Terms & 
Conditions.

• No other correspondence can be entered into.
•  Kelsey Media uses a multi-layered Privacy Notice giving you brief details about how we use 

your personal information. For full details visit www.kelsey.co.uk, or call 01959 543524. If you 
have any questions please ask as submitting your details indicates your consent, until you 
choose otherwise, we/our partners may contact you about products/services to be of relevance 
to you via direct mail, phone, email and SMS. You can opt-out ANY time via email data.
controller@kelsey.co.uk or 01959 543524.

Your ad contact number

Private advertisers only must sign here

Heading under which advertisement is to appear

Your town or part of the country 

CATEGORY:

   FOR SALE       WANTED     

  VEHICLES       PARTS       MISCELLANEOUS     

  LITERATURE & INFORMATION 

PHONE
0906 802 
(Lines open Monday to Friday, 10am-
4pm, calls cost 65p per minute, plus 
your telephone companies access 
charge. Calls from mobiles and some 
networks may be considerably higher. 
Service provided by Kelsey Media).
For complaints or any queries about the 
premium rate number, please call 01959 
543723, available 9-5pm, Mon-Fri.
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  7 RACE CAR 

 £14,250. This is an ex-Paul Spark 
championship winning car. Full 
rebuild Jan 2017. TMW built 
engine. MED hardened crank - 
new August 2016. Contact me for 
full spec. Looks and drives 
awesome. Nottinghamshire. 
07767 664119 

   25 

 1984, 55,000 miles, £4,800 ONO. 
VGC, new shell in 1998. Lots of 
paperwork, MOT September 
2017. Yokohama tyres, original 
bumpers,wheels tyres and grill 
included. 07549 172400 

   30 JOHN COOPER 

 1989, 69,000 Miles, £2,995. 
Conversion upgrade. Red, 2nd 
owner over 20 years. MOT 4 
months with total MOT history. 
Reliable. Usual body TLC. Please 
call 02920 693628. 

   30 LIMITED EDITION 
 1989, 24,700 miles, £5,200 ono. 
Excellent original condition, pics 
available, including carpets 
removed and shiny � oors, Beds. 
07435 568654 

   30 SPECIAL 
 1989, £OFFERS. 01708 523658 

   998 

 1979, 55,000 Miles, £4,750 ONO. 
Porsche Signal Green. 
Re-trimmed interior, Mani� ow 
exhaust, disc brakes, Ultralight 
wheels. Lots of new parts 
including almost entire braking 
system. Regularly serviced, well 
looked after. MOT end of April 
2018. 07929 913 593 

   1000 

 1983, £150. De� nitely a project for 
an enthusiast. Non runner, rust, no 
front wings or bonnet. But doors, 
boot lid, spare roof section, all 
screens included - boxes of parts. 
Cardiff. 029 2077 8441 

   1100 

 1980, 70,000 Miles, £5,995 ONO. 
Restored, New wings and panels, 
front panel, new bonnet, door 
skins, boot lid, new brake and 
suspension overhaul, new tyres, 
rear subframe and much more. 
Superb car. Please call 01723 
864918, North Yorkshire. 

   1380 

 1981, £9,500 ono. 102bhp fully 
restored. Jack Knight race crank 
shaft with matching rods. AP race 
pistons, double spring big valve 
head, 45 Dellorto carb, straight 
drop gears, dumplex timing gear. 
Roll cage, full stainless bespoke 
race exhaust and lots more. Kent. 
07860 767552 

   ADVANTAGE 

 1987, 52,250 miles, £POA. Good 
condition for age. 07584 040444 

   AUSTIN 

 1974, £5,850 ono. Ziebart treated 
from new. No rust, stunning 
condition. Tax exempt. 12 months 
MOT. Full history and boxes of 
spares included. Contact Billy. 
07738 433061   

   AUSTIN MAYFAIR 

 1983, 114, 271 Miles, £5,500. 
998cc. Big valve head, sports 
camshaft, uprated carb needle, 
many new parts with receipts. 
Long MOT. Colchester 
07810698283 

   CABRIOLET 

 1993, 26,000 miles, £10,500. Early 
example only 300 odd ever made. 
Night� re red in family since 1997. 
Excellent condition. Great 
investment MOT May 2018 
moving abroad hence sale. 
Suffolk. 07831 656082 

   CLASSIC MINI 
 1972, 154 miles, £10,995. Very 
special 1380 Mini, two year total 
rebuild. Hi-Los, Avo dampers, 8.4-
inch, new subframes, 7x13 
Minilites, Argyle head, 286 cam, 
belt drive, total new interior, alloy 
radiator. Car is virtually as new. 
Real bargain, pro engineer owned. 
Surrey. 01276 23078 

   CLASSIC MINI 30 

 £4,000. Anniversary Mini, full 
service history plus handbook. 
MOT, road taxed. Burgundy, red 
interior. Original restore outside, all 
repairs and refurbishment details. 
Excellent runner. Being disabled 
reason for sale. Suffolk. 01473 
425533 

   CLUBMAN 
 1976, £OFFERS. The colour is 
saffron 01 708 523658 

   CLUBMAN ESTATE 

 1974, 88,000 miles, £5,995. Full 
sun roof, original condition, only 
two owners, well known show car. 
Any questions please call. Dorset. 
07786 660887 / 07773 198941   

   COOPER 

 1995, 83,000 miles, £2,950. 1.3i, 
MOT Jan 2018, 13-inch sport 
pack wheels, coil springs, four-pot 
callipers, full skirt kit, � at boot lid, 
sunroof, some history, loads of 
receipts. 07983 928330 
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   COOPER 1.3 

 2000, £3,990. Average mileage, 11 
months MOT. Leather interior, 
mechanically good, needs some 
TLC on body. Drives well. Kent. 
07502 246170 

 COOPER 

 £12,000. Eaton M45 supercharger. 
52mm throttle body. Omex 600 
ECU. Motorcraft coil pack. 
Straight cut gearbox and drop 
gears. Mini sport evolution 4 pin 
diff. 5 paddle sintered clutch plate. 
Large bore LCB-mani� ow. Mini 
sport rally exhaust. KAD 4 pot 
callpiers, grooved and vented 
discs. Mini� n rear drums. Fully 
adjustable bottom arms, 
adjustable tie bars. Competition 
cones with Hi los, Gaz 28 point 
adjustable shocks. Solid mounted 
front subframe. Poly bushes. Rear 
caster and camber brackets. 
5.5x13” minator wheels. 
Yokohama A035 175/50/13 tyres. 
Fibre glass boot lid. Polycarb rear 
windows and rear quarter 
windows. Cobra Monaco Pro 
seats, newton commercial interior, 
Luke 4 point harnesses. Flocked 
dashboard. 45mm CDS 6 point roll 
cage. 162 BHP, 150 ft-lb. MOT 
until 09/06/2018. sabrina_
hannant@hotmail.com 

   COOPER 1275 MPI 

 43,000 Miles, £9,995. Great Mini 
in fantastic condition, would be 
hard to � nd one in better 
condition, this year it’s had new 
sills. Floor panels, front wings and 
rear subframe. Spent £3,500 on it 
this year. New paint job on front 
and sides. Owned the Mini now for 
6 years and always been dry 
stored. Cornish registered. Been in 
Mini World. Like I say won't � nd a 
better Mini and gotta be seen in 
person to truly understand how 
good a condition it's in. 07882 
314891 

   COOPER MPI 

 65,000, £3,500. Tahiti Blue, Union 
Jack roof, wood trim and half 
leather interior, P reg, very good 
condition for year. Full years MOT. 
Stirlingshire 07517 853714 

   COOPER S 
 1969, £28,000. Mk2, green with 
snow berry white roof and bonnet 
stripes. 3000 Miles since ground 
up rebuild in 2009, engine, 
suspension, steering, brake 
modi� cation all to improve the car. 
Expensive cream leather and 
green Alcantara interior including 
Corbeau seats. Glass tinted, car 
has been rebuilt as a replica of the 
Cooper Car Company race cars. 
07554 443662 

   COOPER S 

 1970, £POA. MK2, 4,000 miles 
since rebuild in 2009. Cooper Car 
Company replica racing green and 
snow berry white. Lots of money 
spent on this project, mods to 
brakes, suspension and engine. 
07554 443662 

   COOPER S 

 2001, 10,900 Miles, £12,500. 1 
Previous owner. Excellent 
condition, MOT June 2018. New 
battery. Always garaged. Tailored 
car cover inc. A real head turner. 
Please call 07792 856767, 
Bedfordshire.   

   COOPER S 

 2005, 46,700 Miles, £3,995 ONO. 
Selling my lovely Mini Cooper S 
Convertible 1.6. Has service 
history, half leather interior, 2 
position soft top, Harman Kardon, 
Power � ow exhaust, sports 
catalytic converter, GT tuning strut 
brace, Induction Kit, MSD Coil 
pack and leads, Hydro dipped 
dash. 07717131469 

   COOPER S 

 2012. £8,999. 30,000 miles. 
Immaculate condition throughout. 
Many extras. Including BMW/MINI 
Heads up screen. Long MOT 
07815192117 

   COOPER SPORT 
 2000, 43,510 miles, £13,000. 
Racing green. One lady owner. 
Has been completely restored. All 
documents kept. Leather seats. 
MOT 12 months until July 2018. 
Gloucestershire. 07925 596440 

   COOPER SPORT 500 

 2000, 75,000 miles, £12,000. Very 
rare car. One of the last 500 
manufactured. Excellent Condition 
Throughout. Full Service History. 
MOT - Nov 2017. Great 
Investment opportunity. 
Hertfordshire. 07949 780512 

   COOPER SPORTPACK 

 1998, 63,000 Miles, £6,800. Full 
leather interior, excellent condition. 
Only 3 lady owners from new. 
Sports exhaust. 07517420169 

   ITALIAN JOB 

 64,000 miles. 1275cc. Excellent 
condition. Genuine low miles. Low 
owners. Staffs. 07981 418035 

   MARY QUANT AUSTIN MINI 
DESIGNER 

 1988, 50,000 miles, £5,195. 1 of 
only 1000 ever made, lovingly 
restored to original speci� cation, 
taxed, MOT till February 2018. 
07989 917162     

   MAYFAIR 

 £8,500. Never been welded, and 
all original panels including the sills 
and subframe etc. The Mini has 
warranted 13'500 miles from new 
with full interesting history from 
day one. There is absolutely no 
rust anywhere. The interior is 
totally unmarked 07976 413104 or 
      MINI 

 £2,750 Euro ono. With 1275 
engine. ZV plate. Needs 
restoration, ideal road or historic 
rally project. Good spec. 1275cc. 
Metro discs, Spax/Gaz 
suspension. Weller wheels. Nice 
interior. Not used for a number of 
years. Car located near Killarney, 
Southern Ireland. Well worth a 
look. 00353 876386480 

   MINI 

 1984, £4,000. 1000cc Original sills, 
alloy rear beam, radius arms and 
hubs, fully adjustable front 
suspension,13'' superlites, electric 
power steering, MOT till June 1st 
2018 carbon � bre front,heritage 
boot, bonnet, doors. Worth a look. 
01384 839805 
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   ROVER MINI CHECKMATE 

 1990, 69,000 Miles, £4,000 ONO. 
1Ltr engine, runs perfectly, racing 
interior with great speakers and 
new amp and stereo, new 
headlamps. Full spare set of tyres. 
York. 07847409058 

   ROVER MINI FLAME CHECKMATE 

 57,500 miles, £3,900 ONO. 998cc 
engine, MOT until July 2018. 
Starts straight away and drives 
smooth, tool kit and manual 
included. Derbyshire. 07443 
476167 

   ROVER MINI ITALIAN JOB 

 1992, 28,000 miles, £5,800. 11 
months MOT. First asking price will 
secure or very near offer. Rhondda 
Cynon Taf. 01685 870968 

   ROVER MINI PAUL SMITH LIMITED 
EDITION 

 1999, 65,000 Miles, £7,495 ono. 
MOT until Feb 2018. Good service 
history and fully documented 
recent restoration, all original 
features and full leather interior, 
excellent condition. 07732 102803 

   MOKE 

 1968, 26,500 Miles, £17,000. 
British Built, 850cc engine, Dark 
Green, 12 months MOT, Chassis 
Number AA81-1095081, Very 
Good Condition. Notts. 07831 
309922 

   MPI 

 1988, 69,000 Miles, £8,300. 
Cooper performance but cheaper 
insurance. Mint bodywork, rare 
mid blue leather recliners and 
interior. Drive superb, part of a 
collection Please call 
07885077882. Cambridge 

   MPI COOPER SPORT 

 2000, 17,800 Miles, £14,000. 
Tahiti blue, factory � tted electric 
sunroof, black/silver leather 
interior, unmarked wheels, 
stainless sports exhaust. 3 
owners. Plate not included. 
Middlesex. 07766 593965   

   ROVER MINI CABRIOLET 

 1997, 8,800 miles, £14,000. One 
owner, showroom condition, full 
history con� rms mileage, MOT to 
July 2018, will appreciate in value 
every year, (private number plate 
excluded). Berkshire. 07775 
515151 

   MINI COOPER SPORT PACK 

 56,000 miles, £8,500. 1 previous 
owner, Comprehensive full service 
history, MPI model, adjustable rear 
gas shocks, complete new 
exhaust, new alternator, MOT until 
2018. 13 inch alloys, Conti Sport 
Contact tyres, superb appearance. 
01923 854646   

   MINI ROVER BRITISH OPEN 
CLASSIC 

 1992, 106,000 miles, £3,000 ono. 
1275cc MOT until April 2018. 
British Racing Green. Stone Beige 
Countryman Tweed upholstery. 
Electrically operated sun roof. A 
few small parches of rust on the 
bodywork. Underside rust free. 
Please call or text Dominic. 07979 
735609 

   MINI SPRITE 

 1995, 26,000 Miles, £5,250. Tahiti 
Blue. Automatic. Completely 
original. 1275 cc engine. Beautiful 
condition. 2 owners from new. 
Gearbox fully refurbished this year 
runs perfectly. Full service history. 
London. Please call 07931 220723 
OR nigelblakelock@outlook.com 

   MK3 COOPER S 

 1971, £26,995. Good condition, 
webasto roof, black interior, wood 
dash, mini-lights, twin tanks, new 
MOT, one of only two known Teal 
blue S cars 07974 089595 

   MINI 

 1989, £6,500 ono. Restored two 
years ago, great car, 1300 engine, 
Stage 2 head, twin 1.75-inch 
carbs. Straight cut gearbox, 
13-inch wheels, roll cage and 
loads more. 11 months MOT. 
07974 411279 

   MINI 

 1993, £3,750. Good underside, 
new subframe, brand new 1.3cc 
stage 3 engine � tted. Mechanic 
owned, goes like the wind. Low 
miles in general. Good interior. 
Zero miles on new engine. 
Garaged last 3 years. Lack of use 
prompts sale. Lancs. 07763 
909322 

   MINI 

 1993, £8,500 ono. Full nut/bolt 
rebuild and respray. 1330 Med 
engine. New wheels, tyres, carbs, 
manifolds, 4 pot brakes etc. 700 
miles (3 years since rebuild),11 
months MOT. West Yorkshire. 
0113 289 2858   

   MINI 30 
 1989, £1,000. For restoration. Very 
original does run. No time to repair. 
Cardiff. 029 2079 0923   

   MINI CLUBMAN 

 1975, 85,540 miles, £4,750 Ono. 
MOT 19/05/2018. Must see 
clubman! Been garaged all it's life 
so very little rust. Most parts that 
wear have been replaced and 
head gasket recently done. Plus 
extras. Milton Keynes. 07843 
134827 
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   MINI COOPER S 

 £30 + postage. New rear hub. Call 
for more details. Staffordshire. 
07786 655773 

   MINI ENGINE AND GEARBOX 
 £3,250. Unused, 1400cc. Big valve 
head. Lightened and balanced 286 
cam. C/R box. Verto clutch rod 
change. Much more. West Sussex. 
01342 712079         

   VARIOUS MINI PARTS 
 £175 ONO. Mini light polished 
rims as new. Less than 500 miles. 
Comes with used tyres. Please call 
07855 428419, Lincs.   

   VARIOUS PARTS 
 £POA. MGB hood, stored 25 
years. Two pairs Mk2 Mini rear 
lights. Austin Maxi petrol pump 
new. Mini front swivel hub, 
bearings and seals, new. 
Numerous Mini valves, springs. 
Sensible offers. Oxfordshire. 
01865 863528 

   VARIOUS PARTS 
 £VARIOUS. Bond Equipe front 
grill, £20. Morris 1000 radiator, 
£20. Mini MkII rear lights, still in 
boxes, £40. 13in Astrali steering 
wheel, complete with boss, £30. 
11.5in steering wheel, no boss, ex 
Mini Sprint, £20. South Yorks. 
0114 234 6729     

  WIND DEFLECTOR 
 £80 ONO. To � t Mini One/Cooper/
Cooper S. Cabriolet. Used but in 
excellent conditon with carry case. 
Please call 07412 475237, West 
Middlands.      

 MINI 850 

 £150. Gold seal gear box with 

magic wand 07979 406536  

   MINI AUTOMATIC 
 WANTED. Gearbox problems. Not 
worried. In good condition, may 
consider Japanese import. Avon. 
01761 221800 

   MK1/11 MINI 
 WANTED. Any mini considered or 
shell, 1071cc Cooper S engine, 
any ‘S’ eng/box, anything 
considered. 07979 406536 

PARTS FOR SALE    

   MINI 1000 ENGINE/GEARBOX 

 £250. 07979406536 

   MINI 1275GT CLUBMAN 

 £20 collected. Pair of Rear Side 
Liners. South Leics. 07802 603669 
or 01858 463113   

   MINI ALLOY WHEELS 

 £95. Mini 7J X 17 5-star Double 
Spoke R 124 style alloy wheel 
(one) in Black; for Countryman 
R60 2010> or Paceman R61 
2012>. Part no. 9 803 726; 
excellent condition; no curbing, 
scratches. Ideal as spare if you're 
not using run� ats. Buyer collects 
Devon/arranges own carriage on 
top. diedreiloewen@yahoo.com 

   SPRITE AUTO 

 1993, 22,280 miles, £1,850. 
Original Interior and Rover radio. 
SORN. Requires some bodywork 
attention, starts and runs, reluctant 
sale, ideal project car. Cheshire. 
07980 817238 

   UNIQUE 1275CC CONVERTIBLE 

 £5,268 ono. 13 inch wheels, 
adjustable shocks, sports exhaust, 
ERA turbo body kit, half leather 
interior. A real head turner ready 
for the summer. MOT June 2018. 
Wiltshire. 07976 608463 

   WOOD & PICKETT MAKEOVER 

 1987, 28,000 miles, £5,500 ono. 
Mini 1000, automatic, 3 owners, 
full history from new, drives 
fantastic and in beautiful condition. 
Bucks. 07711 290103 

CARS WANTED

   ANY AUTOMATIC 
 1990, WANTED. Small to medium 
size (1000-2000cc), modern 
classic, up to 25 years old, in 
excellent condition, for disabled 
driver!. Warks. 07939 553306 

   CLASSIC VEHICLE 
 WANTED. From the 60s/70s. Like 
Austin, Rover Mini, MGB, Midget, 
Morris 1000 Traveller van or my 
old pick-up (HNY 170K). Runner or 
small project. Local Cardiff please. 
South Wales. 029 2062 6711 

   EARLY MINI MKI/II 
 WANTED. Any mini, any condition 
considered or restored or 
un� nished project. Yorkshire. 
07979 406536 

   MINI 
 WANTED Auto or Manual. In 
good condition. Bristol. 07502 
032532 

   ROVER MINI RACING GREEN S/E 

 28,600 miles, £4,499 ono. 
Paperwork to support, no visible 
welding on shell and body work 
superb, nice original condition very 
hard to � nd, bargain, my son’s car, 
selling because posted abroad, I 
need my garage back, Auto g,box, 
old mots, huge history � le, 10 
minutes from Dartford Crossing. 
Kent. 07555 409198 

   ROVER MINI SEVEN 

 2001, 14,000 miles, £9,895 ono. 
VGC, Red, half leather. Garaged, 
summer use only, perfect engine 
and gearbox. One previous owner 
outside family. Full MOT, any 
professional inspection welcomed. 
Essex. 07982 667434 

   SIDEWALK 

 25,000 miles, £5,500. Lovely car 
I've added some nice extras, 
revolution wheels, hi- lo adjustable 
shocks etc must be one of the 
best. 01407 831504 

   SPORT 500LE 

 2001, 8,200 miles, £23,000. MOT 
to March 2018. Immaculate 
condition. Norfolk. 01508 530283 
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Minispares - MIDLAND
West Midlands

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury.
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ

Tel: 0121 544 0011

Minispares - LONDON
LONDON (M25/A1 Junction) MINISPARES HEAD OFFICE

Cranbourne Industrial Estate, Cranbourne Rd.
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JN

Tel: 01707 607700

Minispares - NORTH
Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road

Northminster Business Park
York Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800

When you open the bonnet of your Mini it’s reassuring to know that
pretty well everything you see before you can be replaced should it go
wrong, and when you shop at Mini Spares the chances are that you’ll
even have a choice between genuine BL/Rover parts and cheaper or
better value parts.

We try to live up to our name, so we’ve made it our mission to provide
not just original parts but also source replacements for original parts that
are no longer available. We provide alternatives that offer higher
performance, extra longevity, improved looks or simply better value.
If only other classic marques were so lucky.

OOppeenn wwiiddee aanndd ssaayy “AAhh!!”
“So that’s where I can get all my engine parts from”

minispares.com

Parts available on line and by mail order - or visit one of our three shops

www.minispares.com
Supporting the Mini owner since 1975

Pissstons

Alloy 55 poorrtt aanndd
8 port heads

Oil and air filters

Crankshafts BBearings

Electrics


